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ABSTRACT 

This thesis examines the extent to which equal opportunjtý- legislation 
has enabled employment policies that aid the development, progression 
and promotion among pubfic sector employees, specifically those of 
Afro Caribbean origin, employed during the period between 1988 and 
2004. 

As context, the first part of the thesis presents an historical background 
of the black presence in the UK and the hostility they experienced 
through racial discrimination. It considers how governments, 
politicians and social scientists viewed the social exclusion and 
disadvantage of ethnic minorities generafly and their treatment in the 
labour market in particular. It also discusses relevant legislation, policies 
and practices that were developed to address racial discrimination. 

Drawing on methodologies used in research of similar nature and 
reviewing literature and research studies, a methodology was chosen 
that was appropriate for the study and a combination of quantitative 
and qualitative methods is used. The quantitative data presented in 
Chapters 7-8 is derived from responses to a questionnaire survey, 
supplemented by more detailed qualitative responses derived from face 
to face interviews with employees from participating organ-isations. 
Other methods are used only to a very limited extent to supplement the 
data derived from the questionnaires and interviews. Chapter 9 
contains data collected from a separate exercise of a shortened 
questionnaire on diversity only, consisting of staff from one 
government department and focus groups from two business streams. 

The second part of the thesis presents the chosen methodology and 
analyses evidence collected between 1999 and 2004. Survev data, in- 
depth one-to-one interviews and group interviews show that although 
progress has been made in combating racial discrimination, the pofic\' of 
positive action is not a routine tool of organisational pohcy- An 

examination of employment practices and processes in the relevant 
organisations indicates that there exists a combination of organisational, 
group (subculture) and individual constraints on ethrýc minorities to 
risc to their full potential. 

The theoretical vicw argues that there has been a retreat from 

progt-essive equal opportunity policies in employment and this (),, -%-es 
inuch to the policies of the government of the day and organisat-ional 
procedures. These assumptions have been borne out empirically. 
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TERMINOLOGY 

Reference to Black refers specifically to those of Afro-Caribbean back- 

ground, unless otherwise indicated. West Indians, Caribbeans and 
Afro-Caribbeans are used interchangeably. 

Reference to the United Kingdom excludes Northern 1reland when 

used in the context of the conduct and operation of race relations 

poficies and attendant legislation. 

\. ii 



PART 1: CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Debating the issue of race and racism has been recurrent over centuries and 

has been examined in different wa)7s and contexts during various periods. 

Over the past 50 years this has been a hve issue in some shape or form 

throughout many countries, particularly those in Western democracies. 

Racial discrimination, which is to treat individuals differently because they are 

thought to belong in different racial groups (Banton, 1998: 140), is central to 

these debates and government efforts to avoid the kind of social tensions 

created by racial discrimination. The United Mngdom (UK) is more 

advanced than its European neighbours in its relationship with its ethnic 

minorities in terms of legislatiýre provisions; however, despite this, 

institutional racism as defined bý7 Lord MacPherson - "... in <general tems 

consists of conduct or words orpractices wbicb advantage or disadvantage people because of 

Wing lbeir colour, culture or etbnic origin. In its more subtle fomi it is as dama * as in its 

01'ely f0m, " (MacPherson Report, 1999) is an embedded form of racial 

discrimination that this study alms broadly to examine. 

This stud), explores the question of race equal-ity in the sphere of employment 

and relates to Afro-Caribbean employees in the pubfic sector. It explores the 

shift xxay from the positive action initiatives of the 1980s , \-jthin central and 

local government and 'what I perceivc as its negative consequences in relation 

to the central question under consideration. It focuses on the participants' 



career path(s); for example, why they entered the public services, benefits 

they hoped to derive from working in the public service and their reason(s) 

for remaifflng. Legislative provisions are examined, as are current equal 

opportunity policies, to establish to what extent my perception that the roH- 

back of the equal opportunity programmes of the 1980s was a retreat from 

progressive racial equality goals in the sphere of employment holds. It aims 

to establish whether or not this negativity has been recoosed and 

accordingly addressed by current govermnent-led equal opportunity policies. 

The methodology used in the study is a combination of Quantitative and 

Qualitative methods. The quantitative data presented in Chapters 7 and 8 is 

derived from responses to a questionnaire survey, supplemented by more 

detailed qualitative responses derived from face to face interviews With 

employees from participating organisations. Other methods are used only to 

a very limited extent in the study to supplement the data derived from the 

questionnaires and interviews. Chapter 9 contains data coflected from a 

separate exercise of a shortened questionnaire on diversity only, consisting of 

staff from one government department and two focus groups from two 

business streams. 

This project owes its existence to many things, much of which stems from 

my personal interests, background and personal experiences. First is mN, 

interest in pobtics, the development and evolution Of POfitical ideologies and 
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principles as well as my observance of the social and cultural changes that 

have taken place over the last three decades or so. 

However, it is my position as a public sector employee that has had the more 

significant bearing on the undertaking of this study. The nature of my job 

was not connected to the issue of race relations in any shape or form nor did 

it entail any element of social poficy in the strictest sense. The catalyst was 

internal pubfication of annual workforce statistics, broken down by ethnicity, 

that is, in terms of numbers employed and their place throughout the grading 

structure in the department, whilst I was contemplating further post-graduate 

studies. This departmental exercise was undertaken in order to comply , -,, Ith 

the Civil Service Management Code (CSMC) on ethnic mon-itoring, as most, 

but not all government departments and agencies are mandated to supply the 

Cabinet Office with data on the make-up of their staff, inclu(: bng their 

ethnicity. The CSMC provides that the ethruc status of staff must be 

provided voluntarily by individual staff members and is therefore carried out 

on a self-classification basis, to the exclusion of management input, in order 

to ensure reliabibty in the assignment of ethriicity. 

Tlic 1996 data (A'emýslelter) showed that there was one person of ethnic 

minority orj(, -jn at Senior Civil Service (SCS) level in the department out of a 

workt-orce ()f approximately 60,000, of , N-hich ethruc minorities constituted 

10 

(0,000). The figurc for this single ethnic minority SCS member -was not 

pi-cscntcd in those terms but cxpressed in percentagc, neverthcless, from the 
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available data the extrapolation was easily made. The data also showed that 

4,500 of the 6,000 ethnic minority employees were at the bottom rung of the 

grading structure, at Administrative Assistant (AA) and Adn-ýinistrative 

Officer (AO) levels. 

The decision to undertake this research was to determine whether my 

department was unique in practicing a particular brand of equal opportunity 

policies that could produce such a result or whether this was widespread m 

the public sector. This is the central question to which this study lends itself 

Background: Race and Immigration in the UK 

The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, by its name 

suggests an amalgam of people. It is indeed an amalgam of people from 

different racial origins, creed and religious backgrounds. This mosaic has 

been attained through an history of invasions, conquests, rt-ýigrations (both 

voluntary and forced, such as the Huguenots refugees, who fled France under 

persecution) (Schama, 2000: 164) and colonialism. 

Although hostility was shown to various groups of incomers, such non- 

acceptance dissipated earlier for some than others, particularly in relation to 

people of colour. Prejudice against people of African descent, whose earliest 

presence in the UK has been recorded as 1555 (Shyflon, 1977; Banton, 

1976: 55), has been continuous, though more virulent at particular periods, 
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especially when the indigenous population feel threatened in the labour 

market. 

Reference to immigrants in British society conjures up immediatelý- images of 

dark-skinned people in the urban cities. However, immigration to this 

country did not begin in the 20th century. Britain has a long histon- of 

receiving immigrants from the Romans to the Irish. 'ne first Immigrants Act 

designed to check the flow of coloured people into Britain was not passed 

during the reign of Queen Elizabeth 11 in 1962, but during the reign of 

Efizabeth I in 1596 (Acts of the Privy Council, 11 August 1596, cited in Hill, 

1965: 22). The earliest presence of black people in Britain is imprecise but it 

seems safest to start the British history of the Negro about the middle of the 

16tII century to the early 1711, century (Little, 1948: 187-188; Shý, Hon, 1977; 

F ryer, 1984) when they were used mainly as household servants (Hill, 1970: 6). 

There are various estimates of the black population in England during the 

18th centuiy between 14,000-20,000 (Richmond, 1961: 235), 20,000 (Scobie, 

1972: 48) and 20,000-30,000 (ýVest, 1970: 15). Most black people in England 

then had been brought back by sea captains or returning West Indian planters 

but their legal status was obscure and open to question. There was no "Code 

NoIr" (Black Code) as there was with the French, regulations xvinch expla-ined 

the way that slaves \\-cre to be treated (Thomas, 199,: 472-3; ýdcCloy, 

1961: 63) oi- Slave Codes as in the United States (Franklin, 1994: 124) and later 

Black Codes, in the antebellum South (Wilson, 1980: 53). 



The most systematic of these was the Code Noir, promulgated in March 

1685, which governed every aspect of slave life - regulation ranged from how 

he should be fed, how much clothes he should own to his social conduct 

(McCloy, 1961: 63-64). For example, slaves were prescribed weekly rations of 

21/2pots of cassava farine, each weighing 2/21bs at least, 2 suits of clothes per 

year and night assemblies of slaves of different owners were prohibited, even 

under the pretext of a wedding. Ownership of property was forbidden and 

they could possess nothing independent of their masters. The penalty was 

flogging, cutting off of the ear or buttocks, branding of various kind and even 

death for frequent repetition of the offence (Williams, 1970: 183-189). The 

Code made him moveable property and denied him the most elementary 

rights of a human being. 

In the southern United States the Slave Codes were equally elaborate but 

perhaps harsher. Franklin (1994: 124-6) cites the practice by various states to 

enact more stringent laws to control the activities and movement of slaves 

whenever there was an insurrection or rumours of one. 

The absence of a British code for slaves did not significantly alter the way 

they were treated outside of the colonies - Thomas notes that they were 

sometimes put up for pubbc sale in Bristol and liverpool (1997: 473) "th sale 

notices for slaves pubfished in newspapers (ShN, Hon, 1997: 13-14). Therefore, 
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to some degree slavery (without the plantations) was being practised on 

British soil as much as it was in the colonies. 

Conflicting legal opinions were recorded on the status of slaves in Britain up 

until 1772. One famous opimon by justice Powell made it known that "Me 

laws of England take no notice of a Negro" (cited in West, 1970: 14; Scobie, 

1972: 49). By most accounts the status of Britain's blacks changed with the 

Mansfield judgment of 1772. The Mansfield judgment was delivered when 

James Somerset, a slave, who was brought to England in 1769 by his master, 

escaped and enjoyed freedom around London. He was eventuafly captured 

by his master in 1771 to be sold again into slavery in Jamaica. The anti- 

slavery campaigner Granville Sharp issued a writ of "habeas corpus" to 

prevent Somerset leaving England. When the case came before the Courts 

the issue to be decided was: "Is every man in England entitled to the liberty 

of his person unless forfeited by the laws of England? " Lord Mansfield 

determined that holding blacks as slaves was not supported by the laws of 

this Kingdom (Scobie, 1972) and thus slaves could not be forcibly removed 

from this country. 

The Mansfield judgment applied to England, Wales and Ireland but not 

Scotland, which had (and still does) a separate legal system. In 1778, six years 

after the Somerset decision a similar case -a master's right over his slave - 

arose in Scotland. It was decided that the colonial laws of slavery did not 

extend to Scotland, ruling that slavery was Hlegal in Scotland (Shvflon, 
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1977: 24-2-ý. justice Powefl's opinion remained significant after T%lansfield's 

judgment as Scobie (1972) points out that some slave masters ignored the 

authority and held on to their slaves in England. Those who were set free by 

gaining the right to leave their masters, went into a life of unemployment and 

destitution. 

A combination of events resulted in the reduction in the number of the black 

population in Britain. The Mansfield decision was not a general declaration 

of slave emancipation in England as the judgment was limited in its scope. 

According to Thomas (1997: 474) Mansfield declared in'1779 (7 years after 

the Somerset judgment) that it "went nofurther than to determine that the master had 

no rigbt to compel the slave to go into aforeign countg " but the pubbc perception was 

otherwise. Braidwood (1994: 19) suggests that the judgment may in practice 

have been more important than the exact legal situation, in that previous 

court judgments on the status of black servants in England had not attracted 

pubfic attention and so had httle practical effect. 

However, Mansfield's judgment encouraged liberally inclined masters to free 

their slaves (Hiro, 1971: 5). Consequently, many of these men and women, 

poor and destitute, roamed the streets of London, characterised as vagrants 

(Blyden, 2000). Their phght gave impetus to the plans of abolitionists under 

the leadership of the philanthropist, Granville Sharpe and led to the creation 

of a committee for the refief of the Black Poor and the scherne for settling 

ex-slaves in Sierra Leone (Richmond, 1961: 235). When the government's 
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attention was drawn to this its response was to repatnate them to Africa and 

the West Indies to work as 'free labourers'. Such deportations, led to a steadv 

decline in Britain's black population, and by 1870, Britain had more or less 

returned to her original state of being a white nation (Hiro, 19 ý 1: 5). 

Nevertheless, many blacks remained in the countrý, throughout Victorian 

times Nfiles (1994: 129) and Green (1998) detail significant number of blacks 

in Edwardian Britain, although most were of low social status, undertaking 

menial work. 

The beginning of modern immigration by people of colour came by virtue of 

the British Nationality Act 1948, which created the new status of citizen of 

the United Kingdom and the Colonies (with the expressions "British subject" 

and "Commonwealth citizen" shall have the same meaning) and provided 

that those citizens and others of self-governing countries of the 

Commonwealth should be British subjects. Later when the McCarran Act of 

1952 virtually halted West Ind-ian immigration to the Uruted States, Britain 

became the only remaining wide-open territory for would-be migrants from 

the British Caribbean islands (Patterson, 1963: 39). Non-white colorues then 

became self-goverrung, earning them the title of Bndsh subjects with the 

right of abode in the UK. It was then that the black presence became a major 

social and political issue. Britain needed cheap labour to rebuild the country 

in the afteri-riath of the Sccond World War (Nfason, 199-5: 24) and turned to 

the colonies to fill the less attractive jobs (Griffiths, 1960: 9). 
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Ceri Peach found that conditions in Britain had a bearing on West Indian 

immigration during the peak immigration periods of the 1950s and 1960s. 

When the British economy was strong the demand for labour increased and 

the Nfinistry of Labour's register of unfulfiHed vacancies increased and was in 

fine with the number of migrants entering the country from the West Indies 

(1968: 37). Far from making their fortunes easily, the immigrants faced 

isolation and hostibty in employment, pofitics and sociahsation (Shukra, 

1998: 9). 

Although the immigrant's journey may have been made for economic 

reasons, accommodation was his foremost need. In post-war Britain, while 

the labour of the new immigrant minorities was welcomed by certain sectors 

of the economy, the migrants' presence in the housing market at a time of 

intense national housing shortage was resented (Byron, 1994: 132). The West 

Indian newcomer settled in large, urban industrial areas with a shortage of 

unskilled and semi-skifled labour. In such areas they were usually compelled, 

as a consequence of the housing shortage and local antipatNes, to cluster in 

the most dilapidated and socia]-ly undesirable districts (Patterson, 1963: 47). 

Host public opinion reacted not SiMPIY against the presence of New 

Commonwealth immigrants as such, but against the implications of 

harbouring any sizeable, and potentiafly permanent, black citizen population 

Uoncs, 1977: 153). 
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The situation was therefore politically sensitive to address. Although the 

Welfare State was in place, there was no provision within it to address the 

social problems the newly arrived immigrant faced. The whole philosophy of 

the Welfare State (insofar as it possessed any whole philosophy) had hitherto 

seemed to centre around the idea of catering for certain categories of social 

need irrespective, in each case, of "extraneous" social, cultural or econorrk 

personal characteristics. To treat, or even to record, coloured immigrants 

differently, for no other reasons than because they were coloured immigrants, 

seemed to strike at the heart of this philosophy Oones, 1977: 193). 

Evidence of rejection and discrimination are well known and documented 

(Francis, 1998; Banton, 1965: 115-126), and the response was to organise. 

Much of the history of anti-racism consists of the actions of ordinary people, 

outside of the control of state or international agencies and often unaligned 

to any political party. Most anti-racist organisations have risen not from 

formal political initiatives or bureaucracies but from the necessity and desire 

of people to do something about the existence of racial oppression in their 

lives (Bonnett, 2000: 86) and a number of black political organisations 

emerged in the 1960s and 1970s, and although based on ethnic fines, their 

varying activities were directed in opposition to racial discrimination (Shukra, 

1998: 9-26). Statutory organisations were also set up but the state's involve- 

ment was not immediate. In the early part of the 20th centurý7 one of the 

larger black communities was the black seamen of Cardiff, Bristol and 

Liverpool and debate on racial issues was centred around this group. The 



legislative measures put in place in 1920 and 192-5) specificafly regulated the 

employment of black seafarers (Little, 1948: 85-86), and their faryubes who 

faced economic hardship as a consequence of established employment 

practices. Rising unemployment in the shipping industry during the 1930s 

compounded this hardship (Banton, 1955: 126), which found the children of 

black seamen dependent on puMc assistance, and rather than this difficulty 

being recognised as a social problem, it came to be regarded bý T the 

authorities as a "moral problem" (little, 1948: 91). This brought into 

existence welfare groups, such as the Liverpool Association for the Welfare 

of Coloured People (Gay and Young, 1988: 16). 

Rex and Tomlinson (1979: 87) point out that A the major institutions set up 

by the government to deal with problems of race relations have been 

paternalistic in nature. They came into being together as components of 

immigration control for Commonwealth citizens, and A bore the marks of 

that origin. Rex further argues that the black orgarnsations Shukra discusses 

were not an effective civil rights movement as there was in the Umted States 

(1979: 89). However, that does not negate their usefulness in highlighting the 

depth of racial inequalitý, that existed. 

The demise of those political organisations, particularlýý the relatively radical 

Campaigii Agtinst Racial Discrimination (CARD) left a void in black 

rcprescntation and it , vas therefore inevitable that without a coflective voice, 

black disaffccuon would havc manifested itscl t- in some form. 'Flic end of thc 
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1970s coincided with urban social deprivation, economic decline and an 

increase in racial tension; with the latter particularly poorly managed by the 

state, an unfortunate series of street disturbances erupted in the early 1980s 

(Benyon, 1984 and Favell, 2001: 108). This heightened political awareness 

significantly changed the operation of the country's race relations pobcy, 

creating a momentum that shifted the informal opposition to racism from 

centre stage to a formalised level. 

It is against this historical background that the treatment of blacks in Britain 

and the conduct of social interaction between black and white should be 

viewed, in the discussion of modern race relations. 

Demogral2hy 

Historically, racial minorities have been concentrated in the cities and 

industrial areas of the country such as the North and West Midlands. 

However, up to the first half of the 20th century they lived mainly in London 

or the other major ports of Liverpool, Bristol and Cardiff (Killingray, 1994: 2). 

In 1961 two-thirds of Commonwealth immigrants lived in six large urban 

areas (1961 Census 10% sample). Of these, two-thirds lived in London. 

Figures from the 1966 sample Census showed that in Greater London there 

were 310,190 Commonwea. 1th irnn-ýigrants in a total population of 7.7 milbon, 

and in the West Midlands conurbation, 82,000 in a total population of 2.37 
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milhon. Proportions of 4.03% and 3.46%. These figures included Nvhite and 

non-white immigrants. 

The 1966 data also showed that in Greater London there were 151,810 West 

Indians, 80,230 Indians and 15,990 Pakistanis. In West Yorkshire 8,360 West 

Indians, 10,350 Indians and 12,660 Pakistanis and South East Lancashire 

10,670 West Indians, 7,730 Indians and 5,120 Pakistanis (cited in Field 

Haikin, 1971: 15) 

The 1991 Census showed that population movements between Inner London 

and the rest of the country were below average for Blacks and other ethnic 

minorities (DoE, 1996: 90); therefore it is reasonable to assume that there 

have been no significant shift in demographic patterns. 

Nevertheless, the more recent data show the total Greater London 

population to be 7.1 million, marginal-ly down on that of 1961. However, the 

ethnic minority population has increased, with 4.79% West Indians (343,544), 

5.28% African (378,686), 6.09% Indians (436,780), 1.99% Pakistarus 

(142,725), 2.15% Bangladeshi (154,100); in the \Vest Nfidlands, of a 

population of 5.2 milhon it shows 1.56% West Indians (82,170), 0.23% 

Africans (12,115), 3.39()//o Indians (178,562), 2.93% Pakistanis (154,332) and 

0.60""o (31,604) Bangladeshis. For Yorkshire there are 1.04% Indians 

Vest Indians, Afr (51,6ý' )4), 2.95() o Pakistanls (146,463) and Icss than V (ý \ icans 

and Bangladcshis, respectively (221,349,9,433 and 11,419). In Lancashire it 
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shows 1.31% Indians (14,86-5), 2.34% Pakistanis (76,558) and, as with 

Yorkshire, less than 1% West Indians, Africans and Bangladeshis (1,589,794 

and 3,064). The figures above do not take account of other ethnic categories, 

such as "Mixed" and "Other" (Census, 2001). 

There is a wealth of research that has shown direct discrimination in the 

labour market, which leads to social and economic disadvantage among 

certain ethnic minority groups generafly, and the Afro Caribbean community 

in particular. However, this research sought to study another dimension of 

the Afro Caribbean labour market experience, as it looks at indirect 

discrimination and excludes the Windrush generation of immigrants and 

shows the position of second and third generation of the Afro Caribbean 

al community in white collar employment in the public sector, that were m 

educated within the British system. Some of the often cited comments by the 

country's white population when expressing resentment towards the 

Windrush generation of immigrants was that they were ignorant and illiterate, 

speaking strange languages and lacking proper education (Richmond, 

1955: 240-246). Richmond further notes that those views were never based 

on t- acts, as research at that time had shown that half of the white population 

had never met a black person and those who had had done so throuOrh only 

casual acquaintances. llowever, one feature of the average West Indian 

immi(rrant of the Windrush generation Nvas that his seMces -were 

predominantly deployed in low paid Job sectors, whether he , vas skilled ()r 

serni-skilled. 
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The sociological views suggest that competition in the labour market might 

have given rise to conflict within that sector but competition for employment W 

would not of itself be the only contributor to discrimination: 

'As an idenfiýy, race becomes a way ofperceivin in agrou g ourselves with * P. To be 
black in what seems to be a boolar racial universegives one instantjl a set of co- 

, 
pb */ location along an endless ordinates within space and time, a sense ofgeqgra ica 

boundag of color.. But blackness in a raaally stratified socieýy is alwqys 
si . multaneous# the "negative of whiteness " To be white is not a sign of culture, or 
a statement of biology orgenetics: it i's essentially a power relationship, a statement 
of autborio, a so6ial construct which is perpetuated by ýystems of ptivilegue, the 
consolidation ofproperýý and status. " (Marable, 1995: 6) 

'Tiowever, the Victorian age was also one in whicl) sig*nificant interest was sbown 
in different concepts of race, not least in the putafiPeyl stientifIc claims of sePeral 
leading commentators and polifitians of the tigle. The debate to wbicb tbg 
contributed served to 1qy the joundalions of a near codýied set of beliefs and 

, gardiq al and biolopcal detem., inism. " assumptions re issues of rad (Saggar, 
1992: 20) 

From what was early scepticism that acute racial tension could develop in the 

UK among the children and grandchildren of the Windrush generation, 

sociologists began to reahse that the position of Commonwealth immigrants 

had more in common with the Black American experience than they 

previously supposed. The quotations from Manning Marable and Shamit 

Saggar above iflustrate this commonality, though made in different contexts, 

but being the observations from American and British perspectives. Banton 

and Harwood (1975: 32) argue that the use of the term race in both biological t7l 

science and the everyday world needs to be understood h1storIcafly. 

Howcver, in his discussion of prejudice and the conceptions of race from the 

kuropcan perspective, Banton (1976: 23-71) concurs with these views, though 

lic, considers that the emphasis on biological racial diffcrcnce was 
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insignificant. Thus, the experience of the racial minorin, within the UK could 

be characterised as one of racial antagonism rather than racism, although 

delicate differences and shades of meaning are of no relevance to the victims 

of racism. The essential feature of racism is the degree of power exercised by 

one racial group over another, based on a philosophy of racial superiority to 

induce inferiority and powerlessness in the other. However, Rex and Moore's 

(1967) study of Sparkbrook in Birmingham placed the study of ethnic 

minorities within a class analysis, rooted in the historical continuities of 

coloniafism. 

It was clear that the cultural assimilation of immigrants into British society 

was not lessening the amount of discrimination practiced against them. As 

black militancy increased, sociolo ists altered their approach, as did policy 91 

makers because of growing recognition that a sizeable proportion of the 

country's "immigrants" were not immigrants but native born British citizens, 

who happened to be non-white. The limitation and cautiousness of the 

political approach in dealing with an issue that should have been moving 

awav primarily from one of immigration control to addressing one of racism 

, xas necessary from an electoral perspective, if for no other reason than to 

provide a balance between the concerns of the host population and the new 

arrivals. For example, faced with a General Election in 1964 and havitig 

suffered from local government defeats, mounting criticisms in its foreign 

and domestic poficles, ranging, from housing shortagcs and a Rent Act which 

removcd ceiling-, on rentals to the failures of providing new houses Oones, 
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1985: 51), the Commonwealth Immigrants Act would have provided much 

needed electoral protection to the government. However, it could be 

interpreted as an act of appeasement that contributed to reinforcing 

institutional racism that would confer the status of second class citizenship 

on the non-white population, "... Black settlers in Britain watched as the ratist tail 

,g wag the parliamentag do " (Fryer, 1984: 381), while at the same time handing 

responsibility to them for the ills in British society. 

In 1950, under a Labour government, and in 1956, under a Conservative 

government, Private Member's Bills to outlaw racial discrimination were 

tabled in Parliament but failed to be passed on both occasions. In a 

Parliamentary debate on immigration in 1961, the Conservative Home 

Secretary, Rab Butler, stated that 

"... In 1960 tbefigure rose to 58,000 and in tbefirst 10 montbs of tbisyear the 
figure stood at 113,000. Of tbisfigure about 57,000 camefrom tbe Vest Indies 
and 19,000 from India and Pakistan. Tbe total number of these new 
I. vilwigrants, z. ncluding cbildren born to Mem in the countg, was estimated to be 
about 500,000... " (Hansard, 16 November 196 1). 

In an 8-year period, between 1955-1963, the total number of immigrants 

entering the country ýIess total number leaving during the same period) was 

472,400 (Cinnd 2739), although until the introduction of the 1962 

Commonwealth Immigration Act the number of immigrants entering the 

countn,, \\,,, is based on estimates only, using various permutations. 
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Recorded figures for the total new Commonwealth population ranged from 

74,000 in 1951 rising to 336,000 in 1961,1.3 million in 1971 and 2.2 million 

in 1981, of which Afro Caribbeans accounted for 15,000,172ý0005 237)000 

and 546,000 respectively. 

TabWl. l. Estimated immizrant novulation in Eneland & Wales. 1951 and 1961 
Area of Origin 1951 1961 
India 30,000 81,400 
Pakistan 5,000 24,900 
Ceylon 5,800 9,000 
West Indies* 15,300 171,800 
West Africat 5,600 19,800 
Far Eastt 12,000 29,600 

Total colouredpopulafion 74,500 336,600 
Cyprus and Malta 24,700 66,600 

Total Commonwealtb 336,400 659,800 
Irish Repubfic 472,100 644,400 
Ahens 378,400 415,700 

Total rvsidentpopulafion 43,758,000 46,105,000_ 

Coloured persons per 1,000 1.70 7.30 
*Includes British Guiana and British Honduras 
tIncludes Gambia, Ghana, Nigeria, Sierra Leone 
tIncludes Hong Kong, Malaya and Singapore 

Source: Amended Census estimates cited in Rose et at, 1969 

Another estimate put the Afro Caribbean migrant group in the same period at 

2,200 in 1952, rising to 238,200 in 1961 (Patterson, 1963: 417), although the 

latter figures refer only to migrants coming into the country, rather than 

inclusive of those already settled by then. 

The number of West Indians to the UK was unimportant until 1954 and it 

would appear that the number never exceeded 1,000 per year before 1951, 

with an average of 2,000 in 1952 and 1953. In 1954 the figure for new 

arrivals was 10,000 and in the three succeeding years rose to over 20,000 per 

year: 1955 - 24,473ý 1956 - 2654415 1957 - 22)473 but fefl back slightly in 1958 
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to 16,511. The West Indian population at 31 December 195- was estimated 

at 99,823 (Ruck, 1960: 51). Taking the Commonwealth as a wholeý in the first 

year fol-lowing the start of controls, 631,963 Commonwealth citizens passed 

immigration officers, the net positive intake being 34,523 (Davison, 1964: 1). 

A Commonwealth 1mmigrant Advisor), Council (CIAC) Report in 1964 

estimated that there were nearly one milhon immigrants from the 

Commonwealth present in the country (Cmnd 2266). There was no ethnic 

question in the Census until 1991, therefore up until then the position of 

ethnic minorifies was less detailed and accurate in these data than those 

produced thereafter, and could have been under-estimated. 

The growth of the ethnic minority population included a significant 

proportion that was British citizens by birth. Considering the trajectory, the t7) 

policy of treating every ethnic minority resident in the country as an 

-immigrant- could not be sustained indefinitely and, similarIv, the flawed 

political strate ies of using immigration control as the only means of 91 

addressing racial discrimination could not succeed. 

Some sociologrical views hold that no state can be stable and cohesive unless 

all its members share a common national culture, including common values, 

ideals of exceflence, moral behefs, social practices and so forth. By sharing a 

common culture, they dcN-clop mutual attachments, affections and loyalues 

build tip the ncccssarý, bonds of solidarity and common sense of 
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belonging (Parekh, 1998: 3). However, if a sizeable minonty of a state's 

population face disadvantage, lack of opportunities and under-representation, 

society will lack cohesiveness. Equal-ity or equa. ] treatment is thus a pre- 

requisite of societal harmony. Nevertheless, to be "different" -\\, ]thin a society 

is not necessarily incompatible with equality, since people's differences in 

certain circumstances Will need to be acknowledged in order for them to be 

treated equahy. 

This thesis studies the career progression of ethnic minority employees in the 

public sector - both in central and local government - and how the legislative 

process informs this, with the emphasis on Afro Caribbean employees. It 

also seeks to apply an histoncal developmental approach to the study bý, 

looking at early ethnographic studies of the West Indian presence in the UK 

and their place within the marketplace (little, 1947,1950 and 1958; Banton, 

1955 and 1959), as well as social reformism and related political economy. It 

is in two parts: Part I comprises 4 chapters - historical background (chapters 

1 and 2), theoretical issues (chapters 3-5) and Part 11 comprising the 

methodology (Chapter 6), empirical work, analyses (chapters 7-9) and 

conclusions (chapter 10). 

Chapter 2 presents a historý, of racism and its expression of exclusion in the 

labour market, both in the UK and the United States (US). It also gives an 

historical background of black people in the LIK and analyses the mechanism 

through xhich social groups intenicted and the tensions that arose, , vIiich 
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provide a base for later racial conflicts. Chapter 3 gives sociological 

perspectives on inter-related equabtý, issues and examines contemporan- race 

relations pol-icles of France and the US for comparative purposes. The 

rationale for choosing these countries is not necessarfly because they pursue 

identical race relations pol-icies or have done so in the past. 

In the case of France, since the Revolution and Constitution of 1795, the 

Repubfic has been organised around a highly centrafised state based on the 

notion of equal citizenship. The repubfican ideal, based as it is on notions of 

fiberty, equality and solidarity, considers individuals as integrated by virtue of 

a notion of individual citizenship. Once you become a French national, then 

you benefit from A the advantages that such status confers (Edye, 1998: 50- 

51). However, France shares a similar history to the UK, in that they are 

former slave traders, slave holders and colorual powers and have acqWred 

their racial minorities by the same means. However, slavery was never 

legabsed on French or British soil (unhke the US), despite inferences drawn 

from the Mansfield judgement of 1772. Contrary to popular belief, the 

Judgement went no further than to determine that a slave master had no right 

to compel the slave to go into a foreign country. This related to black slaves Z7) 
- 

that had been brought back to England by sea captains, some of whom were 

hircd out by their masters to ship owners, or slave captains, as casual labour 

(Thomas, 1977: 473-7/4). 



White people in the US met blacks almost exclusively in situations in which 

whites were superior in terms of power and knowledge. In any unequal 

relationship, the superior party is likely to stereotype members of the inferior 

party and when inherited differences of outward appearance are added, this 

tendency is A the stronger (Banton, 1998: 49). This is the essence of the 

relationship that the US have had with its black citizens for most of its 

existence. Although the black presence in the US has a different genesis from 

France and the UK, governmental attitudes in the US and the UK to the issue 

of racial equality have been quite similar. More fundamentafly, and 

paradoxicafly, is the fact that western countries with large minorities look to 

the US for examples in formulating their own race relations policies. 

Chapter 4 reasons that governments have responsibibtý, for the cumulative 

Cf -f- ccts of past discrimination in the pubhc realm and for maintaining equal-ity 

through appropriate policies. It also details instances of poficy retreat in 

support of the area of study, which are addressed empincafly in Chapters 7-9. 

Chapter 5 describes the process of regulations and legislation that have been 

put in place to address social issues generafly to those which were introduced 

to take account of racial inequality and the emergence of the UK as a multi- 

cultural socic-ty. The object of these chapters is to put the contemporary 

situation into context. 

of the study sets out the methodology and empirical analyses. 

Drawing on literature from social science research methodolol(Jes and the 



sociologles and politics of race, Chapter 6 presents the process of formulating 

an appropnate method of data coflection and how the methodolop, was 

chosen. Here it is argued that while participant observation is probably the 

method of data coflection with which qualitative research is most closely 

associated, the combination of Quantitative and Qual. itative methods would 

be suitable for the selection of certain variables which previous research have 

suggested would influence career progression. 

Chapters 7 and 8 present the results of the quantitative and quahtative data 

collected in the main part of the study. Chapter 9 is a discussion, followed by 
I 

an analysis, of diversity as a concept and charts its introduction as official 

policy in the Civil Service. It also examines the results of an additional 

qualitative exercise to test the success or otherwise of diversity as an equal 

opporturUty too]. 

Chapter 10 summaries the findings of the study and wil-l conclude the thesis 

with some final remarks on the possibilities for an appraisal and reporting Z71) 

system in the public sector that might prove less discriminatory than those 

systems currently in place. 

In this study, I arn presenting an account of equal opportunity employment 

group ot people and how they those policies, focusing on a particular 

pollcics and the effects thosc pobcles havc had on their career advancement. 

I am -, iware that a different emphasis could be placed on this same subject 
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with identical data but I hope it wiH contribute to and inform the equal 

opportunity debates that are ongoing as to how equality and fairness can be 

achieved for all, wHst recognising that indirect racial discrimination must be 

taken into account in pursuing these policies. 

My account wiH commence with the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF THE STUDY 

In Chapter 11 gave an overview of the presence of black people in the UK 

and discussed different concepts of race and suggested that the emphasis in 

the US on biological racial difference is of less significance than from the 

European perspective. This chapter will give an historic account of racial 

discrimination within the job market and the role trade unionism played in 

excluding workers, based on their race. 

It has generally been accepted that there was a period in the fairly recent 

social history of some Western democracies when people from non-white 

ethnic backgrounds were systematically discriminated against and excluded 

from mainstream society solely on the basis of skin colour and ethnic origin. 

None more so than the black man. Bloch (1969: 47) points out that each 

strata, class or group had at one time or another, to some degree, faced 

economic restrictions and difficulties in the proccss of achieving social 

betterment. But the black man has had the longest period of economic 

restrictions imposed on him, with the least to show for the time and effort he 

has cxpended in his struggle for social improvement. It is not a proud period C-)Cý 

of history, parucularly when set against , N-hat is currenfly regarded as 

acceptabic standards of societal behaviour within modern democracies. 
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Modern governments have been striving to create an inclusive society 

through equality of opporturnty and an evolutionary process of le islation. 
1 91 

Progress has been made but this progress is to some extent partial in certain 

respects. Since the early 1960s there has been a continuing development of 

legal concepts and of enforcement mechanisms and institutions. The general 

trend of development has been an extension of the concept of discrimination, 

a strengthening of enforcement mechanisms, an increase in the powers of the 

regulatory agency and a change in the role of litigation (McCrudden et al, 

1991: 8). The Race Relations Acts of 1965,1968 and 1976, respectivelv, 

offered varying degrees of protection against racial discrimination, with each 

Act strengthening weaknesses in the preceding one. However, it appears that 

cxjsting provisions for addressing indirect discrimination are not as effective 

as they should be. 

The ongoing debates and arguments surrounding the issue of race relations, 

both generally and specifically as it Operates within the sphere of employment 

to achieve genuine equality of opportunity, should not ignore the historical 

consequences of governmental abandonment of social responsibilities to the 

freedom of employers and policies clictated by the workings of the market. 

'Sonie political analysts and academia have argued that a retrograde step has 

II ties taken place in striving, for fair employment opportunities for ethnic minori i 

in recent )-cars. 

Lord HattcrsIc\ 

From the political left, one senior voice has been that of 

in support ot positive action. Responding to the 
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government's welfare- to-work/N ew Deal pohcy in 1997, he reminded the 

public of the retreat from positive action and highlighted some of the 

consequences of neglecting the reafity of discnmination - not onlv in 

employment practices, but also in the social system, and the necessitv for the 

government to explicitly take account of this reality in pursuing these policies 

(Fhe Guardian, 27Se ptember 1997). Waiting for the gradual evolution of society 

into a prejudice-free utopia, ethnic minorities wifl never get their fair share of 

anything. Therefore, the ob*ectives of the I Commission for Racial Equal-ity 

(CRE) can only be achieved by positive discrimination or, to give the pohcý- 

its less controversial name, affirmative action (The Guardian, 19 April 2004). 

An opportunity presented itself at the time of the Race Relations 

(Amendment) Act 2000 to advance certain aspects of employment legislation 

but this was not exploited (BillMom*s, Personal Interview, 21 June 200 1). 

Paul Gordon (1990: 175-190) gives several accounts of the attack from central 

government, "think tanks" and the right wing media, both populist and 

intellectual, on anti-racism poficies initiated in man), local authorities (LAs) in 

the 1980s as well as the retreat of those who had previously been supporters 

of such initiatives. Yasmin Alibhai-Brown has been equafly cntical of the 

, leglect of governmental action in promoting fair employment policies M)e 

Guardian, 17 December 1996). 

The nccessity for race reladons legislation is no longer seriously questioned in 

guagc Gordon describes (1990: 175-190), but its vvorkings to the tone and hin 
11 
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enable employment practices which are fair to minorities stil-I are. This is 

particularly true in relation to issues of career development, progression and 

advancement. It is useful to put the position of the black man within the 

labour market and the a itation for social and economic equality into 91 1 

historical perspective. Although this study is concerned primarýy with events 

in the United Kingdom, the background of race relations in the United States 

will be necessary as the UK traditionally looks to the US for examples in 

conducting relations with their own ethnic minorities. 

Exclusionaýy Policies 

Up until the Great Depression, not very much had changed for black people 

in the United States since the end of Reconstruction, particularly in the 

southern states of the Union, where politics in large measure was oligarchic, 

reactionary and myopic. Leuchtenburg (1963: 332) describes it as 'a culture 

, gb wbere black people were excludedfrom influence toon tbe polificalpower exera'sed tbrou 

,g and re. Tpondin argely to the m411 of a I. ns// . /fill . ons construcled m4th the aim of benýfzliý ýg Z 

pený own 9 class", sigle entio: Me irbite, A qlo-Saxon Protestantpro in 

The United States has been a genuinely racist society. On the N,,, hole it has 

treated blacks as if thcy were inherenfly inferior, and for at least a centun, of 

its hjstoiý, this pattern of rigid racial stratification was buttressed and 

stmigthencd by awidely accepted ideolog (Fredrickson, 1999: 7 1). 
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An effective mode of exclusion in the sphere of employment was the 

negative quota, which restricted the percentage and advancement of black 

workers by trade unions. The "Transportation Brotherhoods" - the 

engineers, conductors, firemen and trackmen - frequently used this technique 

in their long and generafly successful campaign to exclude and subordinate 

black workers. The extensive use of quotas to el-iminate black skilled 

tradesmen is historicaUy interesting in view of the contemporary white N-icw 

that quotas are alien to the American experience. The precise opposite is 

true. Although quotas to include people and to ensure fair play are ahen to 

the American experience, quotas to exclude people on the basis of race are 

very much American, probably an American creation. 

In January 1910, for example, the Brotherhood of Railwav Trainmen 

negotiated the following agreement with Southern Railroads: 

f Ne jardmen ; viII be emplqyed on any 'No larger percentage o gro trainmen or 
division or in aýyjard than was employed on januag 1,1910. If on any rods 

greement does not is a ,,, er tban on januag 1,19 10, th * tbis percentage i. s now lam 

contemplate the discharge of any Negroes to be replaced by wbites, but as vacancies 
are filled or new men emplqyed, whites are to be taken on until the percentage of 

gemen, ed as b, ýWgq januag first is reached. Negroes are not to be el*lqy 
flq'men, orjardforemen, but in any case in wbicb thg are now so emplqyed, thg 
are not to be discharced to make places for whites, but wben the positions thq, 
occio), become racant, x1jites shall be enplqyed in theirplace. 

Another casc -a 1927 agreement between the Atlanta joint Terminals and the 

tit-cmen and helpers - makes the same point even more clearly: 
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'White firemen uill be given preference o per Negro firemen in filliq alljobs when 
tbefollow'zg changes in conditions of work are made: 

A chan ge of 30 minutes or more in the starting time of ajob 

2. Filliq vacanties 
3. Creation of newjobs" (Bennett, 1993: 265). 

The South operated strict "White labour only" poficies OFoner and Lewis, 

1980: 19) and the role of trade unions was instrumental in enabling such 

policies (Spero and Harris, 1931: 53-75). Blacks did not fare much better in 

the liberal, northern cities either during this period, where organýised labour 

evinced a pronounced feeting of hostility toward them (Franklin, 1994: 310- 

11). According to Ringer (1983: 251) whites forced blacks to compete 

primarily in those segments of the market that could lead to inferior jobs with 

the more desirable segments being monopolised by whites. 

In the Ul,. ', black seamen in Cardiff found their position as workers was 

entirely at the mercy of the workings of the market and societal prejudice of 

the day. In order to keep costs as low as possible, ship-owners employed 

blacks only because they were paid less than their white counterparts, while 

on the other hand the), were regarded by white unions as keeping white 

seamen out of work and forcing down their standard of fiving (Little, 

1948: 82-83). During the inter-war years of high unemployment, black 

seamen had the worst of both worlds: if the), signed on from a colonial port 

they received inferior pay; if they came to Britain the), frequently had 



difficulty in obtairung work and were faced with open hostibtý, of many white 

seamen (Richmond 1955: 237). 

Banton's study (1955) of non-white immigrants' life in the Stepney area of 

London showed similar pattern, where they were "the last hired and first 

fired" and professional men relegated to unskilled position in the labour 

market. West Indian immigrants fl-Ued vacancies for which there was either 

insufficient white labour available or those white workers were unwilling to 

fill. Though there were other factors involved, New Commonwealth 

migration was primarily instigated as a result of post-war labour shortage in 

the UK, and the majority of these migrants were either semi-skilled or 

unskilled workers (Field and Haikin, 1971: 42). 

Whether in employment or seeking employment, certain acts of overt racial 

discrimination were legal even where it was assumed that the immigrant 

worker had some degree of protection. One such case was The Batley Trades 

and Friendly Club who refused to employ an Indian musician in 1968 (TUC 

Report, 1968: 584). When a case of simAar nature was brought before the 

House of Lords in 1974 it was held that the establishment in question (the 

Preston Docker's Labour Club) was not guilty of urilawful discrimination 

under the Race Relations Act 1968. The hmited scope of the Act, confined 

as it did to addressing discrimination in places of public resort only, meant 

th; it the club, being, in the private realm, was outside the remit of the 
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legislation. Their union, The Club and Institute Union, saw legislation as 

encroaching "upon the private nature of clubs" (TUC Report 1975: 74). 

Hence, the heritage of these exclusions and policies of discnmination, which 

created black poverty and powerlessness, brought blacks into modern 

Western societies without the wherewithal to overcome those who insisted 

that they remain the lowest social class. It was only collective action through 

legislation, affecting those institutions and practices, that could provide some 

element of fairness to the black underclass. 

The historic pattern of discrimination not only impacted the generation 

against whom these practices were directed but also continues to impact their 

descendants, because it has reduced their inheritances of human and non- 

human wealth. The tremendous wealth gaps that currently exist are direct 

consequences of the earber patterns of both direct and indirect racial 

discrimination. Once they were established, they were automaticaBy self- 

perpetuated by the workings of the market, creating economic hardship and 

with it the potential for social instability for governments. 

Therc is a purely pragmatic need to make equal treatment a prInciple of 

public policy: the principle is necessary if the public peace is to be preserved 

, ind if the loyalty of the people to the pol-itical system is to be maintained, 

because ,i political system Nvill obviously court trouble if any substantial 



portion of the population resents one of its fundamental features (Van Dyke, 

1990: 33). 

The inclusive federal refief programme US President Roosevelt introduced 

during the Great Depression, for example, might be the ultimate in pol-itical 

pragmatism to stave off the possibility of mass revolt. The authonties, fearful 

that the citizenry, faced with extreme destitution and starvation, might 

embrace the "new" ideology of commurnsm, brought the New Deal into 

being. Although it was sold to the populace as a remedial device to refieve 

the misery of the poor, its introduction was never whofly for that purpose but 

to placate a chmate that was conducive to the potential overthrow of 

capitalism (Leuchtenburg, 1963). The consequence was the introduction of 

sociabst principles into a capital-ist system by putting in place a social welfare 

system where government intervened and compromised core principles in 

order to preserve social stabihty and a political system. 

The social systems and concerns of the UK and US may be similar but they 

. ire different. The US Constitution contains the principle of equal treatment 

which was afforded to the majority of the population but denied to its ethnic 

minorities through institutional racism, while social rights are enacted 

incrementally by way of legislation in the UK. 
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CHAPTER3 

ETHNICITY, SOCIAL RIGHTS AND POLITICAL DISCOURSES: 
THEORETICAL ISSUES 

The previous chapters provided some historical background for contextual 

purposes and discussed how different concepts of race informed the 

treatment of ethnic minorities in the labour market in Europe and the US and 

this chapter will discuss theories of racial and social equality. 

Schools of thought vary among scholars and academics, ranging from 

pofitical scientists to social analysts, looking at various inter-related issues 

such as political ideology, ethnicity and the functions and effectiveness of 

social work in coping with inequafity, as well as how they impact on the 

notion of equality in respective areas. They cqve perspectives on numerous 

systems, interpreting and addressing the concept of inequality generally. 

Inequity is multidimensional and relates to various aspects of modern life 

such as democracy, rights, multiculturalism and social exclusion. For those 

involved in the political and social policy spheres, an understanding of these 

issues individually and collectively is not only advantageous from national 

perspectives but also from a continental one as far as the European Union 

(11T), its integyration process and the free movement of People is concerned. 
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Ethnjý14 

Culture is not the same as ethnicity. Take for example, a West Indian and a 

white English person. Culturally they may be closer than an English person 

would be to a Russian. Colonialism has bequeathed upon the West Indian 

the language, literature and the religion of the English as well as certain 

cultural practices. 

However, ethnicafly the white English person and the Russian may be 

deemed to be more alike by virtue of their appearance, notwithstanding the 

fact that, in all probability, they have nothing further in common. Since 

historicafly this society, as is the case with other western countries, operates 

on the basis of difference (for example, class) there is no goTeater "sameness" 

than that which is visible such as having the same skin colour. Therefore, 

similar appearance becomes more significant when others of different 

appearance (colour) begin to share the same space. A process then develops 

where people are first seen and judged by skin colour (the difference) rather ZD 

than for who they are- and what they share with those sitting in Judgement. 

Group ldcntity then becomes necessary, but the dominant group in society 

has the privilcgc of not haNing to define themselves in terms of their race. In 

a critical examination of racial identitv, Andrew Anthony argues that it is an 

ag-rced tenet of anti-racism that to rectiý, under- represe ntadon and 

discrimination you havc to encourage the disadvantaged first of A to 
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recogmse their identity. just as class-consciousness is required to combat 

privilege so too, goes the theory, is race consciousness as a prerequisite of 

fighting oppression (Tbe Guardian /G2], 22 Marcb 2005). 

It is not necessarily the case that the disadvantaged have to be encouraged to 

recognise their identity, but a more apt characterisation would be to say the), 

were forced to recognise their identity since their disadvantaged position in 

society is largely attributable to being identified as "different" and that 

difference being who they are which then becomes their identity. As a 

consequence in such context people have to be treated differently in order to 

be afforded equal treatment. 

Edwards (1998: 116-126) argues that there is a distinction to be made between 

inequality and difference and questions how both are manifested and 

measured, since difference does not necessarily imply inequity. He believes 

that there are inconsistencies in celebrating diversity, which does not allow a 

place for diversity in explain-ing variations between groups. Why, he asks, if 

some differences between groups are due to past and present discrimination, 

do we , vish to celebrate them in the way we do. 1f what we celebrate are 

those values and riches of minority groups that are the substance of victor), 

over oppression, how do Nve distingwsh between those differences - such as 

inequalities - which are the result of discrimination and those that are the 

fruits of victory o-, -ci- oppression? Race in it's biological, taxonomic sense Is 
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well defined but associated terminologies are imprecise, such as cultural, 

ethnicity and ethnic groups. 

Ethnicity is a cultural not a biological concept and in the UK groups have 

been delineated by careful reference to the description of culture and 

ethnicity and insofar as biological, scientific classification is required, these 

groups definitions are adequate, at least for current purposes. 

All modern societies contain populations that do not A belong to the 

majority or original population, and identification of different cultures and 

ethnicity within a society does not necessarily make it multicultural and/or 

multiethnic. It could be argued that one criterion for characterisation as multi 

"anything" should be dependent on percentage in terms of population 

composition. For example, in Northern 1reland less than 1% of the 

population belongs to "racial" minorities, therefore it is not regarded as a 

multicultural society on those grounds. However, 38% of the population 

belong to an ethnic minority - Roman Catholic - and on this basis it is t) 

accepted as being divided on ethnic and sectarian lines, and therefore as such 

is recognised as a multicultural society (Edwards, 118: 1998). This of course is 

evinced by the minoritý, -conscious legislation in the form of the. Fair 

Employment (Northern Ireland) Act 1989 - in addition to other 

ýZovcrnmental initiatives. k 
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Thus differences do not necessarily imply inequafitv, for differences might 

come about by systematic different choices by different minority groups, 

while inequalities are usually the result of systematic discrimination by a 

dominant group on others. Therefore inequahty, as opposed to difference 

probably occupies a larger territory in a multicultural society if little account is 

taken of multiculturalism itself. lt is reasonable to argue therefore that when 

the latter takes place the necessity arises for action to provide redress and/or 

equality of opportunity. 

Social Rjýýhts & Democracy 

Rights are component of Western democracy, which carries a variety of 

definitions within different contexts. However, with regard to citizens with 

social needs and thus rights to society's resources, including a basic income, 

these could be described as taking place within what is cafled "responsive 

rule" (May, 1978), irrespective of the political ideology under which 

governmental rule was sought and democratically chosen. And on the basis 

that these rights are universal, inclusive provisions have to be made to ensure 

'a degrec of fairness in line with democratic principles. 

In principle, the Race Relations Act 1976 is the legal foundation for providing 

, such inclusiveness, including compensatory poficies for past racial 

discrimination. Ho,, %-e,, -cr, one critical obsen-ation is that the equivocauion in 

the drafting of the Act ensures that the Act's provislons to help clearly 
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defined disadvantaged groups are not compulsorý, but simply tolerated. At 

the fime the pobcy was created the government did not officiafly name it as a 

poficy. References to "pobcy" are scattered throughout the Act and they had 

to be sought out and pieced together (Dubourdieu, 1998: 94). Another view 

is that the misconception about "equality of opportunity" and "positive 

action" meant that there was ambiguity and ambivalence in the legislation ... " 

(Prashar, 1997). Thus the Act created an unnamed pohcy by negative 

definition, and one which paved the way for confusion in its interpretation. 

Political Discourses 

France 

Lcydier's (1998: 9-18) examination of political ideology argues that the new 

conservative creed that came into being in the late 1970s took the view that Z7: ) 

peoplc had a right to be unequal. lt contends that people are born with 

unequal talents and therefore the principle of equal rewards is one that is 

unnatural and encourages laziness among the less motivated. Some, however, 

I)cltc\-c that this has always been the British conservative creed, except that 

the post-war consensus in Britain held that marked inequal-ifies would be 

economically counterproductive and potential-ly dangerous for social order, 

coliesion and stability. This moderate egahtananism was to give way to the 

new crecd, xhich began to dominate. This doctrine holds that inequalities 

, xithin socicný arc necessan, to stimulate individual talents and that 

govertiment inten-entions create a dependency culturc. It further contend-, 
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that better-off citizens, by their -, -ery existence, provide an incentive for the 

poor in order to encourage "the spirit of entrepreneurship", thus assisting in 

the avoidance of dependency. "Poor" in this context could also mean the 

working class but the very language of class is itself as much a part of a 

pol-itical as well as an analytical vocabulary; that is, in describing class we take 

up positions in attempting to make sense of everyday expenence (Blackwefl 

and Seabrook, 1985: 18) to the same extent as equatity. It is said that the 

Conservative pofitician, Rab Butler, opined that if the notion of equal 

opportunities has any meaning at A it is only in the sense of "equal 

opportunities to become unequal" (Howard, 1987) 

According to Poirier (1998) equal opportunities may even be the modus 

operandi of the creation of inequalities. This limited vision of equality is 

certainly central to democracy and modern trade, for acquiring wealth 

through trade is based on trust which in turn is based on the notion of a 

minimum equality of conditions on the very market whose operation wiH 

result in further inequality. Marable (1983) ives a detailed examination of 91 

this theme from the perspective of the relationsl-ýp between financial 

insdtudons and people of colour. 

The socialist agenda traditional-ly offers an alternative to this narrow 

conception of equality. It has seen equal opporturuty in a dual role: as a 

challenge to the effects, of the capitalist market and an element of stimulation 

of - cquality of basic conditions aflegcdly produced by the true socialist state. 
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As such equal opportunity is seen as an agency for change, but not change 

itself; its operation therefore was to be a defence against the worst 

inequalities, but not a means of eradicating their causes. That is why the 

durability of egalitarian or pseudo-egatitarian discourse in the histon, of 

British Labour Party is not sufficient evidence of any permanent egalitarian 

belief - the rewrite of Clause IV of the Party's Constitution is a case in point. 

This was pardy to marginalise the trade unions in the determination to 

modernise the Party, since they and socialism are inextricably part of the past 

(Fishman, 1996: 39). By extension the wider concept of equality as it was 

traditionally advanced by the Party was also to be margoinalised. 

Dowling (1998) thinks the New Right policies in Britain between 1979 and 

1997 (under the banner of restructuring of welfare) negatively impacted on 

the poor. These of course contribute to economic inequality, which bears 

heavily on minorities among the socially excluded. The general objective of 

affirmative action is to promote the socio-economic advancement of 

minorities. The goal is to create substantive racial equality by reducing racial 

group differences of income, occupation and other aspects of employment 

processes. Macro-level econonuc studies focusing on factors such as 

education, mobifity, class, gender and labour market conditions - that is job 

allocation and income - examine the extent to which the pohcy contributes to 

these broid purposes (Heath & Cheung, 2006 and Heath, 2001). A second 

type of study pursuing micro-level analý-sis focuses on the individual company 

and consldcrs the impact of the poficy on the composition of the 'work force. 
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The French were also developing a new approach of their own in a 

progressive conversion to the neo-liberal agenda. According to LeNdier 

(1998: 9-19), a succession of reports over two decades, begintung in 1974 with 

the Stoleru report to Pierre Rosenvallon's La Nouvelle Question Sociale, has 

C9 unremittingly debunked" the French "egahtarian myth". Evidence of this 

has been the 1982-83 government's monetarist macro-economic poficy and 

also that of the late 1980s and early 1990s rallying to the concept of equity 

Justified by the new economic deal of low inflation, high unemployment and 

public deficits. Leydier also states that a new ideological paradigom was 

proposed by Alain Nfinc stressing the difference between the principles of 

French traditional claim for equity and the current reahty of widening socio- 

economic inequalities in France, which has been borne out in a report 

commissioned by the French government (TI)e Guardian, 27 januap, 2004). 

However, this traditional claim for equity was to serve as a restraint in how 

close the French could embrace this adoption of the neo-hberal agenda. 

Other social developments, such as the inner city nots of the earlier 1980s, 

liad enabled the emergence of the "new urban left" within the opposing I- 

ideology in Britain. To some extent this was a response to the neo- 

conservative and anti-egafitanan radicafism that was in the ascendancy. On 

the agenda of the "urban left" in some Labour- con troll ed I. As in the inner 

cities the shaping of a new concept: that of equafity of opportunitý- and 

affirmativc action. This concern -\N, as not ne,, N- in itself but relativdy new in 
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practical terms to Europeans who adopted it from the United States. It , vas, 

of course, simAar - indeed worse - social upheavals in the Un-ited States 

almost two decades earber that had galvanised the Americans into 

formulating this concept, which has since been adopted in modified forms by 

various countries with minority and equality issues - particularly those of race 

and multiculturafism. 

But as Dubourdieu (1998) points out, contrary to Britain, France has been 

considered a nation of immigrants, where only the rights of the individual are 

recognIsed. France therefore rejects any form of difference or differentiation 

on a group basis (as examined by Edwards - see p38-39) and the notion of 

group rights cannot be recognised constitutionafly, as the Constitution 

recognises citizens "without distinction of origin, race or religion". Thus, an 

issue such as positive discrimination/positive action in favour of any group is 

a legal impossibility in France. 

In recent decades, the inward migration trend has shifted from France's direct 

neighbours in Europe to those of North Africa and Turkey, significantly 

increasing France's Musfirn population, making it easily the largest in Europe, 

xvith 5 million Muslims and an estimated ethruc minority population of 6.3% 

of the country's 59 million population jw-world. de/dw/articleý. 

According to the F'rench definition of an 6tranoer as someone born abroad 

without French nationahm there are currently 4 milhon foreigners in France, 
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of whom about a third have acquired French nationality. To this, one must 

add another 5 rnillion who are the children of foreigners and a further 5 

million who are the grandchildren of foreigners. So out of a total population 

of approximately 59 million, about 14 million (around a quarter) are either 

foreigners or the children or grandchildren of foreigners (Hargreaves, 

1995: 5). 

On the other hand, in respect of racial minorities, Dubourdieu (1998) 

describes France as a "statistical desert", for although there are statistics on 

immigrants living in France (Favefl, 2001: 72), there are no data for analýrtical I 

purposes to tefl the precise socio-economic situation of the second 

generation of France's minorities, as they are hard to come by. For example, 

there are no "ethnic/ racial" questions in census and there are no debates on 

whether or not these should be included. Furthermore, the nature of 

France's data protection laws precludes any other organisation from official-ly 

recognising ethnic minority status. ln view of the growth of ethnic and 

religious rymnorities in France, it is debatable whether or not this policy is 

sustainable in the longer term, given the level of social discontent among 

these groups, as seen in the disturbances during the winter of 2005/06. 

Without the necessarý, statistical data, measures to address these social 

problems not be fully effective. 

Having said that, the question has been discussed - not in relation to race or 

ti Iw under- minoritics, but in respect of seN discrimination, , N-bere sta istics sho 
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representation and disadvantage against women. The main political parties 

considered "action positive" in this area, but it is not a direct translation of 

the British version of "positive action", as the underlying concepts do not 

carry the same meanings as in Britain. For example, the French version 

would include the use of quotas, which is illegal in Britain and this is an 

example of the limitations on the transferabihtý, of policy concepts between 

the two countries (Dubourdieu, 1998: 98-99). 

There is an enormous difference with the French pHosophy - that is, in 

terms of rhetoric, interpretation and culture. Take for instance their 

"Republican values" which are based on the formal equafity of individuals, 

this was evinced at the Amsterdam European summit in 1997 when Lionel 

jospin felt the urge to reassert the need for a social poficý 7 and upstaged Toný 

Blair, his British "socialist" counterpart, who saw no necessity to significandy 

alter the conservative agenda he inherited (Poirier, 77-87: 1998). 

This difference between British Labour and French Socialist, highlighted 

earlier at the Malmo European Socialists Conference in 1997, mav owe little 

to lcft-right ideology divide and more to divergence in national cultures and 

traditions. 

In the US, where statistics abound, most Americans do not regard economic 

and social inequal-ity as, Justification for government action. The explanation 

for this sccimno inconsistency is that American political culture supports 
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particular kinds of equality: equality before the law and political equality, 

though universal equality is not an historical fact in that country. For 

example, in the 1970s the Republican administration of Richard Nixon 

lobbied in Congress to defeat the extension of the Voting Rights Act 1965 

(Sitkoff, 1993: 213). They do not insist on equality of condition, emphasisin(. 1- 

instead equality of opportunity. In essence, this means they believe in equal 

opportunities to become unequal and that is the prism through wh=ich the 

debate in the US is conducted, particularly from the political right. 

Critics from opposite ends of the ideolopical spectrum argue against the 

prevailing atmosphere as far as affirmative action is concerned. Some 

contend that the Civil Right Act of 1964, having removed racial barriers to 

social and economic progress, provides blacks with the same freedom as their 

fellow countrymen to succeed. It was intended to establish colour-bhnd 

equal opportunity through a combination of voluntary compliance, agency 

conciliation and judicial enforcement in ciVil litigation of the personal rights 

of individuals not to be discrirmnated against because of race. Under 

pressure of direct political protest and social upheaval in the late 1960s, 

federal courts and civil right bureaucracy abandoned this policy. They 

fashioned an ad mini strative -j udici al enforcement scheme that forced 

employcrs to give preferential treatment to racial minorities under new theory 

of discrimination based on the concept of group rights and equahty of result 

(Beiz, 1994). 
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Voluntary here is a synonym for freedom of choice but there can be conflict 

between freedom and equafity. Therefore a government that wants to narrow 

social divide, say, between the excluded and the powerful must hmit the 

freedom of the powerful. 

United States 

The conservative sociologist, Wilson (1980), serves up two divergent 

economic and employment theories on American race relations but it is only 

one which is relevant here - the split-labour market. This supports a laissez 

faire ideology that would permit all workers to compete freely in an open 

market, where open competition would displace higher paid labour. 

Without giving a definition of what constitutes racism, Wflson concludes that 

in terms of modern American race relations, with the passage of equal 

employment legislation and government programmes such as affirmative 

action, the government has helped clear the path for more privileged blacks 

to enter mainstream American occupations. However, attempts to "eliminate 

traditional racial barriers through such programmes as affirmative action have 

had the unintentional effect of contributing to the growing economic class 

divisions within the black community" (Wilson, 1980: 19). Wilson advances 

this theme in later work, contending that affirt-natIve action poficles did not Z-1 

really open up broad avenues of up,, N-,,, ird mobihtý- for the masses ()f 

disadvantaged blacks (Wilson, 1997: 197). 
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This may be partially correct, for it can be argued also that affirmative action 

did not have the significant impact some of its detractors claim, or its 

proponents hoped. Although affirmative action was largely responsible for a 

signIficant increase in the size of the black nuddle class, it can be crIticised 

ftom the left) not because it was too liberal in its pursuit and implementation 

of measures to achieve equality, but because it was too conservative (Marable, 

1995: 87). 

The macro-economic effects of affirmative action have the most direct 

bearing on the goal of substantive equality, but they have also been the most 

difficult to demonstrate. Several early studies showed that equal employment 

opportunity laws do not improve the economic position of minorities 

because of a basic contradiction between the employment and the- wage 

provisions in the laws OBelz 1994). 

The black conservative historian, John Hope Franldin, a sympathiser of 

Wilson's arguments, says that the widely assumed closing of the economic 

gap between blacks and whites was entirely erroneous due to "massive 

tokenism", In 1964 the unemployment rate among blacks was 9.6% as 

against 4.6% for m-hites, 7 years later in 1971 that figure increased, thouo-h 

slightly, to 9.9" o among blacks, against (5.4%) for whites. By 197 -i the overall 

unemployment figure for , N-hitc,, was 6.3% against 13.2"'o for blacks; for,, -,, hite 

tcenagers it was 15". 'o whilst for black teenagers it , vas between 40-55",, 0 
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(Frankhn, 1994: 513). This means that the gap between white and black 

young people, in terms of employment opportunities, widened further. 

It was during this period, Wilson claims, that this seismic social shift took 

place, when educated, young, blacks entering the labour market were 

experiencing unprecedented job opportunities, comparable to whites with 

equivalent quahfications. The imphcit suggestion here is that employment 

was based entirely on ment, without regard to race. Franklin (1994) defends 

him by pointing out that the other side of this argument was that 

technological and economic revolutions would solidify the position of the 

black underclass, widening the economic gap within the black community. 

Yet that is one defect of Wilson's central thesis, because a systern - in this 

instance the removal of legal-ised racism - which immediately creates a black 

underclass of 31%. as opposed to a 10% middle class, and then threatens to 

consolidate that underclass, cannot be deemed as one where race is of 

declining significance. What this possibly suggests is that the new 

dispensation is actually a continuation of the old, where economic systems 

and institutions with built-in racist practices are left intact, with the exception 

that judicial rul-ings have removed the sanction of the state in aiding these 

practices. 

Dc'spite this argument, Wilson admits that it is the case that one consequence 
11 

of the rapid uo,, x-th of the corporatc and governmcnt sectors has been the 
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gradual creation of a segmented labour market that provides vastly different 

mobility opportunities for different segments of the black population. On 

the other hand, poorly trained and educationafly finlited blacks of the inner 

city, including the growth in the number of black teenagers and young adults, 

see their job prospects increasingly restricted to the low-wage sector (Wilson, 

1980). 

Marable (1995: 26-49) is critical of the reasorung as outlined above and what 

he sees as the reactionary ideology of New Right politics and the Republican 

Party in the United States. The attack on positive racial initiatives from that 

platform is expected but the response of the Democratic Party, which were 

traditionally sympathetic towards the less fortunate in society - at least since 

the Great Depression - but which now mirnic the Republic message, only in 

a sfightly more moderate form, is disappointing. 

He argues that although affirmative action was intended as a redress for 

historical racism, more than 30 )T ears of affirmative action programmes, goals 

and timetables has clearly been more effecti NTe in transforming the status of 

, \vIiae women in the labour force. As of the 1990 census white women held 

nearly 40% of all middle management positions compared xvith ethruc 

minority women, , N-hile white males stifl dominate the upper ranks of senior 

management. They constitute about 47, "/o of America's total x-vorkforce yet 

I)old 95(, ýo of all senior managerial positions at the rank of vice president or 

above (Marable, 199-15: 86-8-). 
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The black population in 1990 totalled 30 rmlbon, that is 12.1% of the overall 

population. The 2000 Census showed that out of the total population of 

281.4 million people, there were 36.4 million people who regard themselves 

as black or African American (12.9%). The term "black or African 

American" referring to people having ori ins in any of the Black race groups 91 

of African, including Haitians. However, there were 5.5 million people 

recorded as "white as wefl as one or more other races", which 

excluded people of Latin or Hispanic origin (US Census, 2000). Therefore a 

percentage of that 5.5 million would be regarded as "Black" under the 

customary racial assignment in the United States. 

These statistics do not negate the reality of racial domination and 

discrimination in terms of social relations, access to employment 

opportunities or job advancement, but they do teH us part of the reasons why 

no broad coalition of people of colour has coalesced behind the political 

demand for affirmative action. Various groups interpret their interests 

narrowly in divergent ways, looking out primarily for themselves rather than 

addressing the structural inequalities Within the social fabric of societý, as a 

whole. 

The UK's relationship and attitude towards "Others" are dependent on a 

number of factors - primarily historical connections, ethrucity, race, 

*, 
- on and culture. In respect of ethnic minorities, successive mitionality, rellol 
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governments had an overafl two-pronged strategy. Historically, on the one 

hand there was the goal of racial harmony, which was pursued on the 

assumption that a rigorous immigration pobcy would fimit the growth of the 

Black community to acceptable levels of social integration. On the other 

hand, the pursuit of equal opportunity through the ehrfflnation of racial 

discrimination would promote upward mobility for Blacks. Those responsible 

for the first prong pursued their objective with zeal, wHe those responsible 

for the second often found themselves hampered by a complex mixture of 

their own uncertainty and lack of genuine government commitment (Haynes, 

1996: 10-11; Ben-ToVim et al, 1986: 14). 

Thus for some considerable period, the politics of race rarely drew analyses 

beyond the critical see-saw of immigration policy and race relations legislation 

(Smith, 1989: 49). As the number of ethnic minorities born in the UK rose, 

this policy became unsustainable. Currently the ethnic minority population 

stands at 4.6 million (7.9%) (Census, 2001), while recorded figures in 1951 

showed New Commonwealth imn-ugrant number as low as 74,000 (Rose et al, 

1969 and Patterson, 1963). 

The mobilisation of ethnicity as a resource in the pursuit of political 

dorninance and capital accumulation may, if the Ulster situation Is any guide, 

tAc many forms. In particular, during the period of industrial-isation and 

urbanisation that strand of Protestant ethnicity x-, -hich of necessity 'faced 

Outward' ciicouraged and facilitated - and was produced and reproduced by - 
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the links with Britain through which technolop, was imported, capital 

exported for investment elsewhere, and political support mobifised. From 

the late 1 g, h century, ethnic ties were increasingly - and apparently, at least to 

some degree self-consciously - part of the local Protestant bourgeolsie's 

strategy for dealing with the threat of organised labour. The 'management' of 

the class-stratified Protestant community was achieved in a number of 

complementary fashions, the two most important being the control of 

recruitment into employment - in a labour market which always had more 

Job-seekers than jobs - and the creation of pol-itical unity, a class alhance 

against the external threat of Catholic nationalism, Protestant commercial and 

industrial supremacy in Ulster has been built upon these foundations 

Uenkins, 1997: 105). 

This strategy and the inequality it had created for the Catholic minority has 

been chaflenged in recent years, with a fair degree of success, through a 

number of inifiafives and government action such as the Fmr Employment 

(Northern Ireland) Act 1976; nevertheless there are flaws and contradictions. 

Having made discrimination iflegal, the Act did not recol-', ), -Mse the existence of I) 

discrimination (McCormack & O'Hare, 1990: 1). The Education Reform Act 

ot- 1989 encourages the expansion of integrated schools, yet the fair 

emp](wment legislation appears to separate and divide people on the basis of 

religion in order to enhance greater structural equal-ity (Cormack & Osborne, 

1991). 
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Another significant development that was to enhance the equality debate 

arose via events beyond the shores and control of the British government and 

the rejectionists in Northern Ireland. In 1983 it was suggested in the US that 

their government should apply certain equality principles to US firms doing 

business in Northern Ireland similar to those in operation with regard to US 

compames operating in then apartheid South Africa. Chief among these 

principles were increased representation in employment from under- 

represented religious groups, security protection for minorit-y employees, 

public advertisement for A jobs, abolition of job reservations in favour of a 

particular rel-igious group, developing the skifls of minority employees and 

timetable to carry out affirmative action principles. These anti-discrimination 

principles became known as the McBride Principles - named after one of the 

advocates and co-founder of Amnesty International, Sean McBride 

(McCormack & O'Hare, 1990). 

The British government opposed these proposals initially, and had to, if for 

no other reason than ideology, although it was said to be on the basis of 

potential i-Hegahty under Fair Employment (Northern Ireland) Act 1976. 

Here was a government committed to an unfettered free-market, and busilý 

enacting significant deregulation legislation: the labour market, business, 

commerce and parts of the activities of the professions. The natural coroflary 

of all this is government non-intervention in debvering equafity of 

opportunity to minority groups. 
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However, the campaign that emerged around the McBride Principles - both 

in the US and in Northern Ireland - began to partially fill the vacuum left by 

the inadequacy of the 1976 Act and the political institutions to effectivelv 

address the issue of equality of opportunity. This pressure brought a change 

of governmental attitude on the part of the Bntish. Coupled with other 

developments such as the Anglo-Irish Agreement, a new approach was 

adopted. A new advisory Guide to Effective Practice was published by the 

Department of Economic Development (1987), the resources of the Fair 

Employment Act (FEA) was significantly increased (up untfl then, funding 

level was a source of criticism). A new Fair Employment Support Scheme 

for private sector employers was launched to provide employers seeking to 

implement equal opportunity programmes with free professional advice, 

training and limited financial assistance (McCormack & O'Hare, 1990). 

But on the mainland the focus was on race and a unique dimension of the 

British experience during the 1970s and 1980s was the formation of an 

inclusive notion of blackness configured as the pofitical colour of opposition 

to racism (Solomos & Back, 1996: 134). This has morphed into what is now 

knowii as multiculturahsm. This is, in strictness, ) a separate pohcy from 

ccluality of opportunity but is often used interchangeabl)7 and enormous 

mvestments have been placed on this, both at local and national levels. 

Policy initiatives range from education (Tomfinson, 1986: 187) primarily at LA 

levc] to ct-i-iployment and training. In the early 1980s, for example, one J-, \ 

(Bradford) outlined a1 22-point race relations plan which declared that evciý 
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section of the multiracial, multicultural city had an equal right to maintain its 

own identity, culture, language, refiglon and customs (The Guardian [G2], 29 

October 2003). 

There is no clear political and social consensus in British societv about what 

this means, either ideologicany or ln practice (Solomos and Back, 1996: 73). It 

is worth restating that the conception of encouraging plurality of cultures is 

not unique to the UK and was one of the main considerations of Myrdal's 

seminal work in examining race relations in the US during segregation 

(Myrdal, 1944). But its application to British society negatively protects the 

individual from the state rather than positively forming the political citizen 

through political participation - reverses the primacy of politý, to society, thus 

allowing a wide sphere of cultures untouched by the public political sphere; 

hence the flourishing of multiculturalism and the concept of race relations as 

the 'management' of public order, rather than the principles laid down by 

rules on a priority basis. The legislative and institutional framework is a 

calculated, paternalistic attempt to engineer a kind of social harmony and 

multicultural equilibrium well in advance of the preferences of the general 

public (Favefl, 2001: 96&123). It is reasonable to assume that the creneral Z--) 

public in this context means the majority population. 

However, Sag(rar (1999) makes a convincing case for pubbc poficy to help 

mobilise minority group nghts, -arguing that the state should promote the 

value of the newcomers to socjetý, by shom-Ing that mainstream socjetý, is not 
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averse to heterogeneity. Tl-ýs to some extent, though, has been provided for 

in Section 71 of the Race Relations Act 1976 and has been further 

strengthened by the Race Relations (Amendment) Act 2000 (Schedule 1A), 

which puts responsibilities on public bodies to promote equality of 

opportunity and good relations between persons of different racial groups. 

Historical Factors, Class and Human Capital 

The labour market position of Afro Caribbeans in the UK is usuafly discussed 

in terms of cultural disposition rather than one that has its origins in class. 

Their "failure" signals wider shortcomings in education and repudiation of 

social pohcles. For contextual purposes, the Afro Caribbean as a distinct 

ethnic group evolved from the transatlantic slave trade and what Franklin 

describes as an important economic institution for Europeans, and perhaps 

the last major development in Commercial Revolution (1994: 32). 

It was not until the abol-ition of slaver), in 1838 that basic education was 

offered to blacks in the West Indies, when the British laid the groundwork 

for a formal system of education in 1885 and began to bad pubfic primary 

schools, which coincided with the establishment of free compulson, public 

elementan, education in Britain. Education was a ma)or tool for the 

integration of ex-slaves into coloMal society and was considered necessary for 

a pcaceful and contented lower class (Miller, 1991). The maintenance of 

'public tranquillity' was to be the main ob'ect of the refi(Jous and moral I 1ý 
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education of the ex-slave population (Gordon, 1958: 140), rather than an 

academicafly focused education. 

There were limited opportunities for the population to acquire transferable 

skills, unlike those provided in other colonies. 1ndia was the only non-white 

colony to develop industry; development aid only came to the poorer 

colonies in the 1940s 7. emi2iremuseum. co. uk.. The predominant export 

crops from the Caribbean were sugar and banana, the production of which 

was labour intensive and relied heavily on the unskilled and semi-skilled. 

Opportunities for occupational mobil-ity through education were very hmited. 

In Jamaica, for example, as late as 1929 secondary education was still only 

available to about one school child in 50, as access to secondary education 

depended upon parents' abibty to pay fees or upon the cHdren's abifity to 

earn scholarships (Morrison & Milner, 1995). Parents' ability to pay 

depended upon above average level of income and in order for cHdren to be 

sufficiently equipped to earn scholarships they had to regularly attend school. 

The prevailing socio-economic circumstances meant that only a smafi 

percentage of the population would have been able to meet either or both of 

those conditions. 

The concept of human capital meant that at the outset of mass migration 

during the 1940s, the a-, Terage West Indian lacked the educational and 



occupational qual, ity to be on equal terms with some citizens in modern 

western societies, in comparison to some other imrmgrant groups. 

As stated in Chapter 2, the majority of Caribbean immigrants to Britain, up to 

and including the Windrush generation, were unskifled and semi-skilled 

workers from rural, agrarian, backgrounds, and drawn from the lower soclo- 

economic class. 

Table 3.1 
Distribution of educational oualifications bv generation. ethnicitv and gender 

First Generation 
1979-1984 

Second Generation 
1998-2005 

Hi 
, gb Medium 

(2) 
LOU, 
0 

None 
(4) 

Hi: gb 
(1) 

Medium 
(2) 

I-VU, 
(3) 

j'\ýone 
(4) 

Black Caribbean 0.023 0.226 0.128 0.624 0.150 0.317 0.436 0.097 
Black African 0.110 0.416 0.224 0.250 0.429 0.313 0.209 0.049 
Indian 0.178 0.165 0.163 0.494 0.371 0.231 0.314 0.084 
Pakistani 0.096 0.105 0.106 0.694 0.273 0.242 0.307 0.178 
Bangladeshi 0.125 0.088 0.105 0.682 0.354 0.131 0.311 0.204 
Chinese 0.108 0.225 0.138 0.529 0.4.98 0.247 0.187 0.068 
Total 
(immigrant/mInority) 
Whites 

0.113 

0.077 

0.192 

0.267 

0.146 

0.194 

0.549 

0.462 

0.284 

0.198 

0.271 

0.313 

0.343 

0.378 

0.103 

0.111 
Notes: Means are weighted using population weights 
Source: Ethnic Minority Immigrants and their ChAdren in Britain (F-ndnote) 

Table 3.1 shows 62.4% of the first generation of Black Caribbean immigrants 

liaN, jng no qualification, just above the Bangladeshis (68.2%) and the 

Pakistanis (69.4). Only 2.3% of first generation Black Caribbeans possessed Z: ) 

"high" educational qualification, as opposed to the Indians with 17.8%, the 

Black Africans with 11 % and the Chinese with 10.8%. 

The thrcc group, with the highest educational qualification historically arrive 

in the UK first to pursue higher education and or professional training t" -, I 
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followed by settlement, while the opposite could be said of the Afro- 

Caribbeans. Early studies found that many immigrants from the 1ndjan sub- 

continent, lacked fluency in English, and when they did have qual-ifications, 

these were often foreign ones that might not have been recognised as having 

equal standing with British qualifications. In this sense, then, their human 

capital was not 'portable' and this could explain why many, particularIv more 

qualified ones, experienced downward mobility on entering the British labour 

market (Heath & Yu, 2005). 

Educational attainment, employment and life history are associated with one's 

employabihty and earnings capacity (Kan & Gershuny, 2006: 8) - what is 

regarded as the possession of human capital. Human capital is generally 

understood to consist of the individual's capabilities, knowledge, skil-Is and 

experience as well as the capacity to add to this reservoir of knowledge, skills 

and experience through individual learning (Dess & Picken, 2000: 8). 

However, human capital as a determinant of educational credentials and 

economic performance, neglect Wider social influences on educational b 

achievement such as early childhood development, poverty or peer group 

attitudes (Plachaud, 2002: 4). 

The impact of social capital on the development of human capital is 

cultivated in earIv childhood and it has been shown that ethnicity, class and 

culture are influences, and that the types of childcare provision available to 

those grOLIPS are determinants. Generally, children from poorer hoiiies arc 
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less likely to have working mothers and so the), do not get much out of home 

childcare in terms of building social capital. For black families it is less 

straightforward. Those living in deprived areas are more Rely than other 

black families to use formal childcare, while the opposite is true of white 

families. This may reflect the fact that black families living in deprived areas 

have benefited more than their white counterparts from targeted 

interventions such as Sure Start local programmes and neighbourhood 

nurseries initiatives, perhaps because of their lower than average incomes and 

likelihood of black families being headed by a lone parent (Bell et al, 2005). 

One outward sign of poverty is housing. Afro Caribbeans, Eke most of the 

etlinic minority population, are concentrated in the inner cities where they are 

under-represented in owner-occupation and over-represented in LA housing 

and disproportionately located in the least desirable sections of this housing 

(Peach and Byron, 1993: 407-422). Over-representation in LA housing by the 

Afro Caribbean community has not always been the case as Daniel (1968) 

found in his seminal work into the extent of racial discrimination against the 

immigrant comrnurutý, in England. Those findings showed 48% of 

immigrants owned or were buPrig their own homes and less than 1% 

in areas occupied LA housing and, according to Daniel, this was usual-ly i 

scheduled for slum clearance or development. Many fived in the private 

rented sector and were exploited by unscrupulous landlords (Rex and i'\I()()re, 

1967); for exampIc, Peter Rachman's slum dvvellings in London Notting Hill 
Z- 

becarne a I-)\--\N-()rd for the housing problems faced by West Indians. As the 
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only landlord that willingly provided them with housing, they fived in 

appalling conditions (BBC TV, 1998). Many landlords fixed rents so high It 

was virtually impossible for the immýigrants to hve (Mullard, 1973: 41). The 

colour prejudice of landlords, coupled with the shortage of housing, made the 

overcrowding of much of the accommodation available to migrants inevitable 

and this in turn increased their image of undesirabilitý 7 (Peach, 1968: 100). 

Ethnic minority owner occupation was therefore largely in line with the 

general populadon of England and Wales where 47% were owning and 53% 

renting. Where West Indians considered securing housing accommodation 

through LAs they amounted to 41%, Pakistanis 35% and lndjans 32% 

(Darýel, 1968: 151-195). 

The level of racial discrimination that was prevalent during the period of 

Daniel's study meant that the types of house available for new 

Commonwealth immigrants to buy were older houses that were located in the 

dechmng areas. 

This strand of socio-economics restricts residential mobility and therefore 

impacts the choices open to Afro Caribbean parents in terms of the select-ion 

of how their children are educated, where they are educated and the type of 

education thcv receive. 

The academic under-achievement of Afro Caribbean children, and black boN, s 

m partAcular, are well known. One report on the achievements of black boys 



in London schools identified a number of inter-related critical factors as 

contributing to those outcomes and among these are negative peer pressure 

and insufficient levels of parental involvement (London Development 

Agency, 2004). There may be social pressures towards accepting the norrns 

and values of an oppositional culture or a levelling down of aspirations 

leading to resigned adaptation (Heath & Yu, 2005). 

Another study found that educationally, by the age of three, children from 

disadvantaged families are already lagging a full year behind their rruddle-class 

contemporaries. There are also ethnic differences - Bangladeshi children 

recorded relatively low score on school readiness tests, with Pakistaru 

children slightly better. One quarter of the children from Caribbean and 

African backgrounds were delayed in their development compared to 4% of 

wl-ilte children (Dustmann et al, 2006). 

There is, though, some evidence that children from some minoritv ethnic 

(group, including black Caribbean, made greater progress during pre-school 

than White UK children or those for whom English is a first language 

(Bhattacharyya et al, 2003). Robertson and Hifl ascribe this to Early Years 

Curriculum, what they see as the more inclusive period of education as 

opposed to that provided between the ages of 5-16 (2001: 73-90). But all 

; ivmlable evidence suggests that this progress is not taken fonvard into 

secondary education. The failure does not suddenly appear at secondaiý, 

schOA but evident by the end of year 22 in primary school, xvith the 
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achievement gap simply widening with each key stage Onstitute of Education) 

(see Chapter 4 for further discussion on educational achievements). 

These common perceptions are being chaflenged by recent research showing 

the underachievement of working class white children nationally (Cassen et al, 

2007) and regionaBy (Iqbal, 2005); when compared with white British pupils 

of similar economic backgrounds, Afro Caribbean cHdren do no worse in 

attainment. 

While the debate is important it has masked the salience of other variables 

within the Caribbean population, particularly the female heads of household 

and family structure in outcome (Peach and Byron, 1993: 407-422). The 

complex interaction between social constraints and cultural attitudes and 

behaviour over time has not only weakened the inner city black family 

structure, it has also reduced the family's effectiveness in socialising children 

and preparing youngsters for future participation in society (Wilson, 

1997: 106) and thus labour market expectations. 

The implementation of social pol-icies, of which education is a significant 

component', relies heavily on the actions of government at A levels and 

orientated by pofitical ideologies. Hill (2001: 35-54) identifies neo-l-iberalism 

as a contributing factor in increasing inequality in education, based as it does 
Z t7) 

in part on market principles of privatisation and competition. Gaine's 

(2001: 119) viexv is that the historical development of equal opportunities 
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policies in Local Education Authorities and in schools presents a less 

straightforward picture and he finds that resistance to implementing equal 

opportunities policies is a constraint to egalitarianism, but Dunkwo (2001: 59- 

60) highlights the limitations of this principle. He asserts that the debate on 

equality issues in education shows a history of the continuing attempt to cater 

for cultural plurabsm and striking a balance for educating for difference and 

educating for similarity but also acknowledging the policy structures, practices 

and beliefs beyond the education system in the wider context of society as a 

whole. 

The extent to which any type of assimilation can narrow the education 

attainment gap between Afro Caribbeans and other groups and improve their 

participation in the labour market is yet to be determined. Heath (2001) 

discounts social isolation as an explanation for continued disadvantage 

among Afro Caribbeans in the labour market. The evidence on rates of 

intermarriage with whites suggests that they are the most assimilated group by 

that criterion, often taken to be a key indicator of structural assin-fflation. 

lAowe\, cr, the lack of networks and bridging social capital, linking ethnic 

minorities to potential employers could be one factor, as weN as assimilation 

into lower-class social mifieux. 1,. thnic minorities who hve in areas of 

deprivation where most of the other residents - both black and white - havc 

low IcN-cls of human capital may be held back by "contextual" processes. For 

example, there may be social pressures tov. -ards, accepting the norms and 
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values of an oppositional culture or a levelling down of aspirations leading to 

resigned adaptation (Heath, 2001). 

There has, however, been some improvement at the early chAdhood stage as 

shown by a Nfiflennurn Cohort Study which found that children from the 

most socio-econon-ýically disadvantaged groups were the second highest 

group receiving formal group care (30%), suggesting that government policies 

for the early years are successfully reaching disadvantaged children in 

England (Hansen et al, 2007). This could be due to some state interventions, 

as mentioned earher in this chapter, to disturb the traditional transmission of 

inter-generational advantages based on class, through a broad range of ýn 

national social provisions. 

Labour Market Participation 

There are variations in the social position as well as labour market and 

employrnent outcomes between and within different ethnic minorities groups 

as shown in a number of reports exanuning the position of ethruc minorities. 

One of the more seminal reports of recent years has found that Chinese, 

Indians and Africans do well, while Pakistanis, Bangladeshis and Afro- 

Caribbeans under-perform in the labour market, although the more 

successful groups don't perform as Nvefl against whites, given education and 

other characteristics (Cabinet ( )ffice, 2003), which is consistent xvith Cciisus 

microciata from 1991 and 2001 (Clark and Drinkwatei-, 2()()-). Compared to 
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other ethruc minorities, Afro Caribbeans as a whole have high rates of 

economic activity (Owen et al, 2000: 71) particularly for Afro Caribbean 

women; they are, in fact, the group that comes closest to the British and other 

white women, with almost 75% being econornical. ly active (Heath & Cheung, 

2006: 12; Simpson et al, 2006). Relative to the white group, there has been 

improvement for men from virtuaUy A the ethnic minority groups, 

particularly for Black African, Pakistani and Bangladeshi groups (Clark and 

Drinkwater, 2007). 

Indians and Caribbeans occupy a middle position: their circumstances are 

better than those of the Bangladeshis and Pakistarus but they continue to 

experience some disadvantage. Caribbean men have a similar manual work 

profile to the Pakistani and, despite some progress, ' are less hkely to be 

professionals, managers and employers than Pakistanis. Indian men on the 

other hand are distinctly better represented in that category, as wel. l as in 

more junior non-manual jobs. While of all men they probably have made the 

most Progress up the job hierarchy, Indians remain disadvantaged compared 

to Nx,, hite men. African Asian men are as likely as \,. -hite men to be 

professionals, managers and employers, and Chinese men half as likelv. 

Chinese women are nearly twice as likely as white women to be so placed, 

altliough African Asian women are only three-quarters as fikelv (Modood, 

1998: 110-111) 
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Caribbean people experienced unemployment rates about two and a half 

times greater than those of white people in 1991. The male unemployment 

rate was 24.3 per cent, compared with 10.7 per cent for white men, while the 

unemployment rate for Afro-Caribbean women was 14.6 per cent, compared 

with 6.3 per cent of white women (Wrench et al, 1996). AU ethnic minority 

populations aged 25 and over have higher unemployment rates than whites. 

Bangladeshi, Pakistani, African and Caribbean men have more than double 

the national rate of unemployment. At 16%, the Bangladeshi unemployment 

rate represents three times the national rate (Simpson et al, 2006: 73). 

Notwithstanding lower levels of business activity in deprived areas, people 

from Indian, Pakistani, Bangladeshi and Chinese are more likely to be self- 

employed than the average, while Caribbean and African workers are less so 

(Cabinet Office, 2003). 

The overall picture that has emerged from labour market surveys is that there 

is a significant difference in earning level, unemployment and access to 

promotion for ethnic minorities; the difference is more pronounced for some 

groups than others. Ethnic minorities make up 8% of the UK population 

(Census, 2001) but it is projected that half of the growth in the working age 

population win come from the ethnic minority community 

(www. emetaskforce. gov. uk). The 1991 Census data show that the number of 

Afro-Caribbean entrants to the labour market will nse markedly at the end of 

the 1990s and into the 21st century (Wrench et al, 1996). In the absence of 
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hofistic, targeted, pobcies to address the labour market barriers that exist, 

society could be presented with severe economic and social costs. 

UK Policy Framework 

Under one interpretation or another, equality of opporturuty fits with vIrtualIv 

every political outlook, from right to left. Economic theorists argue that a 

capitalist society is by its nature unequal and so faces a trade-off. the more 

unequal it is, the more economicafly efficient it becomes (Hutton, 1996: 172- 

173). One social theory is that the legal meaning of discrimination, and hence 

of equafity of opportunity, was divorced from the ordinary meaning of 

intentional unequal treatment used in pofitical and social fife. Group rights 

and equality of condition were introduced into public opinion. as a new public 

philosophy that distinguishes among individuals on racial and ethnic grounds 

and that ultimately denies the existence of a common good (Belz, 1994: 67). 

On the other hand, those who think in terms of a competitive world in which 

pcopic are rewarded according to merit see equahty of opportunity as the 

ideal (Van Dyke, 1990: 35). Among the many interpretations of the idea of 

c(pality of opportunity one of the most prominent holds that in a just 

society, everyone must have an equal opportunity to pursue their chosen hfe 

plans part icularly in the domain of employment (Edwards, 1998: 123). 

Thcre are variations vvithin those broad contentions and poficy frameworks 

rAcct this. I ý, arlv discussion of racial equality in the LIK included issues such 



as immigration, education, service deliven, and employment, in order to I 

promote and foster good race relations. This showed that the case for racial 

justice was multi-dimensional and largely advanced on the basis of 

humanitarian and moral principles in order to achieve societal stability, that is 

to say, the public good. However, the issue of immigration was at the centre 

of the emergence of a policy framework, which effectively shaped the race 

relations debates - at least since the passage of the Commonwealth 

Immigration Act 1962 - for a considerable period of time (see Chapter 5 for 

further discussion). 

The race relations policy frameworks that have operated have been carried 

out broadly within set legal parameters; however, they have also been subject 

to varying ideologies along the political spectrum. In striving for social 

stability race relations had to be depoliticised (Saggar, 1991) and, in order to 

establish a consensus around racial issues, it was necessary to frame policies 

through available legal provisions. A series of legislative and regulatory 

provisions such as the Race Relations Acts 1965 and 1968; the Local 

Government Act 1966 (Section 11) and the community relations movement 

combined to build a progressive platform as an enabler for this consensus. 

What is significant is that the progress was transitory. Evidently, the 

application of some provisions was ineffectual and or restrictive, mainly 

because of their conciliatory and voluntary compliance nature, evidenced bN, 
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the substantial level of discrimination that continued in the early 19-()s 

(McCrudden et al, 1991: 1), posing a threat to societal order. 

The Race Relations Act 1976, as a more substantive legislative instrument 

than its predecessors, provided the opportunity to reshape the dominant 

poficy framework, charactensed as the hberal pohcy framework (Saggar, 1991; 

Hansen, 2000; Geddes, 2002), by shifting tactics and making adjustments 

through the flexibility of its interpretation. The Race Relations (Amendment) 

Act 2000 serves to strengthen the 1976 Act. 

The anchoring of race relations pobcy within legislative provisions, and as a 

consequence its framework, presents a number of constraints, ranging from 

the "accordion effect" of political and ideological considerations to the extent 

of legal interpretations. The potential of the 1976 Act was styrnied almost 

immediately by the effects of laissez-faire economics that f6flowed its 

introduction. The advances made in the wake of the Scarman (1981) 

recommendations were nuffified by the challenges of social Conservatives to 

the progressive equality initiatives of the 1980s (Gordon, 1990), which 

dovetailed with the political philosophy aPinst coBectivism in A its forms 

(Hutton, 1996: 69). 

Onc major constraint is the public sector's (usually xvithin central 

gON-ernment) approach to the le islative provisions-, because they are 

compliance-based, many policy-makers and HR practitioners tend to intcrpret 
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the legislation from a prescriptive angle (The Guardiati, 29.05.02) and thus 

policies and practices are introduced that reflect that fact. The conservative 

policy framework questions the concept of the liberal framework and 

advocates by-passing the application of race relations legislation in public 

policy processes in favour of "civic anti-racism" whose underlying ideal is 

that people of A races, classes and religions are equal, rather than the 

"sectional anti-racists" who do not see society as made up of individuals who 

share in common institutions, but see people as defined bý, physical 

appearance. And demand that individuals should be treated in a particular 

way because of their ethnic status (Green, 2001). This is in opposition to the 

objective of creating societal harmony, regardless of race and might even 

serve to introduce or exacerbate racial discord where the), already exist. 

The radical framework, which could be described as evolutionary, has been 

concerned with the pohtics of the left and broad legislative interpretations 

and applications have come from that petspective, which have been 

exceptions to the general practice and primarilýT carried out through local 

g)(wernment. 1 Although this, on the face of it, could be seen as a departure 

from the liberal framework or repudiation of the consen-ative view, it is 

neithcr. Social harmony and multiculturabsm are part of its objective but 

refies less on seeking success through persuasion or voluntarý- action. 

". i arly, it shares the conservative vievv of "civic anti-racism", although SIM, 1,1 1 

The political neutrality of the civil ser\ ice precludes the opemnon of such a framework in the 
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interpreted and applied in a different sense, that is to say the radical approach 

is necessary in order to attain the conservative brand of anti-racism. 

The emergence of a pobcy framework on race had its origins in post- 

Windrush immigration (Hill, 1969; Bidwell, 1976: 14), which gave rise to the 

two-pronged strategy of implementing stringent border controls and 

integrating existing migrants (Haynes, 1996: 10-11; MuHard, 1973: 47). A 

collection of strategies, policy statements, committee reports and sociological 

research findings serve as guides to government action, yet point to a non- 

political actor-orientated framework. There is an underlying strategic 

component in the notion of "framing processes" that suggests that political 

actors seek to present a problem so that the solutions they Propose prevail 

because they "resonate" With the wider values and culture of their target 

audience (Snow et al, 1986 cited in Geddes, 2002). The ideas behind this 

policy framework can be finked to both a domestic politics of immigration 

and the appeasemer, -L of liberal strands within the Conservative and Labour 

parties who could support imn-ýgrafion controls so long as they were 

i, rccompanied by anti -discrimination le islation (Geddes, 2002). 91 

The pofitical consensus estabfished around the fiberal pobc)- framework 

allo, wed the devolution of some aspects of race policies from the centre to 

local (Y()-, -(-, rnnient. But the behaviour of LAs deaýng with race issues -was 

\vholIv ineffective and random in the absence of a clear, orienting framework 
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for race policy (Saggar, 1991). For example, there is no agreement about the 

details of equal opportunity policies nor the underlying principles on \vhich 

policy is or should be founded (Mason, 1995). However, being random does 

not necessarily equate to ineffectiveness, see the case of Birmingham Cin' 

Council (Flynn et al, 1995: 4). Nevertheless, the nature of the dorninant poficy 

framework could be defined as fragmented and race-neural and, as a 

consequence, the question arises as to its effectiveness in delivering policy 

objectives. 

Poficymakers on the whole have not been as proactive in interpreting and 

implementing aspects of the Act as they could have been and, contrary to 

widespread assumption, those provisions to enable advancement in 

employment for ethnic minorities were not apphed in central government to 

the same extent as in local government (out-with the political constraint 

mentioned immediately above), except in the area of recruitment, which has 

been consistent with merit system principles, say, through the Cabinet Office 

direct entrant practice. The Introduction of the Race Relations (Amendment) 

Act -1000 has had minimal effect in ten-ns of policy outcomes because of the 

race-neutral nature of existing civil service equality policies. 

The policy framework that enabled progressive policies in LAs faced 

, widespread challenges, which forced significant retreat from those pracdces 

that has caused the reform and focus across the spectrum of equality pohcjes. 
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There are various ways to look at the UK public policy decisions and their 

evolution but they are essential-ly moulded in Favel's formulation of the path 

dependency concept and although he is sceptical of their institutional 

permanence, he sees them as the best way of promoting inter-racial harmonv 

(2001: 200-201). Such scepticism is not entirely ansplaced given the current 

nature of equality policies, which is framed within the diversity concept as a 

business imperative rather than simply an aspect of Human Resource policy 

(Kandola & Fullerton, 1994; Kossek & Lobel, 1996). 

The outcomes of the dominant policy framework are summansed by Hansen 

(2000) as governments being able to deliver the public what it wanted 

(2000: 263). The British Nationality Act 1948 created a framework 

independent of racial considerations but later migration numbers ushered in 

what was to be the enduring framework, which, according to Hansen (2000), 

rests on politicians being led by the public, with opinion polls showing 

consistently the public's support for immigration controls (2000: 14). 

Hansen's contention that there was no wholesale poficy to raciabse 

immigration in order to justify its control (2000: 10) might only be partially 

correct since Cabinet Office records from the relevant period show the 

Home Office aimed to prevent further increase in coloured people seeking 

employment in the Ul, ý to avoid mongrehsing the national stock (Parekh, 

2000: 69). 
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The principle of societal stabibty is reflected in the framework, in that the 

potential for unrest from the host (white) population to cultural changes is 

recogrused, whilst at the same time ensuring there is social equality and legal 

protection from racial discrimination. The logic of enlightened legislation is 

dominated by the liberal centre's attempt to balance majonty-minonty 

relations, and to do so by removing the issue as far as possible from the 

centre of public political discussion. The conventional wisdom all along, on 

all sides, is that the ethnic communities are better off, and the general public 

more tolerant, if things are kept that way (Favefl, 2001: 124). 

The general pobcy making mechanism from the centre involves analyses of 

interconnected issues and the cost or benefit to those that wffl be impacted in 

terms of majority/ minority and reaction from pressure groups, political 

parties, etc. The object is to avoid "unnecessary" upheaval as far as possible, 

particularly where certain structures have been established and have proven 

to be stable to the benefit of a majority, unless exceptional circumstances 

dictate otherwise, as has been shown in the case of the enactment of the Fair 

Employment (Northern 1reland) Act 1989. This proved that affirmative 

action policies work when compfiance becomes compulsory (Parekh, 

2000: 198), whilst at the same time reducing the potential for social disorder. 

The policy framework has therefore evolved with a shifting orientation, from 

', issimilation and integration to cultural plurafism; however, its foundation in 

terms of - promoting the objective of societal and racial harmony his endured 



over that of racial equality. Once a country or region has started down a 

track, the costs of reversal are very high. There will be other choice points 

but the entrenchments of certain institutional arrangements obstruct an easy 

reversal of the initial choice (Levi, cited in Hansen, 2002: 31). Governments 

prefer to intervene within the existing poficy framework to mitigate racial 

problems as they arise, rather than pursue policy reforms that wil-I dismantle 

the political consensus on race. In respect of equality in employment, the 

perception among sections of the white population that ethnic mýinorities 

were being given "preferential treatment" owes much to set backs suffered bNý 

some LAs who implemented progressive equality irutiatives (Gordon, 1990) 

and Hansen's (. 2000) view as stated above is borne out by my research (see 

Chapter 9), which shows that some employers act with constraint in 

implementing positive action pol-icies because of the potential for negative 

reaction and hence, it could be argued, results in the promotion of race- 

neutral diversity as an equal opportunity tool. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter I have explored some theoretical arguments on ethnicity and 

social rights and tried to show how these issues are finked in practice and 

Adressed by gox-crnment through social policies in three countries vvith 

sizc, ible black citizenrý,. The ideological perspectives that underpin such 

policies as \\-cll as strategies for promoting equal opportunities are also 

discusscd. 
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The various factors that have contributed to the Afro Caribbean socio- 

economic position are also looked at and they are less conducive to the 

acquisition of human capital skills that facilitate social mobifity. As a sum, the 

degree of exclusion they have experienced means they are likely to be 

disadvantaged when they compete with other groups, including those with 

whom they share some social similarities. Nevertheless, a complex picture 

has emerged in terms of the processes and social aspects involved in 

acquinng human capital. The educational attainment and labour market 

outcomes are not entirely reflective of the extent to which Afro Caribbeans, 

more than other ethnic groups, are assimilated into mainstream society 

through intermarriage with the white population, and the conventional view 

on the underachievement of ethnic minorities based on the criteria of 

assimilation into mainstream society is being chaflenged. 

Discrimination is not only a matter of race or class but a problem of the 

rclative importance of both race and class in the labour market experience of 

ethnic minonties in the UK. 

Although racial inequality is integrafly. tied to econonuc, social and other 

inequalities, it is not a concomitant or a mere consequence of them. It has a 

different origin, histon-, mode of justification and often persists even when 

other incqualities are reduced. It is sorneumes argued that taking e\plicit 

account ot - racc perpetwtes racial conscientiousness and stands in the way of 
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creating a non-racial society. The argument n-ýisses the dialectic of equafity. 

Since race is an independent source of discrimination and disadvantage, the 

latter cannot be tackled without taking full account of race (Parekh, Diversity 

Lecture 2000: 24) and so should the policy framework that will effectivelv 

govern those realities. Nevertheless, institutional change in terms of the way 

they function is an important factor in deterrmning positive outcomes, rather 

than how they look, in terms of composition. 

There is, however, another set of values involved in multiracial and 

multicultural societies, which conflicts with the notion of equabtýl of 

opportututy. This set of values asserts that equality of opportufuty 1nvolves 

culture assimflation and the disappearance of A that is valued in the culture 

of all groups in a society other than the dominant one. Accordingly, it leads 

to the argument that something has to be done to ensure the survival of a 

plurality of cultures. A fundamental human right, it is sometimes said, is the 

right to be culturafly different (Rex, 1986: 120). The UK has encouraged 

maintenance of cultural difference as part of its race relations pol-icy and have 

rnadc significant strides towards the goal of racial equality specifically and 

(11N, ersity generally. The Race Relations Act 1976 and local government 

equality initiatives of the 1980s have been instmmental in moving this 

forw,, ird, but multiculturafism is presenting chal-lenges to societal cohesion 

and there is an argument to be advanced as to what extent and in xvhat form 

multiculturalism should be manifested. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RATIONALISATION OF EQUALITY: THEORETICAL ISSUES 

The previous chapter discussed a variety of arguments from political, 

sociological and academic perspectives in France, the US and the UK on 

equal treatment in multicultural and multiracial societies. The legal, 

constitutional and pol-itical constraints in each of these countries were also 

addressed. This chapter wil-I first reason that, Within the fundamental 

concepts of rights and freedom, governments have a duty to ensure the 

maintenance of equality; furthermore, the principle of coflective responsibifitý, 

means governments are responsible for the cumulative effects of historical 

racial discrimination in the pubbc realm. Second, it will look at data that 

support the theoretical arguments put forward for this study. 

The fact that governments aim to promote upward mobility among blacks is 

implicit recognition that they are over-represented at the bottom of the social 

and economic class. The possibility exists that if that position is consolidated 

and they became a permanent constituent of society that would have a 

neo-ative impact on society as a whole. The measures and policies that have 

been devised to tackle this problem are many and varied. Edwards (1978, 

1987 and 1989) have argued for positive discrimination and targeted 

intervention, while others sought legislative changes, particularly the 

t-in, (-,,, provi ions. streng-thening of exis iýS, 
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Rights and Freedom 

Equal QAportunz .4 

Equality of opportunity is what exists in the absence of discrimination or 

access (Van Dyke, 1990: 36) and it is representation gained at every level 

(Straw, 1989: 64). In defending their agenda for racial equality set against an 

historical background, advocates often use the analogy of a runner in a race 

that is shackled to a bal-I and chain. Whereas affirmative action as a solution 

to discrimination is described by some critics as placing a handicapped runner 

at the finishing fine, or even crippling the other runners. What is needed 

instead, according to this argument, is to remove the shackles from the 

disadvantaged runner, and moreover, to dismantle those shackles so as to 

prevent their use to hinder anyone again. This strategy may not necessarily 

result in the previously burdened runner always winning the race, or even 

winning his proportionate "share", but will aflow him to pursue that objective 

based solely upon his talent and motivation wbile retaining self-esteem; and 

Just as importantly, it will forever prevent others from blocking his way. 

However, the critics contend that the advocates of civil rights must bear in t) 

mind that the goal of economic progress is important, but it must not 

displace the principal thrust which is to promote individual rights and equal 

opportunity (see Belz, 1994; Steele, 1990). 
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Bolick (1988: 92) contends that the sacrifice of principle to perceived 

expediency has made it clear that the quest for material equality as an end in 

itself is self-defeating and erodes the civil rights consensus, as the principal 

thrust is to promote individual rights and equal opportunitý7. ConsequentIN, 

while the traditional civil rights vision may correctly claim that its pnnciples 

have historically induced greater material equality, the causes and effects 

should never be confused. Freedom, he says, frequently leads to economic 

progress, but coercion to achieve equality can never lead to freedom. 

A metaphorical response to these considerations is common: as noted 

earlier, it perceives fife as a race, and it asks whether the termination of 

discrimination alone will bring the black to the same starting point as the 

white and thus give him equality of opportunity. The question invites a 

negative answer; and it invites the judgment that government should take 

special action on behalf of blacks. In the name of promoting equality of 

opportunity, it should seek, as a minimum to undo the effects of the 

discrimination for which it is itself directly responsible, and perhaps it should 

also do something about the effects for which it is indirectly responsible. 

One argument is that it has an indirect responsibility for denials of equal 

trcatment in the public realm because of the influence of its example, and that 

the principle of col-lectivity should apply. 

Some forms of discrimination may take place on an individual basis but it is 

generally accepted that racial discrimination takes place on a group 
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(collective) basis, irrespective of an individual's position within their group. 

Therefore if the principle of government acting on behalf of its citizens is 

accepted so must the principle of coflective responsibibty for maintairung 

equahty. 

Freedom 

It is argued that blacks are proVided with the same freedom as their white 

counterparts to succeed. Thus, freedom and equahty can each take many 

forms and be exemplified in different ways but sometimes "equality conflicts 

with freedom because freedom nourishes natural inequality", therefore, a 

government that wants to, say, narrow the gap between rich and poor must 

fimit the freedom of the rich. One common way of doing this is through the 

taxation systems. Thus the freedom of one section of society who wishes to 

use that freedom to discriminate against other members of that society has to 

be necessarfly limited in order to achieve the stated goal of fair equality of 
I 

opportunity, because unfettered freedom would conflict with that goal 

(Raphael, 1980: 57). 

So it would seem that in the pursuit of racial equafity, through positive action, 

a variant on these same principles is not only appropriate but necessary. 
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It could be argued that what in reality is being sought through positive action 

is not proportional representation in all spheres of society regardless, or 

positive action of results, irrespective of merit but rather proportional-ity in 

employment, education and in other areas in terms of the composition of the 

relevant employment pool with regard to merit. 

Therefore varying interpretations can be put on the workings of affirmative 

action or positive action as regards its fairness to whites and ethnic 

minorities. You can say that in effect it attempts to eliminate the preferential 

treatment society ives to whites; or you can say that it is asking society to 91 1 

give preferential treatment to qualified blacks until they hold their assigned 

proportion of what society should have rightfully bestowed on them from the 

start. Or you can say it is attempting a mixture of the two (Van Dyke, 

1990: 166). Wh atever the interpretation some critics want employers to be 

unencumbered by notions of equal employment opportunjtý,. Equal 

employment opportunity should prevafl on a colour-blind basis, operated 

through a combination of voluntarv compliance, agency concibation and 

Judicial enforcement in civil litigation (Belz, 1994: 17), while Carter (1991: 72) 

ýC 
cannot understand the logic... that the situation of all black people js the 

same. " Such fine of thought may have contributed to the focus in the 1990s 

to the concept of diversity (rather than equal opportunity) and the ideal of 

managqncy diversity", possibly with the aim of supplanting or (in cert 
" -, III ain 

circumstances) complementing, posidve action, -which is discussed Liter in 

dctlill in Chapter 9. 
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Affirmative Action 

Looking at the US, affirmative action as a concept has a complex defirution, 

history and political evolution. It was never a law, or even a coherentlv 

developed set of governmental poficies designed to attack institutional racism 

and societal discrimination. It was instead a series of presidential executive 

orders, civil rights laws and governmental practices and licenses With the goal 

of uprooting bigotry. Historicafly, at its origins, it was designed to proNride 

some degree of compensatory justice to the N7'lCtiMS of slaven,, Jim Crow 

segregation and the resultant institutional racism (Marable, 1995: 81). 

It was born out of the Civil Rights movement of the 1950s and 1960s, which Z--) 

itself was spawned by the injustice and social degradation that societal 

exclusion had bestowed upon a particular group of citizens. The views and 

opinions held on, and the description of, affirmative action are as vaned as 

the many constituents of the concept itself. 

Half-hearted attempts were made at various times to rectiýy the effects of this 

injustice, particularly during the Roosevelt era (Lawson, 1991: 31-32) but these 

iicN-cr amounted to much. Whilst marked improvements could be seen on 

the surface the reafity of black fife with regard to their social and economic 

I tj (N farable, situation was quitc different. There were also contradic ions 

1991: 99-100 ýind 1995: 5). W-Hle Americans died in South-east ; \sia (including 

disproportionate number of blacks) Fighting for democracy and freedorn, 
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blacks remained undeniably second class citizens at home. Thev were 

disenfranchised, denied the fundamental freedom to earn an equitable v-age, 

to five where they wish, to be educated where theN, wish and, generaflN to be 

on equal terms with the other 90% of the American population. 

As part of the knock-on-effect of the struggle for civil nghts, affirmative 

action made its first appearance in President Kennedy's Executive Order No. 

10925 but only as a rhetorical flourish; it meant little more than desisting 

from discriminatory action (Edwards, 1995: 94). It required that contractors 

post notices and make announcements of their non-discrimination 

obligations. However, in the subsequent decade it was to become formalised 

into a pattern of particular requirements that meant more than Just not 

discriminating. President Lyndon Johnson first used the term in a 1965 

executive order committing the federal government to provide equal 

opportunity in employment (Edwards, 1995: 97). For more than 30 years, 

beginning with that order - but only ful-ly implemented by a Repubfican 

president, Richard Nixon - the US government established a series of 

schemes designed to achieve ethnic diversity in public bodies. 

14mvever, it was primarily direct action, N-,, -hich played the most signficant role 

in bringing about such changes, but the United States Constitution was an 

additJonal wcapon with which the civil rights movement fought for racial and 

5()Cl; ll ltisdcc. 
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Pe=ti( )n and Inte1prelation 

When the US Congress passed the Civil Rights Act of 1964, it was generafly 

assumed that discrimination took place primarily through conscious, overt 

actions against individuals. Title VII of the 1964 Civil Right Act intervened 

into the workings of the labour and occupational markets as they produced 

and reinforced racial discrimination and inequality. It set out equal 

employment opportunity as the normative base for the operation of these 

markets and thereby made it unlawful for the principal actors in these 

markets to discriminate because of race (Ringer, 1983: 331). However, it was 

later reafised that the process of discrimination was much more subtle and 

complex and was clarified in the wel-l-known case of Grigg v Duke Power 

Company. 

This case involved a class action suit brought by black employees under Title 

against the company's educational and testing requirements for 

employment, transfer and promotion. The employees claimed that these 

requirements produced disproportionately negative results for blacks and 

dicreby continued the effects into the present of the past discrin-unatory 

practices the company had actively pursued prior to 1965 (Ringer, 1983: 394). 

The result was that intention, not merely discriminatory result had to be 

evident for a practice to be deemed unlawful. 
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Edwards (1995: 96) defines the affirmative action concept as denoting efforts 

to promote fair and unprejudiced treatment, if not preferential treatment, for 

persons belonging to groups that have been the victims of discrimination or 

that are otherwise disadvantaged. The US Commission on Civil Rights sees 

affirmative action as "an), measure beyond simple termination of a 

discriminatory practice adopted to correct or compensate for past or present 

discrimination or to prevent discrimination from recurring in the future" 

(Boston, 1999: 83). 

It is based on federal regulations, preferential treatment and race 

consciousness (Yakura, 1996: 36). Yakura compares affirmative action with 

equal employment opportunity and contrasts them in positive and negative 

terms. Equal employment opportunity is the ideal under statute with 

assumption of equality/ egah tarianj sm, meritocracy and race neutrahty, 

matched by values held by many people. Affirmative action, on the other 

hand, has negative assumptions. The rationale, she argues, maN, be equal 

opportunitý,, but the positive ideals are interfered with by "unfairly 

redistributing a fixed pie". 

But the analog), of equahty as a pie has been viewed in the reverse by Isaiah 

Berlin, who uses an illustration where a pie is to be distributed among six 

people , ind is divided into six equal pieces. 1f each person receives a piece 

there is no need to Justify what has been done, as it is taken for granted that it 

is natural to treat people alike in the absence of aný- reason to treat thern 
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differently. In contrast, if the pie is cut into five unequal pieces and shared to 

five of the persons, with nothing for the sixth then every observer wiH ask, at 

least to himself, what is the justification (Berlin, 1956: 301-26). 

It is criticafly seen as "extensive government intervention into the free 

market" and as a theory of equahty that requires comprehensive and 

systematic social engineering in order to eliminate or negate the natural 

differences between individuals (Belz, 1994: 7-10). 

There are two quite different types of goal that have been customarily 

attached to the practices of affirmative action and preferential treatment. 

Goldman (1979) and Edwards (1995: 23) characterise these as forward and 

backward looking goals and are supported by Van Dyke (1990: 197): the 

former focusing on the promotion of equality of opportunity by relief from 

discrimination and the meeting of needs, whilst the latter emphasises the 

remedial nature of the practice as means of compensating for past harm and 

injustice, resulting from negative discrimination. However, the two types of 

practices are not equally suited to the achievement of both goals: affirmative 

action is, in most circumstances, more appropriate for enhancing equality of 

opportunit),, whilst preferential treatment (which anyway will often override 

the formal requirements of equality of opportunity) will be more effective in 

bringing about compensation. Nevertheless, both practices can be used in 

piusult of both goals, though compensatorý- arguments are less common and 

less popular than aqguments for greater equafity of opportunity. Hence in 
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practical terms, equality of opportunity has been paramount in the pursuit of 

social justice under the umbrella poficy of affirmative action. 

Despite that reahty, the principles estabbshed in Griggs were integral for 

genuine progress to be made in striving for racial equality in the area of 

employment. Because "disparate impact" acts as a deterrent against indirect 

racism and discrimination, as by its very nature it prompts employers to 

voluntarily implement affirmation action policies. 

Affirmative action as a goal-oriented strategy operates in large measure by 

means of promoting equality of opportunity. The logic therefore is that its 

constituent procedures act in a variety of ways to increase the opportunities 

of which minority group members can avail themselves. Equality of 

opportunity is a porous concept though. In some of its formulations it is 

unattainable. In others it raises expectations that in practice will only be 

partiafly fulfifled and no more is this the case than when the), are based. on a 

mixture of ideological rhetoric and unclear thinking. lf affirmative action 

were ever to be of value it must operate with a sound and sensible version of 

equality of opportunity and one in particular that recognises the limits of 

effective intervention. 

Equality of opportunity has been variously interpreted as an equal 

opportumty to do, or achieve something - such as a personal life plan, a Job 

or position or status - or as equahtý, of results. The last of these can be 
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despatched first. Inequality of income and wealth are in large measure 

determined by the reward system. A successful equal opportunity strategy 

would result in a randomising of people's opportunities to be placed at aný 

given point on the reward system. lt is convenient therefore to think of the 

pursuit of equality of opportunity as progressing through two mi ain s tage s: 

the first is the removal of morally arbitrary barriers; the second is to 

compensate for the effects of deprivation and poverty. Therefore, 

affirmative action operates mainly but not whofly through equal-ity of 

opportunity by removing barriers to opportunity to better enable people to 

compete effectively (Edwards, 1995: 37-38). 

However, there are a number of constraints to this, ranging from direct and 

indirect discrimination to custom and tradition. But the most common and 

most damaging constraint is indirect discrimination, which is the main focus 

for affirmative action practice. 1ndirect discrlmination is legislated against in 

the UnIted Kingdom under Section 1 of the 1976 Race Relations Act. 1n the 

US, Tide V11 of the Civil Rights Act makes no explicit reference to it though 

it has been recogmsed as a signal feature of employment fitigation ever since 

Griggs N, Duke Power Company in 1971 under the name of "disparate 

impact" or "adverse effect". The Supreme Court entered a decision in the 

Griggs case that effectively wrote indirect discrimination into Title VII. It 

was the first major employment discrimination decision by the Supreme 

Court and rcN-(-)]-, -cd around whether tests and quabfication requirements for 
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progression within the company which were passed or obtained differently 

between white and black groups were discriminaton,. 

The critics of affirmative action found a champion in Ronald Reagan and the 

Republican Party under his leadership vigorously challenged the social and 

civil rights legacies of the 1960s (Morgan, 1994). Elected President in 1980 

and 1984, he adopted a conservative social agenda whose main emphasis was 

to shift as much responsibility as possible from the federal government to the 

states and locahties. [At state level freedom exists for state governments to 

implement poficies that are not binding on the Union as a whole. ] 

This agenda also envisioned a shift from what critics saw as coercive policies, 

such as affirmative action hiring programmes, to voluntary efforts. What's 

more, conservative justices were appointed to the Supreme Court who would 

in time reflect this aspect of government poficies in their Judgements. The 

nature of the American judiciary and the role it plays in these matters means 

that the situation in the United States can change from time to time, and the 

result will usual-ly reflect the political thinking of the day. 

Patterson (1994) states that President Reagan beheved that government 

should relax its efforts on behalf of blacks and other minority groups, and 

that affirmative act-ion pro. gyr ammes promoted reverse discriminadon. 

'flicr4ore, these policies ought to be rejected. Reagan's first line of attack 

was through the budget (Morgan, 1994). In 1981-82 affirmative action 
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agencies such as the Equal Employment Opportunitý, Commission (EEOC) 

and the Civil Rights Division of the Justice Department suffered heavy 

funding reductions, which inevitably limited their operation. In support of 

this, Paterson (1994) also found that the EEOC filed 60% fewer cases by 

1984 than it had at the start of the Reagan adn-ýinistration and that the justice 

Department virtuahy ceased to prepare suits against segregation in certain 

areas. However, it is in the sphere of employment that affirmative action 

suffered most, through judicial decisions, during this period. 

Between 1986 and 1991 the Supreme Court made rune rulings which in 

varying degrees narrowed the reach of anti -di scri minati on law and practice. 

In 1988/89 term alone under Chief justice Rehnquist there were seven 

rulings, which attempted to rein in anti -discrimination practices. These 

y, Wlards Cove Packing Co v judgments were Ciýy of Ricbmond vj A Croson CoVan 

Atomo, Mar-hn v Wlilks, Patterson v McLean Credit Union, Price Wlaterbouse v 

ins, gies and Independent Federation of Flz:, gbt Hopk' Lorance v AT&T Tecbnolo 

Attendants v Zoes. The most sigruficant of these was the Wards Cove case, 

which struck at the heart of Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and 

effectively overturned the landmark 1971 decision in Griggs v Duke Power 

Company. According to the latter, the existence of discrinunatory 

employment practice could be established through "disparate impact" 

statisdcal evidence showing that personnel practice had an adverse effect on 

minontics, c-\-cn if there was no proof that an employer intended to 

discriminate. It required employers to prove that tests or other means ()f 
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selecting employees that had a discrinunatory impact were Justified by what 

was termed "business necessity". By contrast Wards Cove shifted the burden 

of proof on to the plaintiff, who now had to demonstrate, instance bv 

Statis6cs instance, that a particular employment practice was discriml 

showing even dramatic racial imbalance in job categories were no longer z! ) 

enough to prove employer discrimination (Morgan, 1994). 

Thus proponents of anti-affirmative action initiatives join forces with anti-tax 

groups, building a vast coalition of conservative voters favouring smaller 

government and fewer regulations (Soutb Carolina Black Media Group, 6-12 

A*ý 
Aptil 1995). jeb Bush, the Republican Governor of Florida, brother of US 

President George W Bush signed an executive order wiping out race and 

ethnicity as factors in state contracting (Tbe Wlasbiqton Post, 10 November 

1999), saying opportunity and diversity can be increased without using 

policies that discriminate or pit one racial group against another. 

President Clinton's admirnstration walked a tightrope on the affirmative 

action controversy. In 1992 he promised an administration that looked like 

America and duly delivered. This promise saw notable black figures in his 

administration such as Ron Brown (Secretary of Commerce and Democratic 

Party Chairman), joycelyn Elders (Secretary of Labour) and Henrý, Foster to 

namc a few (Ciisis, Neplember 1998). The President, visiting peacekeepers in 

Kosovo in 1()1)9, told them that their diversity was a potent symbol to warrIng 

(US, -I Toddy, " A'oreniber 1999). Yet in 1997 the same Albanians and Serbs -4 
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administration ordered a review of all federal government affirmative action 

programmes to determine which, if any, of the programmes unfairly 

discriminated against white contractors (San Frantisco Bay Revi*ew, 3 IN-oveviber 

1999), while insisting "amend it, don't end it". 

On the face of it, the Clinton Presidency seemed good for black America - 

indeed, the black poet Maya Angelou called him America's "first black 

president" - in that he did not repudiate affirmative action programmes. 

However, he did something outstanding, though symbolic, and that was to 

apologise to black people for slavery and past servitude. His positive 

standing with black people was due to the fact that he was not hostile or 

negative towards the civil rights gains of the 1960s, though he wanted to 

regain Democratic support that had gone to the Repubfican Party in the 

1980s - the so-cafled Reagan Democrats. 

Turning to the UK where the situation is different, partIv because of the fact 

that its relationship with its ethnic minorities is different from that of the US 

and the difference in the workings of the Judiciary. Nevertheless, many of the 

core principles of affirmative action are within what is referred to here as 

"positive action" and contained in the Race Relations Act 1976. Here the 

rc%-crsals in cqual opportunity initiatives in the \,, -orkplace comprised several 

strands: rnosdy through organisational policy decisions, necessitated in certain 

circumstances, by external pofitical considerations as Nvell as complacency, but 
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there have also been legislative retreat, by way of the Local Government Act 

1988, which prohibits contract compliance. 

The British model of race relations legislation is un-ique within Europe and 

one of the major struggles taking place in the progression towards the 

unification of Europe is about the extent to which specific legislation and 

institutions should be estabhshed (Anthias et al, 1992: 157) in pursuit of 

harmonisation. Since the early 1960s there has been a continuing 

development of legal concepts and of enforcement mechanisms and 

institutions. The general trend of development has been the extension of the 

concept of discrimination, a strengthening of enforcement mechanisms, such 

as increase in the powers of the regulatory agency and a change in the role of 

litigadon (McCrudden et al, 1991: 8). 

Since 1969 all government contracts have contained a standard clause 

requiring contractors to conform to the provisions of the Race Relations Act, 

specifically the clauses relating to discrimination in employment. This 

practice was seriously compromised under the Local Government Act 1988, 

although these clauses were passive compliance as they were never effectWely 

monitored or enforced (at least not early on). Some aspects have an historical 

precedent, but it is on]), in recent years that it has developed into an active 

policy to promote equal employment opportunities. 
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The policy closely follows that in the US though in Britain it has been used 

only by some local government authorities, not by central government 

(Edwards, 1989). ln essence, it requires of companies that tender for 

contracts from LAs that they undertake to adhere to a set of guidelines laid 

down by the CRE in respect of hiring and promotion of the target groups. 

Contract compliance has been used in four main areas, ' although these areas 

are not necessarily self-contained. The areas fisted are generally in the order 

in which they have been developed. There is the accepted practice that all 

contractors are required to meet -standards of quality, price, technical 

efficiency and financial soundness. This approach was adapted to promote 

better employment practice and was further adapted to try to ensure equal 

employment opportunities for ethnic minorities, women and the disabled 

(IPM, 1987). But advocates of the free market principles found aspect of 

contract compliance unacceptable and their argument is two-fold: 

deregulation and value for money. 

The introduction of contract comphance bv the GLC was to extend the 
I 

principle of equal opportunities to its supphers, which enraged sections of the 

business community (Havnes, 1997). Part 11 Section (17) of the 1988 Local 

Government Act is , videly acknowledged as being introduced purely to 

appease the business commurutý, and conform to free market principles, by 

'arguing that it contravened EU la,, N-. But Edwards (1989: 11-21) ques6ons the 

government's interpretation of the Directives (71/30-5/E(-, C and 
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77/62/EEC) on which it relied for proscription and reasons that it condemns 

many ethnic minorities in the inner cities to long term unemployment. 

Another set of reasoning is that the "burden on business" imposed on firms 

represents an unnecessary constraint on the free operation of the market. 

Contract comphance entails large workloads on personnel staff for fittle 

return in benefits to the firm's personnel practice. The procedures are too 

complex and not related to the contractor's business interests. In value for 

money terms, freedom to contract ensures "fair competition" and value for 

money for the purchasers. "Non-commercial" clauses have, by definition, 

nothing to do with value for money and are therefore inappropriate. It is 

equafly inappropriate to seek through contract compliance, "the innocent 

objectives of equal opportunities" (IPM, 1987). According to the 

Confederation of - British Industry (CBI), the promotion of equal 

opportunities is a matter for the Equal Opportunities Commission and the 

Commission for Racial - Equal-ity (Cbelsea News, 14 januag 1983). 

Thus) these concerns were in effect addressed bN, the Local Government Act 

1988 when it proscribed local labour contracts. 

Turning next to the crucial aspect of the roU-back of positive action initiatives 

and policies in the workplace, and its Iong term impact, I have inclicated in 

Chapter 22 that some previous supporters have become critics. I xo 

McKinstry, a former Isfington Labour counciflor, previously involved in 
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developing and implementing progressive social policies, wrote in The Daily 

Telegraph that 'Ewbour countils are obsessed witb issues of race, gender and sexual 

orientation. Equal opportunifiesprolý(erate. Tbousands are spent on 'equalities' training 

prqgrammes )) 
, and Safly Weale gives a detailed account of the orchestrated 

campaign against that local authority's gshngton Council) equahtý 7 policies. 

(Fbe Guardian [G2] 20 June 1995). 

However, the wider campaign from the perspective of local pol-itics is best 

summed up by BaU and Solomos: 

((D 

By the late 1980s, however, there were already szrg'ns that even previously radical 
local authoiifies were adoptinT a lower profile on issues concerned with racial 
equalio. This seems to be partly the result of the increasingly negative public 
attention given to the polities and prqgra, ýt,, mes pursued by a number of local 

, ght to distance autho7ifies. . .. A ddifionally, the Labour Paro has increasin&ly sou 
itsefffrom being directly, ident#i'ed with the actions of the urban left in these local 
authorifies and to encourage them to give a lowerprofile to Issues which are seen as 
either controversial orminorio causes" (1990: 12). 

John Edwards (1995,48&67) found the consequences of the attacks on LAs 

equality measures. He notes that in one LA in 1988 when the Conservatives 

\von control of that authority virtuaby all existing race relations apparatus was 

dismantled and the place aflocated to race policy was marginal. He further 

observed that 'Equal Opportunifies Stratýp andAction Plans Mat eveg department i's 

,g alwost entirely r-rquired to draw up were iirlualyl silent on Me matter of epiplqyment, bein 

II concemed with semice deliven, . 
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Placing emphasis on service delivery was not in itself a negative aspect of 

equal opportunity policy; however, this was implemented to the exclusion of 

other considerations that had previously been advanced through 

recommendations such as those contained in Scarman and other House of 

Commons investigations. 

The experience of LAs seems to mirror that of central government initiatives, 

since there has been a gap between the prormse embodied in policy 

statements and the actual achievements of policies. 

The National Health Service initiative to fast-track ethnic minority managers 

into senior positions to counter white domination at the top of the service 

(Fbe Guardian, 15 March 2004) has ran into cbfficulties. Similarly, a police 

proposal to raise the number of ethnic minority officers in the force under a 

positive action initiative (3ý-mw. personneltoday--com) has been withdrawn, 

following advice that it may discriminate against white men (Tbe Guardian, 

8A larcl) 2006). 

The CRE found that 15 government departments were not complying with 

their duty under the Race Relations (Amendment) Act 2000 to assess ne-w 

policies for their impact on race equality through Race Equality Impact 

Assessment (REIA). Eight of these departments had not undertaken a single 

assessment and , N-crc asked to explain why the), Nvere ignoring their legal 
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duties. The CRE threatened enforcement action for this failure (CRE Press 

Release, 19.2.06). 

The fiscal constraints imposed by central government and pressure resources 

available to LAs have left little room for the maintenance of the initiatives 

already introduced or for new developments (Ball and Solomos, 1990: 11). 

The destruction was not race-specific but part of the wider destruction of 

local government. Rate capping was one means where to stay within 

spending limit meant a reduction in staff or a reduction in service provision 

or both. However, in areas where black people constituted a measurable 

proportion of the population they were disproportionately represented in 

those losing their jobs and suffering from a reduction of service (Haynes, 

1997). 

If the aim of promoting upward mobility among blacks is to be realised, 

political decisions undertaken in isolation of Wider social issues concerning 

the ethnic minority workforce, particularly those in the public sector, will 

undermine that objective. The processes involved in creating and 

maintaining racial disadvantage in the labour market are complex, yet subtle, 

and it is the subsequent impact of indirect discrinUnation on the human 

resources that wifl have the greatest bearing on that aim. If we are then left 

\vith insufficient ethruc minority workplace success among the second and 

third generation of immigrants, it is appropriate to ask "-why" and how much 

has changed over the past generation. 
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General conclusions can be drawn from past research and a series of studies 

designed to monitor and record the prevalence and distribution of racial 

discrimination in Britain have consistently shown socio-economic 

disadvantage among ethm-c minority groups. The four National Sur-\-eN, s of 

ethnic minorities carried out by the Political and Economic Planning (PEP) 

and its successor, the Policy Studies Institute (PSI), provide attitudinal data 

on ethnic minorities, and although they don't focus solely on emplovment 

related attitudes, there is ample evidence to show instances of continued 

discrimination in the labour market. 

The findings of a synthesis of research by the Cabinet Office Strategy Urut 

show that despite significant improvements, there is evidence that racial 

discrimination still exists within some workplaces, which could be attributable 

to direct or indirect discrimination, resulting in "ethnic penalties" (Cabinet 

Office, 2003: 38-39). 

Theoretical explanations for the unskilled, manual labour, positions among 

the black workforce have traditionafly linked these to qualifications and 

educational background. The assumption was that overseas quafifications 

and inadequate language skills act as barriers to success in the labour market, 

while human capital - that is, the combination of tenure, domestic education 

quallfications and skifls enhanced Job atid promotion prospects. However, 

these surveys shom- that the Job positions of a significant proportion of ethnic 
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minorities are not commensurate with their domestic education and 

quafificadons. 

The Third PSI survey, for example, shows that 26% of second generation 

Caribbean males and 37% of females were in full time education up to age 19. 

Although the percentage of this group holding degrees was low, in the age 

16-24 category, the proportion with O'level and above qualifications were on 

par with a similar proportion of white people (Brown, 1984). 

Similarly, the Fourth PSI survey shows that, Re other ethnic minority 

groups, Black Caribbeans stay on, or return to post-compulsory education, 

but occupy jobs below their qualification levels (Modood et al, 1994: 100-102). 

In 2002 almost one-quarter (23%) of working age people working towards a 

qualification were from Black Caribbean background and of these 22% were 

working towards a degree or equivalent (LFS, 2003). At 14%, Caribbean men 

and 5% of Caribbean women had the lowest representation in the top 

category of professionals. Comparing the position of the Afro Caribbean 

popLiladon in the First National Survey in 1967 (PEP, 1967) with the Fourth 

Sun, cy, they have failed to close the gap on the white population in career 

terms (NIodood et a], 1994: 63-82). However, it should be noted that this is 

not a direct comparison of the racial profile of job market or workplace 

composidon. 
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Between 1997 and 1999 most ethnic groups, including Black Caribbeans, sa-,,, - 

a rise in achievement of five or more A*-C grade GCSEs. In 1999 46% of 

girls and 31% of boys in this ethnic category achieved those grades (LFS, 

2002). The breakdown of the 2007 GCSE results show that 49.1% of Afro 

Caribbean pupils got 5 good GCSEs, compared with 44% in 2006 and up 

from 35.6% in 2004. Since 2003, the percentage increase in the number of 

achieving similar result has been almost double the national increase, meaning 

that the gap has narrowed by eight percentage points in four years. The 

results also show that working class boys, regardless of ethnicm,, are the 

lowest achieving group (The Guardian, 28 November 2007). However, the 

Cabinet Office synthesis referred to above focused on the gap between the 

Black Caribbean group and that of the White average (2003: 53), but it is 

educational achievements beyond compulsory schoofing that influence the 

human capital. 

Therefore, traditional theoretical explanations for the lack of career success 

among ethnic minorities can no longer be attributed solely to lack of 

educational success, or motivation, relative to the white workforce. 

Disadvantages found among ethruc m-inority in education are now largely 

attributable to social class and class origin. 

'I'lic evidence of direct racial discrimination found in the First National 

I ti IIi Survcy \\-, as ovenvhelming, but 'with more substantive an -discrim nation 

Icgislation in place, subsequent survevs havc shown a lessening ot the blatant 
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forms of racial discrimination revealed in that study. I shall discount 

inadequate educational attainment as the pnncipal reason for the lack of 

career success and will therefore turn to the more elusive type of 

discrimination - indirect discrimination. 

It is difficult to identify and demonstrate the existence of indirect 

discrimination, but there is sufficient statistical data and anecdotal evidence 

from the public sector workers and their representatives to support this 

theory. 

Table 4.1: Race Discrimination Applications Registered by Employment Tribunal: AN 
lurisdictions 
Year Numbers Percentage 
1998-1999 3,318 
1999-2000 4,015 21.0 
2000-2001 4,238 5.55 
2001-2002 3,889 8.23 
2002-2003 3,638 6.45 
2003-2004 3,492 3.73 
2004-2005 3,317 5.0 
Source: Ernploý7ment Tribunals Sem'ce2 

Table 4.1 shows that the total number of racial discrimination cases referred 

to Employment Tribunal (Ef) rose between 1999 and 2001, by 21% and 

5.55% respectively, but fell back between 2002-2005 by 8.2%, 6.45%5,3.73% 

and 5% respectively. However, the Advisory, Concibation and ArbItration 

Service (ACAS) attributed the sigpficant 21% rise in racial discrimination 

cases referred to ETs in the year 1999/2000 to increased awareness, 

followitig the publication of the Macpherson Report (ACAS Report, 2000). 
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During 2004/05, in 59 racial discrimination cases, the maximum a,, vard was 

k170,953, the median C6,599 and the mean k19,114 (CRE, Apnl 2006). The 

last 12 months have seen compensation of L1.6m and over L2m awarded in 

ETs in cases of race discrimination. ln 2005 the CRE spent weH over klm 

on grassroots legal support, in addition to handling several hundred cases 

directly (Daily, Mirror, 15 July 2006). 

However, the ETS statistics do not give a sectional breakdown of cases and 

extrapolating pubbc sector data is further compl-icated by the methods used 

by public sector employees and their representatives in referring cases to ETs. 

Local umon representatives can refer a case to ET, independent of the 

branch representative, while the branch representative can equally refer a 

case, without consultation with the headquarters legal team. This means that 

statistical data is not systematicafly coflected for straightforward presentation. 

Nevertheless, in 2003, TUC research estimated that unions won over (18 

million a year for members in ET claims. There were significant increases in 

the average awards for race discrimination cases, up 60% on 2002 to (13,205 

(Press Release, 2 May 2003). 3 

Additionally, anecdotal evidence from union representatives and indwiduals 

in the CIN-fl Service suggests that most of the cases handled on behalf of 

I Extracted from all ETS Annual Reports & Accounts between 1998/99-2004ý051 

www. ets. ()oN-. tik 3 t, 
Complete document can be accessed at http: /, N%, N%-N%-. tuc. ori,. ukýeni research/tuc-6613-fD. cfni tý - 
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ethnic minority employees are classified as racial discrimination. 

Approximately 80-90% of those cases relate to the reporting and appraisal 

system, and specificaRy end-of-year assessment markings, which are 

categorised by the union as indirect discri 1 

The government commenced a consultation exercise in 2001 with the aim of 

reducing the number of cases that enter the ET system and improving the 

case management of those cases that do. The rationale advanced for the 

proposal was to encourage employees to make better use of workplace 

dispute resolution procedures, before taking their claim to ET (DTI, 2001). 

Opponents of the proposals argue that the real aim is to discourage tribunal 

appfications by making it more difficult for employees to make a claim and 

thereby stem the rise in the number of ET cases (PCS, 2005). 

Of 77,275 cases registered at ET in England and Wales in 1998, an LA was 

named as a respondent in 5,847 cases, representing 7.6% of A cases. It 

suggests that the number of cases per thousand employees was 2.88 in local 

(rovernment and . 3.64 the economy as a whole. The incidence of cases 

mination, race discrimination, failure to provide involving equal pay, sex discri 1111 

a written statement of terms and conditions of employment and disabitity 

discrimination xvas higher in local go-, Ternment than in the wider economy 

(Employers Oýganjsatlon, 2001). 
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As can be seen from closer examination, although the ETS statistics Indicate 

that there have been reductions in incidences of racial discrimination in the 

workplace, this is not necessarily the case. Not all incidences of racial 

discrimination are reported, particularly incidences that are regarded as 

indirect discrimination, which are difficult to prove and thus there is 

reluctance to pursue such cases as there is a high probability of failure. 

Furthermore, these statistics do not include racial discrimination cases that 

were reported but settled in the employees' favour through internal grievance 

procedures. The fafl in cases referred to ETs coincided with the pubbc 

consultation exercise to improve dispute resolution, with the aim of reducing 

the number of cases entering the ET system and the anecdotal evidence 

suggests that employers and trade unions began implementing the new rules 

before it was officiafly introduced in October 2004 and this seems to be 

reflected in the figures. 

Conclusion 

Political inertia has arisen in certain areas of race relations poficies (Gilroy, 

1990: 192), and reversals have occurred in others (Gordon, 1990: 189). While 

some of - the studies referred to above are by some standards "dated", their 

implications are instructive as far as the cumulative effects of indirect 

discrimination are concerned, and are therefore of enduring value. It was the 

findings and long term social implications in the PEP (19,6'ý study, for 

example, which contributed so much to improved legislative and regulatorý- 
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provisions and provided a benchmark against which race relations trends 

were to be measured. Nevertheless 
, in addition to other data, what I have 

presented in the second half of this chapter are statistical and qual-itative 

evidence of continued prevalence of indirect racial discrimination and suggest 

that there is a need for programmes and pobcies to effectively combat this 

subtle form of racism within the context of this study. Possibitities for this 

wifl be addressed further in Chapter 10. 

The f6flowing chapter will give a legislative and pohtical overview of the 

development of equality provisions. 
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CHAPTER5 

DEVELOPMENT OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY: THE 
LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK 1965-2000 

I have iflustrated in Chapter 4 that the modern state is obhged to provide 

equalit)7 of treatment to A its citizens and wifl chart here the progress of 

those provisions. However, the concept of social justice and the state's 

involvement in its defivery is not new and can be traced to the beginning of 

modern national statehood and the system that became known as local 

government (Tiflett, 1949: 17-18). England had passed out of mediaevabsm 

and the Reformation and the dissolution of the monasteries, which 

accompanied it, left pressing social problems. These problems then fell to 

local administrations, which were the forerunners of the modern social 

services, to address (Hadfield and MacCofl, 1950: 9). The services provided 

by the state bodies that emerged were to be in the interests of citizens from 

the cradle to the grave (Mais, 1939: 21; Maud and Finer, 1953: 10), but these 

proVisions did not take account of modern issues such as equal opportunities, 

and certainly not racial equality. However, the presence of ethnic minorities 

in the United Kingdom in increasing numbers added a racial dimension to the 

operation of social policies. 

Poficy Evolution 

The system of local government has evolved (, rradual]N- (Wilson and Gamc, 

1998: 41) and there is no codified constitutional document setting out the 



rights and responsibifities of LAs and their relationship with national 

government. Instead there is a set of institutions and practices that were 

created and have adapted in response to changing circumstances (Hampton, 

1991: 17-21). 

This adaptation has not been incremental, as is the case with central 

administration. The tendency in dealing with the periphery has been to tear 

up existing arrangements and start again (Pimlott and Rao, 2002: 21). From 

time to time it was necessary for the system of local government to be 

rationabsed. The Local Government Act 1888 was one such rationalisation, 

which created 62 County Councils - the London County Council and 61 

county boroughs, all directly elected. The Local Government Act 1894 

completed the reform of English and Welsh local government outside 

London by creating elected Urban District Councils (UDCs) and Rural 

District Councils (RDCs) (Wilson and Game, 1998: 45; Stewart, 2000: 31; 

Byrne, 1994: 19). 

The history of local government is one of continuous change, and London 

eventually outgrew its 1 9th century local government structure (Byrne, 

1994: 113), thus the Herbert Report in 1960 recommended further changes to 

the structure of local government. A unique strategic authority, the Greater 

London Council (GLC) (Chandler, 2001: 21), then represented London as a 

whole. This coincided -\, \Tith the period during \N-hjch the state's involvement 
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with racial issues was becoming more of a necessitý, I in meeting the social 

needs of the immigrant population. 

By 1965 it was estimated that there were significant numbers of immigrants 

from the new commonwealth present in the United Kingdom (see Chapter 1 

for related figures). The absorption of such a sloficant number of new- 

comers threw up numerous social issues and gave rise to a great deal of 

divisions within the host community. Local housing authonties faced 

problems, where large numbers of immigrants fived in unsatisfactorv 

conditions and schools that had to provide for children where English was 

not their first language. 

Apart from the pressure that was placed on existing school accommodation, 

which tended to result in larger classes, teaching problems arose primarily 

because many of the immigrant children needed special tuition in English 

before they were able to participate in normal school activities. As a 

consequence, educational standards were affected as a result of teachers' 

preoccupation with the needs of immigrant children (Home Office file - 

H0376/128). 

The resentment demonstrated towards the new immigrants occasioned the 

Labour Party, while in opposition, to cafl for legislation to be enacted to 

protect the immigrant minorities from those members, of the host commu"UtA' 

who felt strongly about their presence in the country. Having to 
Iý 
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alongside non-whites seemed to have been most irksome, evolving into an 

informal "colour bar". The prominent case of Leane Constantine, a 

Trinidadian cricketer, hired by the British government exposed this, having 

been refused a room at a London hotel for the simple reason that he was 

black. The court case that followed highlighted the fact that legislation was a 

necessity if overt racism of that nature were not to become ingrained and 

thus socially acceptable. This case was alluded to by the Soficitor-General in 

Parliament as an example that the law then was not whofly silent on the 

subject of race as Constantine recovered damages against the hotel in a civil 

case (Hansard 1044,3 May 1965). But the legal redress available to deal with 

this kind of discrimination was insufficient in dealing with the day to day 

activities of a significant minority of the population. 

The call for legislative measures had to await the election of a Labour 

Government as it was unlikely to have been contemplated by the 

Conservative Government of Sir Alec Douglas-Home. The stated poficy of 

the Conservative Party was that any problems that existed should be dealt 

xvith by concibation only, without the need of ". -. iVorfing m*minalio into Me 

sobilim... " (Peter Thorneycroft, Consenrative Home Affairs Spokesman, 

I-lansard 943,3 May 1965). 

On the assumption of power in 1964, the Labour Party found themselves in a 

quandaný on the Issue of rac, al equalty. HavIng given a commitment -while in 

opposition to bring in legislAon, and sealed that pledge in their manifesto, it 
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was difficult for them to resi-le wholesale from this promise. On that basis, it 

would seem that legislation of some kind had to be introduced and a BIB to 

this effect was brought before Parliament in 196-5. If there were ambivalence 

on the part of the government, then probably they had good grounds on 

which to be. In the Second Reading debate on the BiH 33 MPs took part, 

including Sir Frank Soskice, the Home Secretary and Sir Dingle Foot, the 

Sobcitor-General. The Home Secretary moved the BiR and outhned its stated 

aims and objectives as having two aspects: 

One is the exereise of an effective control on the numbers Xbo come to our 
sbores, and measures were announced on PbFebruag tbisyear to acbieve tbis... 

The otber aspect of ourpolig is that directed to acbieviq the task of settlin b 
,gte 

new am, vals into our communio as in eveg sense first-class cili. Zens. It is to Me 
acbievement of this task that the Bill is directed. Basicalyl, t1je Bill is concerned 
witb public order... ". 

Of the 33 MPs who took part in this debate, only, eight spoke in favour of the 

Bill (excluding the Home Secretary and the S ohcitor- General). The speeches 

of the eight members [seven Labour and one Liberal] in support of the Bill 

carried the caveat that they would be dissatisfied with the Bill without 

amendment to add some form of concihatory machinery. 

The fundamental opposition to this Bill was, in retrospect, rather mysterious, 

considering its firnited aspirations to tackle 0-%Tert acts of discrimination in 
Cý 

public places. The AIP, Ronald Befl, stated opposition to the Bill was on the 

basis of its encroachment on personal freedom (Hansard 982-983,3 Mav 

196-5). 
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The suggestion that the action of a government to reign-in the worst racist 

excesses, whether perpetrated deliberately or subconsciousIN,, albeit by a 

minority, is an attempt to trample on the cherished principle of freedom was 

not new and has been argued in other countries. The defence of the Jim 

Crow doctrine of "separate but equal" was partly defended bý, the southern 

states in the US on the basis of freedom of the states to run their own affairs. 

The emphasis was placed on "separate" and virtually no attention paid to the 

"equal". But a distinction must be drawn between the abuse of freedom and 

from freedom itself, when the purpose was to affect flagrant cases of 

discrimination. What is crucial for freedom of speech is the distinction of the 

freedom to question a doctrine or an opinion or a belief, and the freedom to 

attack someone for something to which he cannot conceivably make any 

difference (Shirley Williams, Hansard 1018,3 May 1965). 

Selwvn IJoyd, MP, argued that the Bill should not carry sanction of the 

criminal law, as it would make criminals of the British people and that 

compliance should be on a voluntary basis (Hansard 1032-1044,3 May 1965). 

If there were only conciliatory machinery in place with voluntary compliance, 

and no sanction of any kind, there would have been no point in legislating, 

which might have been Mr Lloyd's desire, although such an intention was 

unstated. The legislation that reached the Statute Book emerged with the 

conclhatory machinery, strong]), advocated during the Parliamentary debates. 
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The introduction of the Race Relations Act 1965 made it unlawful to practice 

discrimination on grounds of colour, race, or ethnic or national origins in 

certain public places. It established the Race Relations Board, which was 

required to set up local conciliation commýittees whose duty it was to attempt 

to achieve settlements in cases of alleged discrimination satisfactory to the 

parties concerned. Where these committees could not reach a settlement in 

individual cases they would report to the Board who in turned report to the 

Attorney General. The Attorney General could then at his discretion seek an 

injunction in the Courts to restrain anyone shown to be practising discri- 

mination from continuing to do so. 

The creation of a new National Committee for Commonwealth Immigrants 

(NCCý emerged as part of the conciliatory machinery, to replace the origInal 

body set up on 1 April 1964. The NCCI was first set up on the 

recommendation of the Commonwealth Imnugrant Advisory Council 

(CIAC), an organisation put in place with the passage of the Commonwealth 

Immigrants Act 1962. The CIAC advised the Home Secretary on matters 

that affected commonwealth immigrants in the UK, As a result of the 1965 

V, hite Paper - the existing NCO was replaced and the CIAC disbanded, 

changing the emphasis of the NCCI to "bring special knowledge and 

experience to bear on the problems arising from commonvvealth 

immigradon" (Cmnd, paragraph 74). 
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Haynes views the set up of the NCCI as a sop to blacks who were 

disappointed with the 1964 Labour Government for not repealing the 1962 

Commonwealth 1mmigration Act (1996: 100). There is ment in such an 

observation since NCCI's terms of reference were to promote and co- 

ordinate on a national basis, efforts directed towards the integration of 

Commonwealth immigrants into the community, rather than to deal with 

racial inequality. Nevertheless, the disinclination of the Labour Government 

to repeal the Act should not necessari-ly be seen simply as not wanting to do 

so but in aH probability was based on the political realities of the time. The 

prevailing circumstances suggest that such a Bill could never have passed 

through Parfiament given the fact that the party did not have the majority 

with which to do so. The Conservatives could not have been depended upon 

for support but neither could a sizeable number of Labour MPs. 

This was demonstrated during the Second Reading of the Bill, when the 

defeat was by only rune votes to send the Bill to the Committee of Whole 

Housc. 

V"liat seemed at the time as the good intentions of the 1965 Act, its 

prmýisions reflected largely the views of the majority who opposed the Act 

when it was before Parhament as a Bifl. Therefore the Act contained an in- 

built ineffectiveness, parOcularly as it did not prohibit discrimination in 

cmployment - pen, ersely, discrimi nation in employment , vas condoned in 

certain circumstances through established employment practices. In a 
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recorded case of suspected discrimination in 1967 where a Labour Exchange 

in Birmingham followed instructions from an employer not to supply the 

company with non-white job applicants, the Chairman of the NCCI 

Employment Panel stated that the Panel accepted 

". 
.. that it was essential in present a. rrumstances for the Minister of Labour to 

acce by close co-o pt sucb attitude because only peration with the enlightened 
employers are tby able tofind suitable eVlqyment atpresentfor immigrants and 
tbeir cbildren. In sbort ... the ministg were ri , ght in depatting from sttict 
prindples of non-discrimination in this instance" (File CK31 73). 

The Race Relations Board was neither a Judicial body nor an enforcement 

agency. Although it could attempt to conciliate complaints about discri- 

mination in public places, it had no power to hold hearings, compel the 

attendance of witnesses or production of documents, take oath or make 

enforceable orders. If conciliation failed the Board could have reported to 

the Attorney General, who could then seek an injunction in the County 

Court, but complainants received no individual remedy. 

Thus, the Race Relations Act 1965 showed its ineffectualness 'just months 

after enactment, when Phihp Mason of the NCO expressed the view that the 

Act was too bMIted (NCC1 Nfinutes, File CK3/73). This view -, vas also 

reflected in the first annual report of the Race Relations Board. From 

17 February 1966 xvhen the Board was constituted until 31 March 1967,32T, 
1 

complaints were recenved by the Board, of which 238 fell outside the scope of 

the Act - the two largest categories , vere employment and housing. The 
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Board was left in no doubt, especial. ly by immigrant groups, that though 

legislation to tackle discrimýination in places of pubbc resort was welcome, it 

was in employment and housing that discrimination was most serious to the 

day to day existence of the immigrant communities (Home Office ffle - 

H0376/150). 

There was ineffectiveness in the Act's provision to fine those found guilty of 

some discriminatory acts. On criminal sanctions, the legislation did not 

contain the machinery to eliminate discrimination, except in so far as 

potential offenders would be deterred by the fear of criminal sanction. It was 

difficult to persuade prosecutors to take action; it was difficult to prove a case 

beyond reasonable doubt and a case might have come before a which 

was not sympathetic with the aims of the law. Civil enforcement by 

individual parties would not have been an effective alternative either, as 

advocated by some (including parliamentarians). Aggrieved people were 

unwilling to indulge in the expense or effort of instituting civil actions. A 

person who discriminated might be prepared to pay damages in civil cases, or 

,, i fine in a criminal case, as the price for continuing to discriminate. An 

immediate public hearing could exacerbate existing racial friction and the 

opportunity of giving evidence to a civil or criminal court would be enjoyed 

by those , vith fittle other opportunity of obtairung an audience for the 

demonstration of their racial prejudices or obsession govvell, 1965: 119). 
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The defects and deficiencies of the Act were overwhelming and it could not 

have remained in place if racial inequality was to haý-e been treated as a 

serious social problem. The pressure to address the shortcomings was 

immediate and extensive and on 23 April 1968 another Race Relations BIB 

had its Second Reading in Parliament. 

The Second Reading debate on the Race Relations Bill in the House of 

Commons was not dissimilar from that on the earlier Bill in 1964, in terms of 

those towing, official party lines and those breaking from party policy. There 

was contradiction from the opposition in their approach. The Conservatives 

argued overwhelmingly in 1964 that the areas in need of legislation were 

housing and employment and not the social realm. However, during the 

1968 debate they opposed the Bifl, even though it sought to address those 

areas. The Home Affairs spokesman stated in his contribution that racial 

discrimination should be made illegal: 

Wle sliouldforget the colour of their skins and treat them as equals... I say 
that notfor tbeir sake alone, butfor ours. Wle are tgz . ng to create a Britain of 
wbicb all its inmates may be proud. All t1je etils and sicknesses of a dinded 

,g 
pon us if we do not take tbis, the only road to socieO are sueb as will bn*iýr a curse u 

sqlýý, " LQuinten Hogg, Hansard 71,23 Aptil 1968). 

Yet he sought amendment to the Bifl at Committee Stage to exempt smafl 

employers and small landlords from the provisions of the proposed 

legislation. 
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The prevail-ing theme from the Opposition was the threat any resulting 

legislation would pose to the host population. Racism was bad social 

behaviour and such practices cannot be remedied by law, and voluntan, 

organisations should be the vehicle for addressing racism (Wilham Deeds, 

Hansard 88-89,23 April 1968). Another parliamentarian (Ronald Bell, 

Buckinghamshire South) argued similarly that legislation should not play a 

part in the amelioration of race relations. 

The emphasis some politicians placed on establishing race relations through a 

combination of agency conciliation and voluntary compliance was never a 

credible proposition in terms of serving as a bulwark against natural 

prejudices, born out of fear. The Judicial enforcement aspect was, on the face 

of it, desirable but nonetheless defective, as individuals could not take 

discrimination cases directly to the County Court. The Race Relations Board 

lacked necessary powers and thus effectiveness was underrmned, a point 

highlighted in Parliament by Paul Rose (Manchester Blackley) (Hansard 91, 

23 April 1968). 

The seminal PEP report was publ. ished in April 1967 and it could be argued 

that it was the symbobc catalyst for the 1968 le islation. The report, a survey 91 

issued the previous year, documented the wefl-known fact to Immigrants and 

sensitive observers that British society discriminated against black newcomers 

and their children. The report may not have been entirely responsible for the 

1968 Act, \N-Iijch followed but could be seen as representative of the process 
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of the changes taking place at the time (Heineman, 1971vii), particularly in 

the UlUted States. 

The PEP Report undoubtedly had a sioficant sociological impact on British 

society. Prior to this the problems of racial disadvantage were deemed to be 

one of interpersonal problems of faulty over-generahsation, or the individual 

rationalities or irrationalities of employing ethnic minorities or selling 

properties to them. But there did not exist the political framework to deal 

with the problems identified. Although the Race Relations Act 1965 was in 

place this was by all accounts inadequate (Rex, 1967) so were attendant state 

created bodies such as the NCCI. 

Parliament had taken the lead in beginning to prevent and even dismantle 

barriers blocking equal access to pubbc facil-ities, housing and employment, 'D 

but the legislation was limited by an approach that was primarily based on a 

complaint system, thus a new strategy became necessary, which was provided 

in the Race Relations Act 1976. Its sigonificance is not only the tightening up 

against race discrimination in employment but legislating against indirect 

discrimination. 
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David Lane's observation that 

the lessons of the Amen'can e, %pen*ence are that if we want tojorestall trouble 
later we should actfirmjI now to tackle disn-imination, to saveyoug blacks 

" in 
partkular, from bitterness and alienation, and to PI, ,, ve them instead a sense of 
confidence and securiýy" (Hansard 1614,1976) 

was to some degree heeded. 

Having repealed the 1965 and 1968 Acts, the third Race Relations Act was 

itself constructed with inadequacies, but did fare better in advancing equal 

opportunities although its provisions were not vigorously interpreted by 

employers and was thus not enforced in the way that was probably envisaged. 

It introduced the concept of "positive action" the equivalent of America's 

affirmative action policy but it was not unti] then that the practice was fufly 

implemented in the UK. Up until then, the relationship between the state 

and its ethruc minority citizens was conducted under a "colour blind" policy. 

Positive action differs significantly from the legal American practice of 

positive discrimination. Under the Race Relations Act 1976, such practice is 

illegal but positive action allows for action to be taken by an employer in 

favour of a particular group under narrow circumstances, which can take the 

,,, encouragement and assistance. Such actions may be taken form of trainint., 

\vlth reoard to specific types of work where during the previous 12 months 
1ý 

members of a minority group havc been under-represented. This is defined 

as meaning no, ()r very few members, of that g-roup in relation to the' 
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representation in the relevant working population. Positive action may take 

the form of skills or development training or advertisements, which 

encourage apphcations from members of under-represented groups and thus 

limited to encouragement, as all selection decisions for employment and 

promotion must stiR be made on ment. 

With the Act being the primary point of reference for ethnic minorities, it 

was difficult to implement fully the broad intention of the Act. It has been 

contended and in some instances proven that for most of its existence this 

piece of legislation has been flawed in its long-term object in "... the 

promotion of equal opportunity accompanied by cultural diversity in an 

atmosphere of mutual tolerance ... " (Hansard 1567,1976). It is further 

argued that this flaw was dehberate on the part of the drafters in order to give 

a different kind of protection to a number of pubtic senices and institutions 

such as the police and immigration officials. It is this minimalist attitude 

(Prashar, 1997), which has been the sustenance of many of the problems in 

terms of interpreting the provisions. These are caused by the fact that 

indirect discrimination is not deemed unlawful in its poficles and practices as 

defined by the Act. 

The Race Reladons Act 1976 defines direct racial discrimination as -where a 

person 

"Ireals that other less_pvouralýly thaii he treafv, or would Ima/, otherpersons tiol q1 
the savle racial gMup C! s 

12 5, 



Indirect racial discrimination consists of treatment which may be described as 

equal in a formal sense as between different racial groups but 

, 5pbicb is to the detriment of that olber because be cannot co)7, p j1 Y)itb it". 

Indirect discrimination is difficult to identify and equally difficult to prove but 

one study shows that at a time when many organisations were claiming to be b 

equal opportunity employers - there was evidence of indirect d-iscrimination 

in areas of employment (Schneider-Ross, 2000). 

()V12ortunity as PQlicy 

Following the Scarman Report (1981), it was recogrused that the state had to 

face up to the wider issues of race and responsibility for dealing With the issue 

fell to this arm of the state because a distinctive feature of the 1960s race 

consensus was the desire of both major parties to remove race from the 

platform of national pol-itics (Saggar, 1991). Issues of equal opportunities and 

positive action thereafter featured dominantly on these and other Local 

Government social agendas across British cities with a concentration of 

ethnic populations for at least the next five years. 

Despite its deficiencies, the Race Relations Act 1976 was a good founda6on 

on which equal opportututy policies could ha\-c been built, particularly xith 

regrard to Section 4. But the goodwill of emplovers and policy-makers was 

lacking. It was policies that were put in place in some inner city LL\S Post_ 
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Scarman that were significant in tackling the issue of racism in employment. 

The Greater London Council (GLC) of the 1980s made a difference, leading 

the way with the implementation of pobcles and initiatives to addrcss the 

position of ethnic minorities who were in its employ as weH as addressing the I 
Z71 

wider issue of unemployment in London generally. Even though many of 

these initiatives have been finked to the Scarman Report, the Council's equal 

opportunities pobcy predated Scarman. The GLC's Ethnic Minority 

Committee held it first meeting on 19 June 1981 (GLC Annual Report), xhile 

Scarman was published in November of the same year. 

The Scarman Report concluded that 

'Tbe attack on racial disadvantarge must be more direct than it has been. It must 
be coordinated bj centralgovernzwent, who with local authofifies must ensure that 
the funds made available are directed to spetific areas of ratial disadvantage. I 
have in mindparticularyl education and eVloyment ... "(paragraph 9.4). 

The Home Affairs Committee on Racial Disadvantage supported this view. 

In the Government's response to Recommendations 37-4.6 of the Fifth 

Report from the 1980-81 session, they state that 

ý of ep b ems of co uni_ 'Tbe Government is convinced tljat solutions to man , th ro 1, mm I), 
nma y throu b constructive local relations, and of disadvantqge, ail/ be found p* til, g 

action and attitudes. 

Before the Labour administration took control of the GLC, the Council had 

adopted verý, few measures to fulfifl its duties under the Race Relations Act 

I IF 6. Whilst thc Council advertised that it \,, -as an equal opportunities 
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employer, it had not introduced the necessary measures to implement such a 

pohcy. Very few of the other steps recommended by the CRE, for example, 

had been enacted despite the overwhelming body of evidence clearIv 

demonstrating the extent of racism in London (GLC Annual Report - 

Document Reference 2741A/5yrAch/1-5). 

The Labour Group Manifesto for the 1981 GLC elections included specific 

commitments to fight racial discrimination in London. This explicitly 

proposed the establishment of an Ethnic Nlinority Committee, to be chaired 

by the leader of the Council (Livingstone, 1987: 234). Before the Labour 

administration took control of the Council in 1981, the Council had few 

measures in place to fulfil its duties under the Race Relations Act 1976 or a 

social agenda that was raciaIly inclusive. The leadership found itself faced 

with an entrenched system of exclusion within the Council, based on 

ethnicity. 

After the publication of the Scarman Report (1981), the Council took a 

number of steps in recogri-ition of the racial discrimination and disadvantage 

faced by London's ethrýc minority communities. As part of this effort the 

Council set up an Ethruc Nfinorities Committee, chaired by the leader of the 

Council, and supported by an Ethruc Minorities Urut. A wide range of steps 

were taken in fine with the Council duties under the Race Relations Act 1)-, 6 

to climinate unlawful racial discrimination and promote cquality of 
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opportunity - what Anthias et al cafl the "representation of the communitN, " 

(1996: 174). 

The organisation incorporated a racial dimension expEcit into all its pohcý 

making and implementation. This required the author of anv report to 

identify the effects and benefits of proposals being made for London's ethnic 

minority population. 1n this way race equahty issues were tackled throughout zn 

the Council in A its functions, not just by the Ethnic Nfinority Unit (GLC 

Annual Reports 1984 and 1985). 

-As an employer the GLC adopted an equal opportunities policy backed by a 

positive action programme, this included compulsory training for all 

interviewing staff and a system of ethnic record-keeping. Education and 

employment were at the heart of their equal opportunities pohcy. There was 

training for disadvantaged groups among their own staff and an innovative 

"second chance" scheme was also initiated, the former included in-service, 

daý, and block release, plus full time courses of study. Compulsory training 

was provided for all staff involved in carrying out interviews, along with a 

system of ethnic record-keeping. Through such measures the proportion of 

ethnic minoritý, employees was increased from 8% in 1983 to 11% in mid- 

1985 (GLC Annual Report 1985). 

The , ireas of sv-stematic discrimination stood out starkly, for example, in 

ýSuppljes, one of the hjýýgyest departments, no womeii or black people had ever 
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been promoted into mýiddle management, even though they made up the bulk 

of staff recruited at the lower ranks. The fire brigade had over 6,500 staff, of 

whom only seven were black. The only way that could be explained in a citA, 

where 17% of the population is black was by continuous and systematic racial 

discrimination by those responsible for recruitment (Livingstone, 1987: 234- 

236). Positive action as defined by the Race Relations Act 1976 was therefore 

the means by which the Council thought change could be instituted to work 

toward a more balanced workforce, reflective of the composition of 

London's populabon. 

The Race Relations Act 1976 was invoked as the framework within which 

they were operating in formulating and carrying out its equafity measures, and 

this contention was never chal-lenged. It was difficult for any credible 

challenge to be mounted since Section 4(2) states that 

T IS unlawfulfor aperson, in the case of a person empleyed by him at an 
establishment in Great Biitain, to discriminate qgainsl tbateVlqyee - 

(a) in tervis of evplqyv,, ent which be affords bim; or 

in the way be affords bim access to oppoitunilies for promolion, 
transfer or training, or to aqy otber benefits, fatilifies or semces, 

g to afford bim access to or by refusiq or deliberately omitfin 
tbem. .. 

Thus, it could be argued that the GLC was interpreting the Act more broadly 

than had previously been the case by other organs of the state and employers 

or that such bodies chose not to work within the Act's provisions. Scarman 

alluded to this in his Report when he suggested that (), ok*ernment 
I \- 11-ý 
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commitment to racial equality might not have been properly directed 

(paragraph 9.1). The GLC's pobcies to combat racism and promote equafity 

of opporturýty was not isolated enthusiasm - this was in fine with the 

proposals in the Department of Environment/Local Authorities Associations 

advice booklet "Local Authorities and Racial Disadvantage" (1983). 

This provided the catalyst for other LAs to follow suit or put into place other 

positive action initiative of their own, appropriate to the ethnic minorities 

that fell within their area. In early 1983 the GLC had eight full-time staff to 

"dismantle racism" in London. The aim was to raise public awareness about 

racism and its effects and secure positive responses from all sections of 

society (Daily, Telegrapb, 28.1.83). In the same year the London Borough of 

Southwark put forward proposals to increase their Race Equality Unitý- by a 

further five posts (Wlest Indian Wlorld, 28 Septe&iber 1983), while Hammersmith 

and Fulham Council had a radical shake-up of their personnel department's 

operation. These were put forward in the form of an Action Plan to promote 

the Borough as an equal opportunities employer, including keeping records of 

ethnic minorities in order to measure its progress in race relations matters and 

equal treatment and access to promotion (Wlest London Observer, 16 Febmag, 

1984). 

Opponents and supporters ahke have arg-gued that the GLC, by formafly 

adopfing such radical equal opportunitý, progTarnmes and policies, was a 
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decision taken through ideology commitment (Socialist Organiser as cited by 

Carvel, 1987: 68) as well as political and social necessity. 

In the midst of many positive initiatives in Local Government came New 

Right ideology of the 1980s and the unfettered free market in all its forms. 

This brought in its wake a number of realities: such policies in general and 

positive action in particular did not sit easily with the political thinking of day. 

The GLC's ideological stance and the social policies that it produced were an 

unspoken challenge to Central Government. Local politics was a means by 

which what was seen as an increasingly, neo-fiberal, Central Government 

could be defied (TVcNaughton, 2002: 41). Some of the reasons for the 

variations between spending by councils were the result of political 

differences. The best known controversies have tended to be the focus on 

units concerned with issues of equal opportunities and race (Cochrane, 

1993: 66). Thus, the Conservative Government saw the GLC programme as a 

threat to its own national policies and, in particular, its economic objectives 

and felt it had to act against the Council and by 1984 the government had 

Nvell-advanced plans to abolish the GLC. 

Local Government became an easy target in the fight to adjust government 

expenditure. One simply had to adjust the annual Local Government 

settlement. But the government wanted to do more. If "market economics" 

of the dav were to havc any chance of success, the sociahst corporation N-k-hich 
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was embodied in a number of Town Halls would have to be dislodged 

(Haynes, 1997: 17), though the promulgation of sociabst behefs and pobcies 

has been a feature of municipal pobtics since the sociabst movement of the 

1 9th century ýRobson, 1945: 28). The traditional view of consenatism is said 

to be "rooted in a natural dislike of change" (Eccleshall et al, 1994: 62). 

However, the Conservative Government at the time was practising classic 

economic liberalism, which is the political ideology closely associated with the 

rise of industrial capitalism ýLeach, 2002: 37). 

The government's national doctrinaire laissez-faire, private enterprise, poficies 

- advanced in the name of realism ("there is no alternative") - could not 

afford the reproach of successful municipal socialism on its doorstep (Porter, 

1994: 367) and thus could not aflow it to succeed. Although the doctrine of 

laissez-faire has always been part of British conservatism, the Conservative 

Party was transformed, and then self-consciously developed into a philosophy 

of the nation (Barker, 1981: 32). This has a distinctive shape and was helped 

into existence by new racism. Its free-market entrepreneurialism, for 

example, had a specifically moral dimension: its anti-statism took on a 

particularly anti-union, racist and homophobic character when it was. applied 

to Ccntral Government-Local Government relations (Smith, 1994: 28). For 

the Thatcherites, Local Government represented one of the few sites of 

effective leftist resistance (p35) and abofition was seen as one solution. 
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Chris Adamson of Camden's Committee for Community Relations wrote to 

the then Environment Secretary, Patrick Jenkins, warning that abolition of 

the GLC and proposed rate-capping legislation would be disastrous for race 

relations in London. He wrote that 

"wbile the anti-ratist polities pursued ýy the ILEA and GLC bave not bad time 
to sbow great practical results, tbg bave certainl *Sed tbe expectations of y ... ral 
black people ... Sudden u4tbdrawal of even the little that bas been offered will 
bave exblosive results... " (Hampstead and Hi 

, gýgate Express, 16 March 1984). 

But such argument would not bear heavily on government thinking. Norman 

Tebbit stated that the GLC was abolished because it was "Labour dominated, 

high-spending and at odds With the government's view of the world" (Porter, 

1994: 367). 1n the wake of abobtion, therefore, retreat in race relations 

policies was inevitable. 

Although the motivation, efforts and major achievement of the popular 

planning strategy of the GLC and other radical Local Authorities (LAs) 

should not be undervalued, it must be seen that this change was also due to 

the fact that many of the struggles against structural disadvantage faltered on 

the ambivalence between equahty, community rights and individual nghts 

inherent in them. Having to be categorised as underprivileged and to become 

slotted into a hierarchy of rival disadvantages in order to compete equafly in a 

climate of materialistic individuabsm could be interpreted as a contradiction, 

and this "catch 222" often causes turmofl in the overall objecti'ves of many 

minority groups (Anthias et al, 1996: 169). 
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Once the GLC disappeared, its functions had to be adm1nistered by Central 

Government and the 32 London boroughs and with no central point to drive 

change, the issue of race was never one of priority for the boroughs. 

Fragmentation was not the only disincentive: there was opposing political 

ideology at work that would come into play by some LAs who wanted the 

freedom to spend ratepayer's money as they saw fit, in order to meet the 

needs of local people and all this set against the desire of Central 

Government to honour economic commitments. 

Other important measures in the pursuit of equality in employment come 

from Europe in the form of both legislation and directives. The earbest piece 

of European legislation is contained in the Treaty of Rome (1957), where 

Article 6 makes it unlawful to discriminate against workers in the EEC, 

stating that 'any disaimination on grounds of nafionafiýy shall be prohibited The 

Coundl may adopt mles deszýgned to prohibit such diýcrivnnatzon" The present 

amended Article - Article 13 of the Treaty of Amsterdam states that "Me 

Council, acting unanimously on a proposalfrom- the Commission ... may take appropnate 

action to combat disaimination based on sex, raci*al or ethnic otin. .. ", 

The desire for LAs to operate aspects of social policies as they saw fit had a 

restraining influence in the form of the ELT, Although central direction might 

havc ceased at national level, there xvas direction from Furope of v. -hich I-As 

would have to take account. A]though the EU, since the Treatý' of Rome, 
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have made declarations on discrImination, practical steps to achieve equafity 

did not come to the fore unti-I the 1980s when proposals were put in place at 

Community level for Member States to fol-low. On 11 June 1986 the 

European Parliament, the Commission and the European Council issued a 

joint Declaration against Racism and Xenophobia. This was partly the result 

of the Evregenis Report, which was published the same year. 

The joint Declaration was significant in that it was only the second time since 

the signing of the Treaty of Rome in 1957 that a solemn declaration was 

made, which would enable organisations and individuals in any Member State 

to urge their government to abide by the spirit of the joint Declaration and 

implement measures to combat racism (1991: para 4.2.2, ). Chapter 3.13 

reported that in the UK institutionabsed racism was prevalent and ethnic 

minorities continued to be discriminated against mainly in Job opportun-ities. 

It was the responsibifity of Member States to take forward at national level 

those issues identified in the report, by putting in place poficies and measures 

to address them. 

The race relations debate continued and in keeping with the historical 

practice of the UK taking its lead in these matters from the United States, the 

1990s saw the debate not so much moving on but changing tack with the 

introduction of the concept of "Diversity". While this concept seems logical 

on the surface, it is -worth examination to determine whether or not it is a 

dcvice to placitc the racially disadvantaged and a strategy that is aimcd at 
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preserving existing white privilege than establisl-ýing equality for A. Despite 

the progress that has been made over the past 20 years institutionahsed 

racism has not been sufficiently deconstructed, blacks have been mereh- 

aflowed to enter the competition. This has established the status quo of 

blacks in low paid work, black indigence and black unemployment. Where 

blacks are in respectable Jobs, they are usually concentrated in the lower 

grades, irrespective of organisations and the contents of their respective equal 

opportunity policies. 

New Chaflenges 

Current government action in addressing the plight of those on the margins 

of society is suspect, particularly in terms of recognising that there is an 

inherent problem of fairness as far as racial minorities are concerned (The 

Guardian, 3 June 1998). 

In his speech to the Labour Party Conference in 1997, Tony Blair, declared 

that he was against positive discrimination (Labour Party Conference Report). 

HOxN,, cN, cr, he did not define positive discrimination, and went on to say that 

there was no harm in reminding ourselves just how much negatiN, e 

discrimination there is. Lord Hattersley responded by ar ing that he should gul ýý 

repeal that part of the 1988 Local Government Act, xhich prohibits contract 

comphance (The Guardian, 27 September 1997), but this suggestion has not so 
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far been taken up; nevertheless the government think they have a solution for 

the overall difficulties of equality opportunity in the labour market. 
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PART 11: CHAPTER 6 

METHODOLOGY 

This chapter puts forward a methodological approach for the empirical study, 

which posits the notion that there has been a retreat from positive race 

relations pohcles in the sphere of employment in Local Government and the 

Civil Service in the UK from the late 1980s through the 1990s. This view 

carries two assumptions: (1) that this owes much to the social doctrine of 

New Right ideology, which undermined the lo ic of the active equahty 91 

measures and initiatives that attempted to address marginalisation of ethn-ic 

minorities, which manifested itself in the nots of the early 1980s; and (2) that 

this diminished the wiH to ful-ly implement Sections 37,38 and 71 of the Race 

Relations Act 1976. The result has been a negative impact on ethnic 

minorities, particularly those of Afro-Caribbean origin in terms of career 

progression and, consequently, economic advancement. 

There are no simple answers in determining what constitutes a good research 

or an ideal method of research. Methods, models and paradigms have 

multiplied and transformed themselves with dizzying speed (Gerring, 

2001: xN, 11). Determination is dependent entire]), on the discipline that an 

investigation or study will examine; for example, a riculture, medicine or 9r, 

social science as weIl as the area of examination - educadon, employnient, 

class or gcndcr and rests on an individual's perspective or view of the chosen 

topic. The conceptual litcrature on research methods used by otlier Black 
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and ethnic minority researchers suggest several possible methodological 

approaches but those on employment cbscrimination in relation to the 

research question set out in Chapter 1 point to that which was adopted. 

In this chapter therefore 1 will first discuss some general theoretical issues, 

within the context of the chosen methodology. lt also looks at the reasons 

for the chosen approach and why it was appropriate for the research question 

outlined in Chapter 1.1 will further give a summary of research into 

employment practices with reference to the roles of survey as a research 

strategy into highlighting the problem of discriminatory practices as well as 

the conceptual and methodological problems which anse when trying to 

reconcile a dynamic concept with a methodology that is largely control-led by 

events and the co-operation of others. 

This includes a reflexive account based on notes recorded throughout the 

period of the fieldwork (Henwood & Pidgeon, 1997; Yin, 2003; Kvale, 1996 

and Bryman, 1988) and pobtics and method (Mav, 1997; Massey & Meegan, 

1982 and Nfirza, 1995). 

Methodological Approach 

Social research is a matter of "horses for courses", where approaches are 

selected because thc\- are appropriate t- or specific aspects of investigation and 

specific kinds of problems (Denscombe, 1998: 3). In order to explore the 
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process of discrimination in employment, a methodological approach is 

required which takes account of an employer's recruitment policies. This 

include internal employment policies and reporting procedures that will 

capture the practices and processes which show the treatment of its 

employees. 

The general definition of a research would be an investigation to gather 

information or establish facts, but several meanings are attached to such a 

definition. Those include exploration, probe, scrutiny, work over and 

experiment, to name just a few. But there are different ways of gathering 

information, as no one approach is feasible in ah circumstances. In the case 

of social science it is the attempt to explain social phenomena within the 

limits of available evidence (Lewins, 1994: 5), with a distinctive realm of 

inquiry and a distinctive set of norms and practices (Gerring, 2001: xviii). 

Whatever the definition, a researcher seeks answers to questions by gathering 

information of the kind that the results or findings can be justified and be 

presented as theory, fact or a justifiable argument. The benefit of such 

findings can be useful to a small business, a large company or society as a 

whole. 

From this point of view, and in order to prevent being misinformed and 

misled, good research should aim to be valid and reliable, for which accuracy 

and representative nature of the sample plays an important role and depends 

on research desigp- Of importance also are the proccdures and measures 
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taken to arrive at a decision or data. To achieve this, certain factors interact 

to provide substantive findings. Studies in economic, social and political 

changes in Britain are carried out in a traditional way. Empirical research is 

based on traditional experiment/ experience, which takes into account m-o of 

the most common methods available to researchers - Quantitative and 

Qualitative. This has proved most durable and which to be fair, most 

accurately reflects the customary cbvision of practice in social science (Allan, 

1991: 177). 

Qualitative research is associated with a number of different approaches to 

data collection. In sociology in particular, the social survey is one of the main 

methods of data coHection, which embodies the features of quantitative 

research (Bryman, 1995: 11). While participant observation is probably the 

method of data coflection with which qualitative research is most closely 

associated, it is by no means the only one. Unstructured interviewing in 

which the researcher provides mifUmal guidance and allows considerable 

latitude for interviewees, is also a favoured techiiique (Ibid, p46). Although 

participation may involve encounters similar in scope and intensity to the 

interviewing associated with the suney, it cannot be disassembled into a 

series of discrete practices) f6flowing some pre-set sequence (Ackroyd and 

Hughes, 1992: 127). Unstructured interviewing is not the only characteristic 

of intervinviiig which can also be structured, but in either case the qualitative 

material is bounded bv the cultural conventions of the inteme-w (Okley, 

1994: 18). 
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As a researcher, you are obliged to recognise your personal blases and must 

not let personal distortions interfere with and corrode the data-gathering 

process (Backstrom and Hursh, 1963: 5). Conscious personal biases can be 

overcome but other aspects of a researcher may not be so easflN, isolated. In 

sociology it has long been recognised that the race of the interviewer may 

affect the respondents in survey research (Twine & Warren, 2000: 6). 

In scientific terms quantitative aims for breadth in gathering facts from 

information that are collected from a number of people, which can be 

expressed numerically because it deals with the collection and analysis of data. 

For instance, pre-coded questionnaires - requiring people to tick boxed 

questions - pie-charts, tables, percentages etc, afl of which provide evidence 

of facts/findings (Fink & Kosecoff, 1998). In theory, and from the outlook 

of an interpretivist society, the activities surrounding it are explained through 

interpretation - in other words, not looking at society but the interpretation 

of it. 

On the other hand, quahtative approach takes on another Meaning. 

Scientificafly, it aims for depth in the way of intenTiewing and obsen-ation. 

Based on naturalism, the theory of a Positivist is the study of people and 

society through direct experience and obsenration (Han, ey et A 2000: 30). 

WhIlst the t-wo beg to differ, a Reallst's, theory lays xvithin accepting social 

realjt\,. In doing so it strives to bridgc between both InterpretiN ism and 
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Positivism. Similarly, each look for a mechanism that explains the social 

world we can observe. Such explanations should reflect society as it exists, 

this includes the social stratification that is apparent in British sociology. 

Given fife's complexities, studying people's life - gender, race, class and so 

on, social research is rarely straightforward. It takes on the untidiness or 

messiness referred to by Devine and Heath (1999), which means that 

research, through its various stages, does not usually take place without some 

setbacks, complications, constraints, diversions and change of tack, which 

presents itself throughout the process, therefore efforts should be made to 

disclose how a research was conducted and its consequences. 

Anyone undertaking research of any kind usually chooses a topic that they are 

interested in, committed to or comfortable with and therefore they seek the 

information they want from familiar ground. They would avoid areas or 

issues they stumble across because of the potential difficulties they would 

have to face in working with, or approaching others in an unfamiliar setting, 

ient or witli a similar group with which the researcher is armed with insuffic' 

knowledge, thus minimising unnecessary obstacles. 

Such problems may not necessarily include one having difficulty in talking to 

others, but others mq\, find it hard to participate in a study or have difficulties 

in doing so for N%irious reasons. If the , um of a research is to inter-N-1cw 10 

people, out of - which S took part, the need to dsclose the fact that 2- for 
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whatever reasons - did not take part should be noted. If not revealed and is 

tested against other findings, it may give rise to the questioning of both its 

rehabibty and vabdity. 

Bias can take numerous forms in both the commissioner's and the 

researcher's view which can influence the conduct of a research or whether it 

takes place or not. An example of this can be found in Kaye Wethng's study 

(1994) of Sexual Behaviour in Britain where, during the panic about AIDS, a 

survey on sexual attitudes and lifestyles was stopped at a late stage by the 

government. Drawn from The Guardian newspaper, another example 

highlights this further. A pioneering "drop-in" centre, "1,, '-ids Company", that 

catered for the needs of the inner city London Borough of Southwark's 

children - particularly those with special needs - was forced to close on the 

grounds of noise. The complaints came from wealthy people moving into 

the area (Fbe Guardian, 15 November 2000). 

In N, iew of the latter, a degree of generahsation is also evident. Such 

complaints made against children and young people are easi-ly absorbed 

because more often than not they are associated xvith noise and unsociable 

behaviour, which may not always be the case. So it is important to make 

clear and justiý, the Emits of generahsation. To say an individual or a group is 

socially excluded because they have no access to the internet is a 

91 in access to thc -yeneralisation taken without care because not being able to gai 

internet does not automatically mean you are excluded from society. People 
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might be able to gain access at, say, the local fibran,, but chose not to take 

advantage of its usage. Moreover, the information available ma\, not be 

relevant to their needs or requirements; therefore such judgement should be 

specific and justified, otherwise it could prove to be open to questioning and 

critical evaluation. 

Besides offering accounts of the initial motives for research, valuable research 

should show how it was conducted, in terms of the methods used because 

each method practices different approaches and is likely to produce different 

results, which can be interpreted in more ways than one. Research then 

becomes more than the simple replication of our opinions and prejudices: it 

substantiates, refutes, organises or generates our theories and produces 

evidence, which may chal. lenge not only our own beliefs, but also those of 

society in general (May, 1997: 9). 

It has been argued that the two methods of Quantitative and Qualitative 

should not be applied to each other - natural science not to be apphed to 

social science. This is in contrast to Durkheim's epistemology which is 

predicated on the unity of valid knowledge, upon the position that there is no 

fundamental difference between the natural sciences and sociology (Hirst, 

197-5: 3). Because of the theories and approaches attached to Quantitative and 

Qualitative methods, in combination they can be valuable. For instance, 

reading an article about a particular group and going out into the community 

to mcct them may provide a different outlook altogether. Nicthods used 
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inclividuafly and/or in isolation could be deemed unreliable or invalid. 

Relying solely on statistics can also be misleading, as statistics may reveal a 

decrease in the use of books, but under observation it may show books to be 

still in great use, only they are less frequently borrowed. That said, it must 

not be overlooked that statistics are useful in that they provide a means for 

monitoring the issue of items, unlike observation, which could prove difficult 

to measure. 

Drawn from this example, and tested together in this way, not only will they 

be effective in identifying and recognising flaws or similarities, uncover areas 

or gaps which may appear, but could give way to researching something new 

or original within the given field and/or the use of new techniques and other 

methods, which could be applied in the already suited area. 

It may be seen that methods employed by other researchers influenced how 

the research was undertaken, therefore the need to focus on the choice and 

use of particular methods and technýiques is worth), of note because it shapes 

substantive findings. 

Research does not take place in a neutral environment. It is gWded by 

assumptions about the nature of kno,, vledge, and it has potitical antecedents 

and consequences (Tesch, 1990: 2), none more so than social inquiry in the 

ý. irca of race relations. 
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There are two methods used in my study: one for eficiting departmental 

policies and profile of the employees and another for exploring the attitudes 

of the respondents towards their employers' equal opportunity policies in 

terms of positive action - that is, enabling career progression and/or personal 

advancement. For investigating the attitudes, an in-depth, unstructured 

interview was deemed most appropriate. These methods combined are 

required to procure a holistic analysis (Bell and Newbv, 1977). 

The quantitative approach favours general features across many cases (Ragin, 

1994: 132) and the result of a particular investigation can be generatised 

beyond the confines of the research location (Bryman, 1992: 34). Quahtative 

accounts of the subjective reality of each person in particular instances aim to 

flesh-out descrIptions provided by the questionnaires. 

It is argued here that Quantitative and Qualitative methods are most 

appropriate for this study and that they should be complemented with data 

drawn from other sources, to demonstrate the lack (or otherwise) of positive 

action on the part of employers to address continuing indirect racial 

discrimination in the promotion and advancement of ethnic minorities, 

particularly people of Afro-Caribbean origin employed in Local and Central 

Government. 

It has been su&gested that it is the researcher's faith in this method which 

ensurcs its continual use rather than its demonstrated ability to predict and 
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explain human behaviour with the information it gathers ýCicourel, 1964: 15). 

Yet Quantitative method is one of the most frequenfly used methods in social 

research (May, 1997: 81). 

However, the decision to use this method is based on the fact that 

organisations were not (until 2001) legaBy obfiged to coflect data on race, 

despite advocates' convincing arguments (Anwar, 1990; 1991: 17; Banton, 

1994: 66 and CRE, 2001). Some employers monitored ethnic mi I staff 

but there is no guarantee that such information, if the), exist, would be fuH or 

extensive as would be necessary for the purpose of the study. 

In the investigation of racial discrimination in the sphere of employment, I 

official statistics of the employer are important but they are generafly a partial 

reflection of the information on any discrimination that might be or have 

taken place because in the case of inchrect cbscrimination, for example, the 

organisation would not consciously see itself as discriminating and therefore 

any statistical data they hold would not be full or extensive enough to be 

reliable for that Purpose. In such circumstances, it would be necessan, to 

collect information that will give a reasonable picture of the extent to which 

discrimination have occurred. 

The decision to inteme,, v the participants by , vay of Informal, unstructured 

intervie-ws, is in line -with onc school of thought in sociol()gIcal research with 

regard to obtaining the necessary Informatjon. Moser stated that: 
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Survg e. %peds bape long recqýgnised that siVlepoll-ýpe questions are inadequate 
when coVlex attitudes are involved ... (1958: 207). 

Denscombe is of the view that: 

'The use of intervi'ews normally, means that ... the research would be better served 
by gettiq material which provides more of an in-depth insi: *, ght into the topic... 
(1998: 110). 

Although several employees of an organisation may agree that their employer 

should invest more in staff training, in A probability their attitude and views 

wifl vary to some degree as to how the budget should be shared and on what Z-D 

type of training, for example. Therefore those attitudes wil-I not be 

sufficiently expressed in rephes to formal, rigidly set questions. 

The use of unstructured interview was to avoid the rigidity of structured 

interviews. In view of the sensitivity of the topic under study, it was 

considered that responses recorded on the questionnaires were unlikely to be 

frank, despite assurances of confidentiality. Therefore it was necessary to 

employ a method that would allow interviewees to speak as freely as possible 

on all aspects of the topic being examined. 

The qualitativc study was carried out after the quantitative aspect of the 

sur-%, c\, in order to obtain a frame for selecting particular types of respondent 

for the interviews (Hakim, 2000: 41). However, some questionnaires were 

rcturned incomplete but xith contact detai-Is only, NvIth a notation of their 
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wiHingness to be interviewed; however some were not prepared to have their 

views recorded on tape either. 

Consequently, the number of people who volunteered to be interviewed did 

not result in the spread across the grading structure as would have been ideal, 

but I was reluctant to reject people who had offered up themselves as 

potential participants. Therefore, my respondents were not a truIv 

representative group, despite A my efforts to get cooperation from people in 

different grades. 

Surveys of Discrimination in Employment 

Examining race relations in employment can be carried out using any of a 

number of methods but a variety of investigations have used surveys to 

estimate the level of racial disadvantage and discrimination in employment. 

On 18til April 1967 Political and Economic Planning (PEP) presented a 

report on Racial Discrimination in Britain to the Race Relations Board and 

the National Committee for Commonwealth Immigrants (NCCI). This 

report proved to be a seminal document as far as race relations in the UK 

Nvas concerned. 4 The political and social response to the contents of the 

report was immediate as it was far reaching. Within 10 days concerns oN-cr- 

4 The year following the publication of the report, the author, WW Daniel. published a book 
based on the report year and it confimies to have the same authoritN- as the original publication. 
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the findings were raised in Parliament (Hansard Vol 745,1793,27 April 

1967). 

The information contained in the report was gathered using the suney 

method, with a combination of questionnaires, interviews and situation tests, 

with the greater significance coming from the quahtative element of the 

study. One element consisted of interviews with 976 immigrants from the 

West Indies, India, Pakistan and Cyprus in six areas of England, representing 

the main regions of the country. Another involved the interviewing of 500 

people in a position to discriminate, that is, employers covering all fields that 

were part of the study. The findings from the third survey of situation tests 

provided precision to the general level of discrimination discovered by the 

other two surveys. 

The report concluded that there was substantial discrimination in Britain 

against non-xvhite immigrants in employment, in housing and in the provision 

of certain services such as, motor insurance and car hire (PEP, 1967: 8). The 

findings of the report have been cited by social scientists, race relations 

practitioners, politicians and projects of a similar nature that have been 

undertaken since then in the sphere of race relations (Rex, 1970: 109; 

Heineman, 1972: 1; Hansard Vol 676,78,23 AprIl 1968)- FaIrly simllar 

methods were used in the other three of the series of four National Sun, eys 

undertaken bv PEP's successor organisation (PSý in 1974,1982 and 1994, 

respectively. 
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The results of more recent studies have shown that, although not explicidy 

violating the Race Relations Act 1976, some practices and policies have been 

found not to be entirely within the spint of the Act. Others have chosen the 

Qualitative method, while some use a combination of both, sometimes 

supplemented by other data. 

The report "The Cement Roof, Afro-Caribbean People in Management" used 

published and unpublished research work, interviews with employers and the 

sampling of Afro-Caribbean people in management (1996). The Cabinet 

Office study of ethnic minority women in the Civil Service was essentiafly a 

qualitative study using interviews and focus groups, with structured 

inter-views, but these were supported by questionnaires. However, the 

statistical data were used only to support the main findings (Cabinet Office, 

1996). This is in contrast to the study of black managers in the public 

services. "Not just Black and White" investigated the barriers to the 

development of black managers in the public sector. It was a wholly 

statistical survey obtained through the use of questionnaires, securing a broad 

range of views in a short period of time (Office for Public Management, 

1996). 

"Hqual Opportunities and Private Sector Employment in Scotland" x,, is 

commissioned by the CRE Scotland to determine the state of cqual 
I 

opportunities poficy and practice in the private sector labour market m 

I it found that a quarter of cinployers xith no 'Scodand. A qualitative project, II 
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equality programme in place, viewed formal equality policies to be "divisive", 

despite a sign-Ificant percentage of respondents Oust under halo fiving in the 

Greater Glasgow area (CRE, 1999). 

The enquiry carried out into the barriers to ethnic minoritýý recruitment and 

progression within the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) was undertaken as a 

quatitative exercise, through face-to-face interviews and indirectly through the 

staff advisory group. The possibilitý, of a combined Qual[itative and 

Quantitative method was contemplated but collecting evidence through a 

staff survey or questionnaire was discounted at the preparatory stage. 

'Expen'ence suggests that return ratesfor questionnaires in sensitive areas such as 
race equalio are parYicularyl likely to be low. More impodantyl, this method 
would not so easily, have enabled individuals to give in-depth evidence to the 
Inquig, nor would it have provided as good an oppodunio to probe and challenge 
the evidence presented" (Denman, 2001: 9). 

Although no questionnaire survey was undertaken, there was statistical 

information available to the CPS, which formed part of the inquiry, unhke the 

CRE Scotland pro)ect. These included ethnic origin monitoring statistics as 

\x, cl. ] as those on recruitment, progression, retention, training and develop- 

ment. 

The CPS was found to be insututionafly racist within the MacPherson 

Concept (CnA262-1,1999). Ithruc minority staff , vere wcH represented in 

the organisation as a whole but lawycrs and those in the administrative uades 

\\-crc conccntrýited in the Ic), \\-cr echelons of the service, N-vith managers failing 
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to promote them (Denman, 2001). A CRE inquiry into the Croydon branch 

of the CPS, which reported at the same time as Denman, essentiaHN, W 

corroborating Denman, finding that prosecutors were working in raclafly 

segregated teams, contrary to Section 1(2) of the Race Relations Act 1976 

(CRE, 2001). The methods applied in the CRE investigation were similar to 

those used by Denman, except that telephone interviews were camed out, 

which involved the participation of existing and former staff that had been 

based in the Croydon branch. 

There are two conflicting imperatives at work in a study such as this. The 

first is to take account of all possible factors which previous research 

suggested would influence the dependent variable; the second is to select only 

variables most likely to play a determining role in order to keep the study 

within the bounds of practicability dictated by limited time and resources. 

Research DesigLi 

The selection of participating bodies was primarily based on location and the 

ethnic mix of their workforce. As this study was being conducted on a part- 

time basis, economic, geographical and time constraints had to be taken into 

consideration, therefore ease of travel was necessan, to enable accessibibty 

and ]ends itself to cluster sampl-ing (Sapsford, 1999: 84). 
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The conceptual stage of the study envisaged the inclusion of focus groups as 

part of the methodology. The aim was to collect opinions from a large group 

in an efficient manner, aflowing ideas to develop, latent views to emerge that 

might in individual inter-views remain dormant (Harvey et al, 2000: 19), or 

allow the group as a whole to develop a perspective on the subject (Hakim, 

2000: 35). 

The situation with the local authorities differs significantly. My approach to 

local authorities to gain access to their staff and staff monitoring data for the 

purposes of the study coincided with the publication of the MacPherson 

Report from the Stephen Lawrence Enquiry. In the immediate aftermath of 

this event, the goodwill of employers that was shown earlier disappeared and 

promises that were made were reneged upon, With the exception of one local 

authority. They were not forthright in their reasons for the decision not to 

co-operate, but from telephone conversations and correspondence I had with 

them the consistent theme among local government employers was that they 

were "... in 117eprocess of studyiq the Repod or a review or reorganisation of 

policy was underwav. 

There could be any number of reasons for their reluctance to co-operate at 

that stage but a reasonable assumption would be that because there were 

proposals to amend the Race Relations Act 1976, the), wanted to a-, vait the 

details, of those proposals or they vvere not confident enough in their equal 

opportunity policies they stood to allow scr-unny in their current form. 
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Whatever the reason(s), one could argue that the coHective apprehension of 

these employers was Justified, in view of what emerged in the Race Relations 

(Amendment) Act 2000. 

The MacPherson Report offers a definition of "Institutional racism" as 

consisting of- 

'Tbe collectivefailure of an organisalion to provide an appropriate andprofessional 
service to people because of their colour, culture, or etbnzc origin. It can be seen in 
or detected in processes, attitudes and bebaviour wbicb amount to dis(, riminalion 
unm4tfinw PrOudice, ignorance, tbou essness and racial stereqypilýT Y4)iCb gbtl 
disadvantage minorio etbnic people" (MacPberson Report, Cm4262-I, Ch6.34, 
1999). 

And the new Act can be seen as designed to squeeze institutional racism out 

of the system and it provides that a general duty be placed on public 

authorities not Just to eliminate racial discrimination but to promote race 

equafity. 

Failure to secure the co-operation of some employers led to the 

reformulation of the quahtative element of the methodology. As it would be 

impossible under those circumstances to set up focus groups in all 

participating organisations, it was decided to exclude that half of the 

qualjtatýve element and focus on the more suitable option of unstructured 

inter%, iews only, which provides a similar degree of freedom which could 

bring out tangential matters that bear on the main subject (Hak-Ini, 2000: 35). 

Nevcrtheless, t-, N-,, focus groups , vere set up in a third central governnicnt 
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department to discuss specifical-ly the operation of diversity as an equal 

opportunity tool. 

IdenLification and Selection OLPa! pý'ýants 

With reference to the 1991 census and other DoE data, I looked at the 

concentration of Afro-Caribbean communities in the UK as a whole. These 

were worked down to certain inner city areas and then boroughs within 

London. By all accounts most businesses would draw a significant proportion 

of their workforce from its immediate environment. It is thus expected that a 

workforce would, to some degree, be a reflection of the community that it 

serves. It is therefore reasonable to assume that if an employer were an equal 

opportunity employer, the workplace would be a manifestation of the 

relevant employment pool. This is not to say that people should be employed 

without regard for merit. However, the law of average suggests that, even if 

there is not proportionahty in terms of population and workforce, the ratio 

should suggest that recruitment takes place in such a way that the service 

providers reflect the commumty from which they come. 

The assumption therefore was that a significant number - if not a ma)onn, - I 

of the workforce was drawn from the local community. 

The selection criteria for pohcymakers , Njthin central and local government 

and elsewhcrc, as -\x-ell as human resourcc (HR) practitioners, xere based on 
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different considerations. In order to obtain a wider view they were identified 

and chosen on the basis of their strategic orientation in devising, 

implementing and operating equahty pol-icies in the sphere of employment. 

Obtaining tbe, Lao 

At the outset I approached a total of 15 organisations: 9 local authorities, 3 

Civil Service Departments and 3 private sector companies. In the end 

sampfing was undertaken in 3 local authorities, 2 Civil Service Departments 

(one includes 2 executive offices of the same department) and one in the 

pnvate sector. 

I met the respondents through a variety of means. The process began in Jul), 

1998 when I contacted the Cabinet Office (CO), first by telephone and then 

in writing, to enquire about gaining access to archived Civil Service poticy 

documents. I was advised that these were best obtained from individual civil 

service department, since the CO's role in this respect was to issue civil 

scrvice-wide guidance and it was up to each department to implement 

policies as ffiey saw fit, based on those guidelines. Nevertheless, the CO 

prmided me with civil service-wide data, showing staff by departments, the 

number employed by each, as well as staff by gender and ethrucity (Cabinet 

Office, 1998). Based on this data, from August 1998 1 started to makc 

highest contact xith those central government departments employing the 
Z- 

percemiý,, c of ethnic minoritv staff. This I did through personal 
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acquaintances, primarily to obtain equality policy documents but I also used 

the same channels to contact HR personnel and seek advice on the possibibtý, 

of their department taking part in my field work. Whilst awaiting formal 

responses, one of my acquaintances in one department offered to make mv 

research interest known among cofleagues in anticipation of permission being 

granted. This generated sufficient interest that aflowed me to by-pass official 

sanction when the outcome turned out to be less than positive. However, 

this meant that only staff members within the Head Office complex were 

sampled but was consistent with the geographically clustered procedure 

envisaged. 

The process involved for the other Civil Service Department was similar, 

except that my initial contact was an active trade union member but her 

approach to central HR on my behalf was in her role as a business manager. 

The response to that request was also unfavourable and she put me in touch 

with two of her colleagues With sirniýlar departmental roles in two of their 

Executive Offices - one in South East London and the other in South West 

London. The choice of these locations was based on the fact that the), were 

among the more ethnically mixed sites in London. 

The process for the LAs differed shghtly, as I was not fufly aware of their 

orp nisational structures and had no inside personal contact or acquaintance, 

unhke the case with the Service. The initial contact -xvith them was by 

telephone bet-\N7ccn 
_ju]N- 

and October 1998. Invariably, the advice was to 
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write in, giving a brief outfine of my research proposal. Telephone 

conversations were therefore f6flowed by written correspondence and, 

depending on the advice received, addressed to HR officials, inclividuals with 

responsibility for staff training, equality issues or the head of equalitv, where 

those existed. This basicaUy repeated what had been discussed in the initial 

telephone conversation but avoided being too detaýed about the project. 

This was deliberate so as not to invite additional questioning and discussion 

and be drawn into too much detail. A note would be attached for 

distribution to the employees inviting them to take part in the project. 

I wanted those taking part to do so voluntarily, and one way to do this, I felt, 

was for individual to come to me, rather than having them being chosen by 

the employer. That way they would feel able to freely express their thoughts 

and talk about their experiences. To this end, I supplied the organisation (via 

their designated representative) with a note explain-ing what the project aimed 

to achieve to pass on to staff who would, in turn, return a detachable slip to 

me from which I could make contact with them independently (Appendix A). 

I would then send the respondents a questionnaire (Appendix B), with a 

stamped, self-addressed envelope to be returned to the Universitý- of 

Warwick. I discovered that returning the questionnaires to the university 

served as further assurance to some participants of the academic purpose of 

the study. 
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Once I contacted individuals 1 would go into detail about the project , imite 

them to ask me any question they wished, offered reassurance about 

confidentiahty and despatched a questionnaire with stamped-addressed- 

envelope. 

Of A the organisations approached, only one saw the proposed project as 

worthwHe from an organisational perspective, Without too much resistance 

or persuasion. This was probably due to the fact that they intended to carry 

out sirniýlar internal research by their Training Unit. Nevertheless, they sought 

certain assurances, particularly the academic nature of the study and their co- 

operation was secured after close scrutiny and questioning of the proposals I 

submitted. 

A total of 400 questionnaires were issued. Of these 200 were issued to LAs, 

100 to the Civil Service and 100 to the private sector employees. A total of 

153 were returned, representing 38.25%, and after afloWing for incomplete 

(pestionnaires only 80 (20%) could be analysed. This does not include those 

received from the private sector. 1 decided to exclude them from the 

,, makrses, as none of the staff volunteered to be interviewed and I considered 

that in the absence of any opportunity to interrooate the quantitative data, a 

reasonable comparison could not be made with the public bodies. Thirty 

people were inteme,, ved face-to-face, only five of \Nhom were included in the 
I 

quantitativc c\crcise, and none of the intervicm-ees xvas personal 

acqumntances. 
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In addition, I have had valuable off-the-record conversations with a large 

number of people, who did not wish to be officially part of the studv, but 

who nevertheless contributed to the overall picture. Many were senior local 

government HR practitioners and senior civil servants (SCSs), including two 

Permanent Secretaries. 

The questionnaires were standardised so that every respondent was asked the 

same question in the same order and manner so as to produce consistency 

(Sapsford, 1999: 107; May, 1997: 84). They were pre-coded to allow the 

classification of responses into analysable and meaningful categories (May, 

1997: 95); the independent variables took account of the factors that would 

influence the dependent variables. Distribution of the questionnaires began 

in October 1998 and was completed in April 2001; they were later analysed 

using an efficient data analysis software package (Foster, 2002), SPSS for 

Windows. Most of the participants responded positively to the invitation to 

offer commentary on the final page of the questionnaire and valuable 

qualitative data were derived from this, which complemented those provided 

in the interviews. 

The face-to-face intenTiews commenced in Februan- 2000 and continued up 

to October 2004, the majority of which were undertaken in 2000 and 2001 

(research activities were significandy restricted in 2002-2003 due to 111-health 

and work commitments). All the intervie, \vs vvere conducted face to face and 
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carried out in a variety of locations - most took place in libraries but several 

took place on the business premises of the participants, usuafly during out of 

office hours, as wel-l as in restaurants /cafes, and one took place m the 

participant's home. The length of the interviews was similarly vaned, 

spanning between 1 hour and 3/2hours and were arranged and convened at a 

time and place suitable to each participant. 

The interview schedule was structured so that every participant was asked a 

set of identical questions in the same order; a set of statements were put to 

them with which they could agree or disagree and was used as a focus for 

discussion. Within this format the interviewee was encouraged to elaborate 

on any point they wished, to think aloud about the quest-ions and to articulate 

their views at their own pace, in their own way. My role was to listen as 

much as possible and to seek clarification on unclear responses and attitude 

when that was deemed necessary. This accounted for the length of some of 

the interviews but A had the opportunity to express themselves and get their 

point across. 

At the request of some participants, most of the interviews were not tape 

recorded, although absolute guarantee of confidentiality was relterated. to the 

participants at the start of each interview. Only 13 inteniews were recorded 

(there would- have been 14 had the tape recorder not broken on my , vay to 

meet a participant on one occasion); one of the longer tape recorded 

intenriews was incomplete as the interview lasted longer than the 3-hour 
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recording capacity of the single tape in my possession. Drax-%7backs and 

positive points arose from those interviews that were not tape recorded: I 

found that the volume of the information that was being given was difficult 

to capture in manuscript form in some cases, whilst attempting to 

concentrate on the details of the discussion. In addition, important nuances 

that would have better informed data analysis later were lost. Despite the 

limitations, I was able to make notes on key points and themes. 

On the other hand, without the presence of a tape recorder, respondents - 

particularly ethnic minority females - appeared uninhibited during these 

interviews and freely discussed sensitive issues on race and discrin-ýnation 

within their respective organisation. As a researcher of Black Caribbean 

descent, my race and ethnicity clearly had a bearing in this respect and is in 

fine with Finch's (1993) view that women can relate to each other on a level 

that is inaccessible to men, because of shared experience, which in most 

instances enhanced the quality and comprehensiveness of the information 

provided. 

Vlen all the data had been gathered a consistent theme emerged; this 

appeared to support one assumption of this study that there was a shift from 

racial equahty poficies to that of Diversity. I decided on a separate exercise to 

complement and enhance my research strategy and set up two focus groups. 

These consisted of male and female staff of three business streams from one 
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government department that was reportedly at the forefront of this concept 

and this exercise was concerned with the operation of diversltý, only. 

The "Diversity Champion" that I had known for some time, provided me 

with a list of divisional diversity portfolio holders and I invited participants by 

way of group e-mail (by directorate). I selected 3 business streams on the 

basis of manageability - time constraints and geography as they were A 

located on the same site - and A staff members who responded to my 

invitation took part. A total of 22 staff members took part - one group from 

a single business stream comprised 2 men and 8 women while the other 

group from 2 business streams had 5 men and 7 women. All were from 

ethnic minority backgrounds, the majority being Afro-Caribbean - ah have 

heard of diversity and have been on compulsory diversit-y training but only 

30% could fist more than one (: hversity initiative and 5% said they have 

benefited. 

For the three local authorities that took part, the number was not ideal and 

was reached on the basis that they were the only ones for which official 

sanction and some assistance were given. However, they met the criteria for 

selection in all other respects, in that they were ethnically mixed with a 

proportionate number of Afro-Caribbean employees and were located in the 

inner city. 
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There was a very good mix in respect of the participants, in that people from 

of the grades in the various organisations took part. This meant that there 

was a wide range in the sampling of views, though in some instances limited 

in number. However, this limitation relates only to those holding senior 

positions and is based on the fact that -, Tery few ethnic minonty employees 

who took part in the survey were in senior positions. As a consequence the 

number of senior ethnic m1nonty employees who participated was in broad 

terms proportional to their overall representation. 

Nevertheless,, of those who were interviewed, a significant proportion had 

management experience or management responsibib ties, althouah they did 
Zn 

not occupy very senior positions in the workplace. 

A total of 107 employees participated and 61 of those who took part were LA 

employees, which included 13 interviewees; 17 interviewees were clvfl 

servants. However, these excluded approximately 15 individuals in total from 

both central and local government with whom discussions were held but who 

asked not to be included as participants. 

The major problem that this study encountered was the official non-co- 

operation of emplovers, which bore heavily on the entire project and it was 

therefore necessan, to find a way around those obstacles. 
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NeV, otiatiný4 the Obstacles 

Unlike many social researchers, the process of conceptuabsing the "problem" 

to be studied involved less assumption in this instance since, in a sense, the 

problem was being experienced. 

One dilemma that had to be considered was whether or not my closeness to 

the problem could allow an objective exam-ination of it. This is legitimate 

speculation but one that is arguable nonetheless, and the obvious solution 

was to discount my department as a candidate for the study - Backstrorn and 

Hursh (1963) highlight the possibility of personal biases in the research 

process. However, that proved to be unnecessary, as reviewing research 

studies and reports served as a mechanism of detachment and thus 

dispassionate assessment. But what was the situation in other organisations? 

Those were the findings to be made; for example, the accuracy of the picture 

painted by sections of the media of some LAs and their over-staffed race 

relations units in the name of equal opportunity, (Gordon, 1990: 175-189). 

At the beginning of the research, some of the policy documents that were 

reviewed made interesting reading, primarily because they contained no 

discernible pol-icies. This gave rise to certain questions: how can the quahty, 
4t) 

type and effectiveness of poficies be examined \,,! hen there is no poficyý 

Clearly the central concern of the study is , x-Ith the practices and policies of 

public sector employers, therefore the poficies of the departments that are 
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being studied should be of most significance. However, I considered that in 

order to understand the current state of race relations in the sphere of 

employment, it would be necessarý, to place it in histoncal context from the 

policy direction of central government in the first instance. 1n order to 

understand the government's policies in particular, it was necessary to 

examine the history and context within which such policies were developed, 

as set out in Part 1. 

Stone's (1996) observation on the difficulties some researchers encounter 

when undertaking similar studies in accessing participants holds true in my 

study. The actual method of selection and criteria apphed in this research 

departed from that envisaged conceptuafly. This departure was due to a 

number of circumstances, foremost among them was the unwillingness and, 

in most instances, refusal of some organisations to contemplate co-operation 

and the staunchest opposition came from LAs. 

In the majority of cases the refusal was instant at the mention of the word 

ic racc )) , therefore most did not wait to hear the details of what would be 

involved and any opporturnty to persuade was denied. 1n a few extreme cases 

I xvas to later learn that memos were sent round to managers alerting them of 

my approach to the organisation and warning them that the), might be 

contacted and instructed them not to co-operate, hence the reformulation 

mentloned earfier in this chapter. 
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As a consequence of the obstruction and difficulties that arose, the process 

varied with each organisation. The method had to be necessarily modified as 

it was not possible to sample all organisations in the same way. The sun-ey 

involved employees with, say, 0-15 years' service. This period could have 

been spent in more than one local authority or government department and 

not necessarily with a single employer. All cases involved people from 

various grades in participating organisations and they took account of the 

distinction between different ethnic minority groups and gender. 

As a civil servant, I am also a member of a public sector union, the PCS, and 

I serve on the Branch Executive Committee (BEC) in my department as the 

equal opportunity representative and I used my membership of the trade 

union to get around the main problems posed by the non-co-operation of 

some organisations to gain access. This involved networking with union- 

active cofleagues in other government departments, who put me in touch 

with fellow trade unionists in local government. Access to staff in two of the 

participating local authorities (B and C) was gained through contacts that 

originated with trade union colleagues. 

In the case of Local Authoritý, C, a PCS contact introduced me to one of the 

Council's training managers, with responsibility for securing external staff t) 

training. Having been made aware that my approach through the head of HR 

was unsuccessful, she suggested several alternative routes to accessing statt 

and offered to facilitatc this,. one of which was through the Council's Ethnic 
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Minority Forum. This group had a rotating membership that consisted of 

staff from every business area of the Council, where ethnic minority staff met 

once every 6-8 weeks to discuss various issues that affected them as a group 

and individuals would report on, say, personal experiences of how equality 

policies /initiatives were being implemented (or not) in their respective 

directorates. I assessed this forum to be the most suitable option of those 

proposed, on the basis that it allowed me to have access to a wide cross- 

section of employees, in terms of grades, skills and business diversity, 

although they would be predominantly from ethnic minority backgrounds 

and to some degree excluded the views of VA-ýite employees. I further 

assessed, based on the data I already held from Local Authority A, that White 

volunteers would be low in numbers, since I had full co-operation from that 

Council, who had invited all their staff to take part in my study, yet VA-ýite 

participation was low. 

My now internal contact briefed the Chair of the Forum on our discussion 

and arranged a meeting with her on my behalf. At the meeting with the 

Chair, I explained the nature of my study to her and we agreed on the best 

approach to generate the widest possible participation. The issue was 

discussed as an agenda item at one meeting and they took a vote that went in 

t- avour. I provided the Chair with the consent sheet , -, a e-mail and she 

circulated it to each Forum member for distribution within their directorate. I 

was later invited to attend their meetings, for obsen, ational purposes, an 

invitation that I accepted, ga-ining valuable insight into the operation of equal 
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opportunity policies within that Borough. lt was at one of these meetings 

that I addressed the Forum and distributed questionnaires to those present 

that had consented to take part. The other questionnaires were sent by post 

to the other volunteers. All questionnaires were returned to me by post bý 

each participant. AE business areas took part, except ancMary services. 

For Local Authority B the process of gaining access was simi-lar to that used 

in Local Authority C but different. Fol-lowing prolonged correspondence 

with various individuals in the Council the matter was eventualIN, escalated to 

the head of HR, who told me that due to restructuring, their Equality Unit 

had been disbanded and equality policy was being rewritten and I should 

come back in 6-12 months time. I mentioned this to a feflow PhD student 

while attending a trade union event and be gave me the name of an official in 

that Council (Head of Community Affairs), to whom I wrote with the 

relevant information and documents. After further explanation and 

clarification with which he was satisfied, he e-mafled my covering letter and 

consent sheet to all his managers and asked them to circulate to their staff at 

their team meetings. Those staff who volunteered came from four business 

areas and they made direct contact with me and I sent them the 

questionnaires by post and on two occasions I delivered some by hand to a 

different section manager on each occasion; A were returned by post. 

As indicated elsewhere in this chapter, access to potential participants in 

Local Authority A was achieved as set out conceptual-ly, xvith full co- 
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operation from the employer. My initial telephone contact with the Council 

resulted in detailed conversations with the Head of Equalities Unit and the 

Head of the Training Unit and within a fortnight I had a face to face meeting 

with the latter, where 1 provided 1-ým with assurances and guarantees he 

sought earlier. I also gave him a copy of the consent sheet and he requested 

that I send it to him by e-mail also. He circulated it electronically to Council 

employees, attaching a personal note encouraging staff to take part. Forty- 

nine consent sheets were returned to me by individuals and in each instance I 

rang the volunteer in advance of despatching the questionnaire; they indicated 

on the questionnaire whether or not they wished to be interviewed. All the 

participants from Local Authority A were accessed in this way. 

I left the door open to A interviewees (and myselý for further 

communication and invited them to get in touch with me if there was 

anything they wished to clarify afterward and similarly 1 asked each individual 

. 
point or if they would object to my seeking clarification on any issue that I 

might find unclear later on. There was no objection from either side, and one 

participant called to ask if I could let him know what the conclusions of the 

study were in due course. I agreed to do this. In 2005 1 contacted several 

participants who had stated their intention to leave the pubhc sector to find 

out how many had done so; afl were stiH in the public sector with the 

exception of two. 
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It could however be argued that the methods employed in order to gain 

access to some of the participants might have resulted in staff of simflar 

inclination or type being put forward and thus producing a skewed outcome. 

The survey was a geographically clustered exercise, chosen principally for the 

reasons stated earlier in this chapter. Those reasons were reinforced by the 

demography of the UK's ethnic minority population, as set out in Chapter 1. 

The nature of my study, as outhned in Chapter 1, was concerned with Afro 

Caribbean employees in the public sector. Most inner city areas of the UK 

have a concentration of ethnic minorities; however, in terms of the Civil 

Service, the geographical area customarily referred to "Whitehall" is where 

most Afro Caribbeans are employed. Although this method could be 

perceived as producing " over- sampling", it is consistent with those studies 

whose aim is to address issues affecting a particular group and will necessarily 

have to capture information on or from as many members of that group as 

possible (Sapsford, 1999: 31; Marshall, 1997: 58; Oppenheim, 1997: 40). 

There were elements of "snowballing" involved (Arksey and Knight, 1999: 4) 

but these departed significantly from the "snowballing" format described by 

Burgess (1990: 55); the efficacy of the study was not whofly dependent on that 

kind of assistance and was therefore unhkely to produce that ty pe of 

unrepresentadveness. For example, once I gained an "entry point" via my 

trade union cofleagues in the instances outlined above, some degrec of semi- 

official invok-cment emerged x,,, hich then followed processes that needed no 

further individual assistance. In Local Authoritv C all staff had the 
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opportunity to volunteer, despite the route taken since all business areas were 

represented on the Ethnic Nfinority Forum, with the exception of "elites". 

Nevertheless, the Chief Executive offered me an off-the-record meeting 

which (unfortunately) did not materiabse as she left the post before it could 

be arranged. 

The participants that I encountered through personal contacts had no close 

connection to other participants as far as I am aware; therefore mv study I 

avoided the omission of opinions of others who were not part of a network 

of friends and acquaintances (May, 1997: 120). 

The extent to which it is possible to generafise from a single study such as 

this is self-evident, based on the methodology outhned above. This research 

relates to a specific group Within a particular area and does not claim to be a 

reflection of wider populations outside of my geographical area of concern or 

those public sector functions within it. Like any study, there are a series of 

atypicalifies that make the present study distinctive and idiosyncratic (Yin, 

1994). No doubt, employment policies and practices will occur differently in 

other locations, depending on the social reality of those locahties, yet it is 

Rely that what was found in London may be found in other locations, 

though it is only through further research that this wifl be proven. On that 

basis, the methodoloM, ' that was applied fulfils a broad purpose beyond the 

, specific nature of this project, in that pointers are offered against , vhich 

positive action initiatives can be assessed and effective action mav lie, where 
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issues of concern are identified, and may be of value to policy makers in 

effectively implementing Sections 37 and 38 of the Race Relations Act 1976 

and is therefore a valid one. 

The approach I have adopted in this study was not without setbacks, and they 

were substantial, but the nature of these was in common with those 

encountered by similar pro)ects, though more numerous in my study. Given 

that the issues involved are generally sensitive, getting "neutral" civil servants, 

for example, to frankly discuss the issue of racism that could possibly exist 

amon them for eventual public dissemination was always going to be a 95b 

chaflenge. 

The following three chapters present, analyse and discuss the results. 
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CHAPTER7 

IMPLEMENTATION OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY POLICIES: 

CIVIL SERVICE 

The purpose of my study is to look at the career progression of ethnic 

minority employees in the public sector - Central and Local Government - 

and the extent to which the legislative process informs this, with the 

emphasis on Afro Caribbean employees. The first part of this thesis 

provided historical background of the black experience in the UKý theoretical 

issues and, contemporary race relations policies of France and the United 

States, as Western countries with significant ethnic n-ýinority populations. 

The effectiveness of equahty legislation in determining the nature of these 

relations was also discussed. Having given an overview of the study in 

Chapter 1, the historical context in Chapters 2 and 3, supporting theoretical 

arguments in Chapter 4, the legislative provisions in Chapter 5 and the 

methodology in Chapter 6, this and the f6flowing two chapters outline the 

findings and analyse the empirical data. 

The result of the survey wM be reported in relation to the view of the entire 

sample but will draw attention to any variation in sub-group opinion and 

among the sexes. Given the subject matter of the study, it is necessary to 

examine the results from the viewpoint of some of the other sub-groups but 

less substantiafly than the main group. 
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The main theoretical view argues that racial equal OPPOrtufflty poticies in the 

sphere of employment within the public sector are in retreat, by way of 

indirect discrimination through non-implementation of Sections 37 and 38 of 

the Race Relations Act 1976 and this has been borne out by some recent 

events. 

Affirmative action or positive action is often described as positive (: hscri- 

mination, but positive discrimination is illegal under British law, as opposed 

to positive action which is provided for under the Race Relations Act 1976. 

The latter allows employers to devise and encourage policies, particularly 

through training, that will place ethnic minorities in the position to perform 

and compete on an equal footing With the majority of the workforce. 

Since the MacPherson Report in 1999 and the introduction of the Race 

Relations (Amendment) Act 2000, many organisations such as the National 

Health Service, the Police,, the Civi-I Service, the Trade Union Congress and 

some private sector employers have attempted to address the theoretical view 

advanced in this paper. However, some strategies for addressing the absence 

of ethnic n-ýinorities in senior positions in the workplace have not produced 

the desired results, as discussed in Chapter 4. 
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The Civil Service 

The role of the government as an employer is of great importance and it has 

been suggested that its record does not always reach the exemplary standards 

to which it should aspire (Rose, et al, 1969: 306). The relationship between 

the Civil Service and its ethfuc minority employees, as demonstrated by policy 

documents, is meant to be conducted within the boundanes of the Race 

Relations Act 1976. The degree to which comphance with the Act has been 

conducted within its spirit or to the letter is open to question. 

External examinations of Civil Service practices do not occur on a regular 

basis', it is therefore considered useful for reference to be made for 

comparative purposes to previous studies, similar to the one under 

consideration and in particular one that was carried out in 1999, which 

examined the internal culture of the Civil Service. That report is particularly 

significant in that, up undl 1998, the Cabinet Office clid not keep tracking 

records for ethnic minorities. Furthermore, that study coincided with the 

official introduction of the diversity concept into the Civil Service. The 

catalyst for the 1999 stud), arose from a recommendation put forward by a 

body that was set up in 1998 to examine equality issues in the CiN-il Service 

(NlaST ConsultancN, Sen-ices, 1998). 

For consistency, the I -As' 
findings wifl be compared to a 1998 study carried 

out in one I-A, the London Borough of Hackney. 
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Accor(: Iing to the Civil Service Code (2006), civil servants should endeavour 

to be impartial, fair, just and equitable, the natural coroflar\, is that the Civi-l 
I 

Service as an institution should be equally unbiased towards its own 

employees. 

The experience of racism in one sector of society has an impact on 

perceptions about the adminýistration of )ustice as a whole. For most people, 

the administration of justice is about going to court, lawyers and judges. 

Whether it is a criminal or a civil court or a tribunal, this will not matter from 

the point of view of racism or expectations of unfair treatment. From the 

viewpoint of experiencing racism, it does not matter if you are the defendant, 

plaintiff, witness, victim, respondent, juror, lawyer or judicial office holder 

(Equal Treatment Bench Book, 2004). 

It is on account of the treatment of lawyers and office holders that one Civil 

Service Department, the CPS, was investigated after being accused of racism 

in relation to their employment practices. Other concerns raised during the 

investigation concerned prosecution decisions and the department)s 

treatment of victims and witnesses, which were said to be raciafly 

discriminatory. 

The resultant Denman Report into the race relations activities of the CPS 

found that policies on selection, temporary promotion and deputising were 
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flouted from time to time. At the time of the investigation the CPS had 6,200 

staff, 2,000 of whom were lawyers, where Just over 500 were from ethnic 

minorities and complemented as follows: 

Table 7.1: CPS Ethnic Minority Staff Complement by Grades 

Grade April 1999 (%) April 2000 
CCP/SCS 1.6 6.6 
Grade 6/Level E 0.9 0.9 
Grade 7/Level D 2.6 1.8 
Level C2* 8.1 7.9 
Level C1* 9.9 10.2 
SEO/Level B3 0.0 0.0 
HEO/Level B2 3.0 5.2 
EO/Level 131 7.5 8.3 
Admin/Secretanal/Levels A1&A2 -- F7 22.6 23.6 
Source: Denman Report, 2001 
* Lawyer grades with no eqwvalent in the rest of the Civil Service 

The CPS national workforce comprised 11.6% of staff from ethnic minority 

groups, which were higher than the percentage in the population as a whole. 

In London the figure was 30% and compared favourable with other 

government departments (CPS Press Release, 14.5.02). 

Table 7.2: CPS: AH Staff in post: Ethnic BacLcgtound by Grade at 1.4.03 

Grade VAiite** Ethnic Minorities** Staff Total Returns* 
SCS/CCP 59 (94.0%) 4(61/o) 66 63 
Grade 6/Level E 96(91.4%) 9 (8.6%) 121 105 
Grade 7/1-evel D 243 (93.8%) 16 (6.2%) 310 259 

1145 (90.7%) 118 (9.3%) 1780 1263 
Cl*** 146 (68.2%) 68 (31.8%) 304 214 
B*** 13 (61.9%) 8 (38.1%) 34 21 
SEO/Level B3 85 (94.4%) 5 (5.6%) 97 90 
lil, '()/Level B2 395(89.8%) 45 (10.2%) 530 440 
EO/ I CNICI 131 1029 (84.1%) 170 (14.2%) 1553 1199 
Ad min /Secretarial 
/Levels AI&A2 

1803 (87.0%) 289 (13.0%) 2641 2092 

Total 5014 (87.3%) 732(12.7%) 7436 5746 
Those who have provided their ethruc background detads. 

** As a percentage of those who made a return. 
Note: The table is based on Cabinet Office Mandate specification and does not include casual st-ift, 
or staff on loan to other , ()N-crnment departments 

Lavý, er grades with no equivalent in the rest of the CIN-11 Service 
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The data in Table 7.2 show that, since 2001 when Denman reported, the 

number of ethnic minorities employed by the CPS has grown, increasing the 

percentage from 11.6% at that time, to 12.7% on 1 April 2003. 

Since the pubfication of the Denman Report and the CRE's Report into 

employment practices at the CPS branch in Crovdon, which investigated 

allegations that staff working within that branch were segregated along racial 

lines, the service has made huge strides. Denman put forward 10 

recommendations, including that the Personnel Directorate should retain 

central control in implementing equal opportunity employment poficies; 

recruitment and progression should be based more on objective techruques - 

for example, written and/or oral tests; and that positive action is reqwred to 

redress the under-representation of ethnic minority staff in the management 

grades. All of these recommendations have been implemented or are in the 

process of being implemented. 

Although there has been progress in implementation of those 

recommendations, it does not necessarily hold that progressing equahtý, of 

opportunity within the CPS is assured, in view of the fact that the Service is 

starting from a very low base. It is natural that the degree of discrirrunation 

that had been exposed as thriving within that organisation is such that it 

should xvarrant radical, yet speedv, ameboration. Nevertheless, in addressing 

an issue such as racial equality, xhich was, bv all accounts, ahen to the CPS 

culture for most of its, existence, a gradualist approach Is required in 
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implementing new processes and pohcles. However, the absence of the 

scope to do so could mean that the process of embedding equal opportunitýý 

pobcies could prove challenging. 

Denman found what she termed a "backlash" and a high degree of hostility 

and resistance to her investigation from white employees as well as that 

conducted by the CRE that had preceded her wider Inquiry. One lawyer is 

quoted as saying that ethnic minority staff were "playing the race card" and 

that the production of Equality Videos was "extraordinarily divisive". In 

what appeared to be coordinated action, some staff members went as far as 

to return these materials to HR unopened, with notes saying "not requested" 

or "not required". Many of those expressing such views were line managers, 

no doubt, some of whom may have managed ethruc minority staff. 

Recommendation 7 of the Report, which wifl rely heavily on managenal 

support at all levels, states: 

'Training: Tbe new Trainin g g Unit sbould, in its current renew of strate y, ensure 
ining gement and Mat equaliýy and diversio tra" * foms an integralpad of all mana 

staff development training. All managers sbould understand that their effecfiveness 
as managers and progression xitbin Me Semice depends on their coVlefiq tbis 

ya 
, 
pplyin element of tbeir trainin W it in their work. g successfulyl and demonstrabl 

The Training Unit sbould move towards tbeprovision of equalio and diversiýy 
trainiq internalyl, Ibus reducing the need to resod to external commenial slopod. 
11 sbould seek to reflect tbe diversiýv of The CPS' workforce, especialyl witb regard 
to race, in its intenial cadir of trainers" (Denman Report). 
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Although equal opportunity practices in the CPS, such as the appraisal and 

reporting system are in fine with most other government departments, a 

significant proportion of CPS recruits possess a degree, usual. 1v a law degree, 

for obvious reasons. One distinction, however, is their average age, which 

tends to be below that of other civil servants with similar periods of service 

(CPS Legal Trainee Scheme, 2005). 

Table 7.3 
ALye at last birthdav: All Respondents 

Frequency Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 
Under 
25 

2 6.3 6.3 

25-34 11 34.4 40.6 
35-49 18 56.3 96.9 

1 60+ 1 1 3.1 10 .0 I Total 1 321 100.0 
11 

As Table 7.3 shows, in my survey most participants were between the ages of 

35-49 (56.3%). This may be a reflection of the fact that most participants 

were from ethnic minority backgrounds, and traditionafly they don't have a 

high turnover in the Civil Service. 1n FitzroyAndrew's 1996 study (OPNý, 

Just under half of the respondents were between the ages of 31-40 - the 

majority of the white respondents were between the ages of 41-50. 

Table 7. 
A-ae ioined the Civil Service: All Resnondents 

Frequency Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 
Under 
25 

15 46.9 46.9 

25-34 15 46.9 93.8 

35-49 1 3.1 96.9 

50-59 1 3.1 100.0 

Total 32 
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This study found that 46.9% were aged under 2-5) when they joined the CIN-11 

Service and an equal percentage were between the ages of 25-34 years old, 

which means that more than 90% of respondents were under the age of 35 

when they took up their employment. 

It should be noted that most of the participants were from ethruc minority 

backgrounds, with only 9.3% of the quantitative survey being white. 

Education and Quabfication 

Table 7.5 
Civil Service: Entrance Oualification: All ResiDondents 

Percent Cumulative 
Percent 

Valid 0 3.1 3.1 
GCSE 3.1 6.3 

O'level 15.6 21.9 
Mevel 18.8 40.6 

Diploma 21.9 62.5 
Degree. 37.5 100.0 

Tot4 100.1 

As can be seen from Table 7.5, a sioficant minority of civil servants (37.5%) 

entered their respective department with a degree, 21.9% possessed a 

diploma, while 18.8% were quafified up to Mevel standard and 15.6% at 

O'level. 

SimilarIv, OPM's 1996 studv also found -530% of black respondents were 

educated to at least degree level, Nvith white respondents similarly qualified. 

However, 48() o of black respondents held a postgraduate certificate or 
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diploma and 36% held a masters degree. The proportion of black 

respondents in each of the two categories was slightly higher than the 

proportion of those that were white. 

In my study, 50% of A participants possessed a degree of some kind, for 

ethnic minorities that was an increase of 12.5% on qualifications they held 

when they joined the Civil Service, having gained additional academic 

qualifications during their period of service. 

Table 7.6 
Deeree Qualification: All Respondents 

Black 
British 

Caribbean 
born 

African 
born White 

Black 
Caribbean 

Black 
African 

Black 
other Asian Other Total 

0 21.9% 6.3% 3.1% 9.4% 3.1% 6.3% 50.0'),, 

BA/BSc 3.1% 3.1% 3.1 o 6.3% 6.3% 3.1% 2 5.09/o 

PGDip 3.1 ", /,, 3.1% 

BA/PGDip/ 
Nlasters 

3.1% 3.1% 3.1% 9.4(',, 

BA/PGDip 3.1% 3.1% 

BA/BSc&Ma 
sters 

3.1% 3.1% 

Dip/BA 3.1% 3.1% 6.3% 

Total 31.3% 
1 

9.4% 
1 

3.1% 9.4% 12.5% 15.6/7ol 6.3%/o 6.3% 6.3% 100.0% 

Where they accessed departmental training, acquiring skills in a number of 

areas, for example, general management, financial management, pubfic 

relations and pohc),, this amounted to 62.5% of A ethnic minority 

participants (see Table 7.12). 
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An EO's reflection was that: 

'7 started my career in the Civil Service at the lowestgrade (, 4A) des pite bavin g 
an (HND) in Accounts. Perbaps tbat's not so ter7ible because knowiýg what I 

pable of; my beliýf was that I would iise to bi in am ca gber grades ' no time. But 
wbat was ter7ible is that the opportunio to prove myseff to senior manq gers was 
never Mere. AssuVfion were made at the mere si: *gbt of you, but as ones e, %Pen*ence 
grows one becomes more confident and manages the situation accordiql.. ." (Alale, 
[qged 25-34], E 0, Black African). 

While others said that: 

". .. Ifeel there is blatant, utter discrimination qgainst ethnic minorities which has 
encouraged people to seek work in other areas. I would certainly not encourage 
anyone to work in this environment where degrees, masters and experience are 
overlooked becauseyou are the wrong shade... " (Male, [qged 25-34], AA, Black 
Caribbean). 

'From the 6me I joined I have been doing unpopular jobs. Altbougab my 
performance has been of the highest qualiýy, promotion has not been forebcoming. 
Even with the addition of two degrees, wbkb I studied wbilst working in the civil 
services, the skills I have not been recognised even though the degrees are an obvious 
Sign ofpossession of necessag abilities to satisft some of the competenciesfor the 
next grade up. BasicalIT, I'm stuck in this grade until a breakthrough is found 
How the breaktbrv, ý(gb will come about I do not know... " (Male, 3549, AO, 
Btifisb Black) 

Table 7.6 is consistent with the findings of the Cabinet Office synthesis of 

research referred to earlier (see page 103), which shows the complex 

interaction between class, race, demography and educational achievement and 

how these ultimately impact the labour market. That report suggests that the 

number of second-generation black Caribbean men and women being 

cducated at degree level has increased, compared xvith their parents, though 

not sufficiently to close the gap on some other grroups (Cabinet Office, 2003). 
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As Table 7.4 above shows, a significant proportion of the respondents joined 

the Civil Service under the age of 25 (46.9%) and a further 46.9% were 

between the age of 25-34, representing -relatively young, qualified and skilled 

entrants into the Civil Service. 

Table 7.7 
Service bv ALre Grout) and Ethnicitv 
Ethnic Group Agejoined Civil Service ) Age at Last Birthday (%) Total 

Under 25 25-34 35-49 50+ Under 25 25-34 35-49 50+ 
Black Groups 38.6 31.2 3.1 6.2 18.9 46.9 0.0 72.0 
Black Other 6.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.1 3.1 0.0 6.2 
Asian 0.0 6.3 0.0 0.0 3.1 3.1 0.0 6.2 
White 3.1 9.4 0.0 0.0 6.3 3.1 0.0 9.4 
Other 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.1 0.0 3.1 0.0 3.1 6.2 
Total 46.9 46.9 3.1 3.1 6.2 34.5 56.2 3.1 100.0 

However, at the time of this study 56.3% were aged between 35-49,46.9% of 

this age group was Afro-Caribbean - and 34.4% aged between 25-34.6.3% 

under the age of 25 (rable 7.3). zn 

Table 7.8 
Prement Crade hv F. thnir Grnim 

Et ic group 

I 

Total 

Black 
British 

Caribbean 
born 

African 
born White 

Black 
Caribbean 

Black 
African 

Black 
other Asian Other 

A,, \ 3.1% 3.1 

AO 21.9"o 3.1% 9.4% 6.3% 
1 

3.1 3.1% 3.1% 50.0% 

EO 
9.4% 3.1% 9.4"o 9.4(ý,, 3.1% 34.4"0 

3.1% 3.1% 6.3'), ) 
IIH) 

Gr-ade 7 
3. r,, 3.1% 6.3"'o 

31.3"o 9.4"o 12.50'o 15.6% 6.3% 6.3% 6.3% 100.00/0 

Fifty per cent of all respondents were at Grade AO level, and for the 

combined black groups that represents 43.8%, one grade above the first rung 
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of the grading ladder and from the qualitative data 1-5,6% of those had been 

in their current post for 10 years or more. 

It is an accepted view that educational qualifications do not necessarily 

guarantee equality (Prashar, 1997), but that is not to say they should have no 

significance in equipping an employee for a particular job or inform the 

ability to undertake certain roles. 

The argument that had been advanced in the past that the disadvantage 

experienced by minorities in the workplace owes much to their education 

cannot hold much longer. Jones (1993: 31) predicted that as an increasing 

proportion of ethnic minorities in the UK were born and educated in this 

country, we might expect a narrowing of the gap in terms of educational 

achievement. Labour Force Survey found almost a decade ago, that blacks 

were overtaking whites in school qual-ifications. Some 36% of Afro- 

Caribbeans then had qualifications or vocational skills, compared with 31% 

of their Anglo-Saxon counterparts (1996). 

As is shown above, the gap in educational achievement has indeed narrowed 

between Afro-Caribbeans and whites, therefore other theories need to be put 

forward by , x-ay of explanation for the disadvantage faced by ethnic minorities 

in theworkplace. 
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Equal OpportuniLy, in Action 

In a Cabinet Office sponsored Cjvý SenTice-wide Diversity Survey in 2001 

(ORC International) 71% of staff saw their department as an equal 

opportunity employer, against 12% who disagreed. However, questions such 

as this can throw up some interesting answers and are likely to invite further 

ril ty 

questions, as they can be misread, because being an equal opportu i 

employer is not the same as an employer that practices equal opportunity at 

all levels. Moreover, this survey addressed specifically diversity issues, as 

opposed to racial equality. 

Chart A 
60- 

so- 

40- 

30- 

20- 

loý 

aý 0- 
No response yes no conlKnow 

Is the department practitioner of equal opportunity 

In my survey (Chart A) when asked if respondents considered their 

department to be a practitioner of equal opportunity a majority (53.1%) gave 
,I LI. ) 

a negative response) with 31.3% agreeing that the), were - 3.1% didn't know, 

while 12.5% falled to give a response. 
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One female respondent commented that: 

'Tbe Civil Senice is reall y notfor etbnzc minorities. Wle tend to be stuck in the 
lower grades. From personal experience, I bave a dqgree and I am an AO.... 
Black people are not progressiq as fast as tb * wbite counter a s. The eir p 7t 
government sbould be sbowin ,g an exaVle and recruilmentprachces need to chan , ge: 
tbg sbould be in the lead. However, this will not cban ge in rig lifetiwe " (A 0, 
Female, Black Caribbean [qged 25-34]) 

Another said that: 

'7 feel I have wasted m y time in the Citil Sem'ce. I have been working in the 
seni? e for 27 years, I have attended promotion boards and have applied for 
advance but no success so far. Black people have ke t quiet and have put m4tb p up 
ill-treatmentjust to bold /bejob. Wle have not voiced our views and I think this is 
where the problem lies" (A 0, Female, Black Caribbean, [qged 3549]). 

Promotion and Appraisal 

Over the past 10 years, government departments have graduafly introduced a 

performance management-based reporting and appraisal system. However, 

there is no uniform system that is applied across the Civil Service as a whole. 

Each government department or agency has the freedom to operate its own 

appraisal system within the framework of performance management; but the 

majority of government departments have similar systems and the most 

poptdar system is operated in the two departments whose employees 

participated in my study. 

The pay system is linked to performance and a competence based 

performancc agreement", setting out aims and objectives, rangring from 3-7 

competences, are dra-, vn up at the start of the reporting year for each 
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employee. Assessment is meant to be carried out objectively against 

performance objectives and standards set out at the start of the year in the 

"performance agreement". During the end of year appraisal interview the 

jobholder and Reporting Officer (RO) are expected to discuss the year's 

performance with a view to agreeing an appropriate box marking, reflecting 

how well (or not) the jobholder has performed. However, there is built-in 

subjectivity in this process in favour of the RO. 

The success or otherwise of fulfilbng the agreement is reflected in one of 

three box markings (3=Exceed; 2=Achieved and 1 =Not Achieved). 

Although staff can apply for promotion based on their competencies with a 

box marking of 1 or 2, the view of the RO, who invariably is the tine manager 

(confirmed by a Counter-SignIng Officer) is significant in determining overaH 

suitability for promotion, and consequently the level of an employee's pay 

award. 

If there is disagreement between an RO and an emPloyee, the countersigning 

officer should endeavour to resolve any dispute, since failure to reach an 

accommodation means there is no further clispute resolution procedure. 

However, staff may exert their contractual and statutory entitlement to raise 

grievance in writing,, which is governed by a separate set of rules. 

The question of equal opportunity pracdces discussed immediately abovc 

may not have been interpreted in the same way by the participants in the 
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respective studies. However, the commentary from the questionnaires, and 

intervi, ews from my study, indicate that these employees viewed the question 

primarily from the internal workings and practices of the employer. This is 

particularly in relation to the reporting and appraisal systems, the results they 
I 

produce and promotability, which is derived from and dependent upon these 

results. 

The perceptions of promotion and development processes from the 

Schneider-Ross (1999) study were that 70% agreed that the Civil Senlice takes 

equal opportunity seriously. However, a significant minority regarded equal 

opportunity in the Civil Service as window dressing. 

Table 7.9 
Personal View of Eaual Ot3t3ortunitv Processes 

Ethnic group Total 
Black Caribbean African Black Black Black 
British born born \XIhite Ca African other Asian Other 

No response 3.1% 6.3% 6.3% 25. W, ý, 
positivc 9.4% 3.1% 3.1% 3.1 "/o 3.1% 21.9% 

negative 12.5% 3.1% 3.1% 3.1% 12.5% 6.3% 6.3% 3.1% 3.1% 53.1% 

Total 
1 

31.3% 
1 

9.4% 
1 

3.1% 9.4% 
1 ý 

12.5% 
1 

15.6% 
1 

6.3% 
1 

6.3% 
1 

6.3% 
1 

icx). 01111ý. 

Similar vie,, vs are reflected in my survey, for example: 

T is all okay on paper but not in praclice " (A 0, Female, Indian [25-34). 

Staff over 35 years old seem to be more forceful in their criticisms: 

, Vtaffappi-aisals), stenidisctiviiiiale. ý. Hai-dl), an), blackmenlberinmanagep7lent, " 
(A (), II ale, B lack B tilisb [, qTed 354 9]). 
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'Tbere are polig statements eg 'Deparement A' is an equal opporluniýy evlplqyer' 
xitbout spelling out bow it does it or wbat yardstick can be used to measure 
coVIiance" (Grade 7, Male, Banýgladesbi [q ged 3549]). 

"... I know several black people who have been in fbeirposts as an A Ojor5-10 
years, which is totally unacceptable. The ... race discrimination acts (sic) within 
this countg are not effective. There are too many loopholes. Black people are not 
progressiq as fast as their white counteiparts (AO, Female, Black 
Caribbean). 

"BeinW in the Citil Servicefor manyyears, promotion should be considered on how 

, goodyou are inyourjob if it is ' b-related and based onyour annual re, ott. But jo P 
instead it is toojudgemental in the sense that 30 minutes IS insiýýentjor the 
panels to sayyou are suitablefor oneparýicularjob or not des ite thefact that ou P 
have the capabilio of performing the task" (AO, Female, Black African [qed 
3549]). 

A large scale study of appraisal in 13 Civil Service Departments in 2000 found 

that staff from white racial groups was consistently awarded higher marks 

than staff from other racial groups. This was true across grades, age groups, 

and length of service bands. The researchers found no evidence of 

significant differences in education or training between the groups that were 

likely to affect performance. Interviews with staff from A racial groups 

revealed common concerns about the appraisal system itself. Staff from non- 

white groups were concerned that their performance reviews and appraisal 

markings reflected stereotype attitudes about their racial groups (CRE, 

November 2005: 59). 

An inten-je\vee, commenting on his 15 years as an EO and what he saw as a 

skewed reporýng system, said: 

"I musl have hadprobalýly 3 or 4 (Promolion markings) and once you have had 2 

lhal'ý- enoi(qh lo,, (, t, i_), ou on to the Promofion Board, and then all of a sudden it (the 
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promotion marking) went down a gain ... I bad an HE 0 as a Repottiq Oficer; 
that HE 0g 

, gave me a fitted markin and sbe (refer7ing to bis previous Reporting 
Oficer, wbo is now the countersinin g officer) told the HE 0 to mark it down and 
the HEO said No, I can't do tbat, this is my assessment, this is bow I bave 
observed E's work and I tbink be deserves Ibisfittedforpromolion marking. ' So 
tbg bad a big argument about it; anyway the HEO stuck to ber markiýg, sbe 
(tbe counterszTnin ep e g oficer) wasjorred to acc, t the rport as it was but sbe was still 
able to quafiýi it ýy saying 'I do not exact# agree n4/b the Repotti q, Officer's 
assessment.. That Counler-signh; g Oficer is now m 19 y kne manqger argain 
(EO, Male, Caribbean Born [qged 3549]). 

Even those who saw their department as an equal opportunity practitioner 

added riders, in their commentaries: 

'Needs to be iVroved - more minorities needed at bigbergrades" (Grade 7, 
Male, Caribbean Born [qged 3549]). 

'A ears lar PP geyl to work but there are persistent problems n4tb low representation 
of minorities in bighergrades and top catqgories u4tbin annual repod markin ,g 
gstem " (HE 0, Female, A qlo-jamaican [qed 25-34]). 

An earlier study from 1998 also records ethnic minorities as viewing decisions 

concerning promotion career moves, recruitment and appraisals to be 

clouded by prejudice NaST Consultancy Services, 1998). 

ORC International's diversity survey on behalf of the Cabinet Office, records 

a majoritý, of respondents who felt that the promotion system(s) in the Civil 

Senice do not operate on the basis of merit. 34.6% of ethnic minorities 

across the Civil Service believed that appraisal systems operated fairly, while 

onlý, 17% believed promotion took place on the basis of merit (2001). 
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Representation in the Gradinr, Structure 

The position of ethnic minorities has already been shown in Table 7.8, but 

their over- representation in the bottom grades is recognised by most of those 

sampled. 

Table 7.10 
Afro-Caribbean Employees Proportionally represented in Grading Structure: 
All Respondents 

Percent Cumulative 
Percent 

No response 12.5 12.5 
yes 3.1 15.6 

no 81.3 96.9 
don't know 3.1 100.0 
Total 100.0 

When asked if they considered that Afro Caribbean employees were 

proportionafly represented in the grading structure, with reaard to abihtjes Zll) C) 

and qualifications, more than 81% said this was not the case. 

Chart B 

Afro-Carribbean employees proportionally represented in 

grading structure: Ethnic Group 

120% 
100% 

80. /. 
60% 
40% 
20% 

0% 
' 

'oo oo / 
Eth n icity 

ýONo response 
Myes 
Ono 
Odon't know 

0 
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Unsurprisingly, most of those who disagreed were the black groups 

combined. This is in contrast to 3.1 % who thought that they were 

proportionally represented and 3.1% who didn't know, although those who 

faded to give a view amounted to 12-. 5%. Even if this significant minonty 

were of a firm opinion either way there would still be a clear majority who 

were of a negative view of the situation, as illustrated by the following 

statements: 

"*- -Definitely thg seem to be addressing the problem of the ethnic minoriý, being 
under-represented butjust on paper. I have alwaysfelt that within the de a ent p rtm 
it all depends on what department or section you work in (includinT your line 
manager) as far as career progression and work apprea . ah . on is (sic) concerned" 
(A 0) 

E. acism is rife. It's there but it'sjust difficult to prove. And then eveg once in a 
wbile tbg wouldpromote one or two and then use those people and say 'Ibere is no 
racism - look that guy if an HE 0, that gqy is an SE 0, Grade 7, wbatever, so 
bow canyou accuse us of racism " (E 0, Male, Caribbean Born /agoed 3549]). 

'Afro Caribs make up a disproportionate mimber in the clericalladmin 'grades. An even smaller amount in the 'unior mana ement and are Just peppered in the g 
senior manqTementgrade (sic)" (EO, Female, Black Brifisb [qed 25-341). 

'7 tbink the depadment ýgnores this Issue of number of black people in higber 

, grades " (A 0, Female, Black B ritish /agued 34 4 9]). 

Of the majority who gave a percentage negative score, 6.3% were Asian, 3.1 % 

were white, 6.3% from other ethnic category, while the highest proportion 

were from all the black groups combined, including Africans. 
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Table 7.11 
Department A 

taff in Post -Bv Grade & Ethnic Origin - lanuarv 2000 SI 
White % Ethnic 

Minority 
% Un- 

recorded 
% Non- 

Particil! ant 
% Total 

Permanent Secretary 1 
. 
100 1 

Director General 
(Grade 2) 

3 100 3 

Director (Grade 
3+4) 

30 85.7 1 2.9 3 8.6 1 2.9 3; 

Divisional Manager 
(Grade 5) 

129 94.9 1 0.7 3 2.2 3 2.2 136 

Nem'or Citil Sem'ce 163 93.1 2 1.1 6 ý. 4 4 2.3 1-5 
Grade 6 74 90.2 1 1.2 7 8.5 82 
Grade 7 522 92.6 11 2.0 13 2.3 1 18 3.2 564 
SEO and F-quivalent 308 87.7 15 4.3 12 3.4 16 4.6 351 
HEO and Equivalent 712 87.0 43 5.3 27 3.3 36 4.4 818 
EO and Equivalent 617 76.9 114 14.2 26 3.4 45 5.6 802 
AO and Equivalent 604 64.3 244 25.9 59 7.3 32 4.0 939 
AA and Equivalent 148 70.8 43 4.2 15 9.2 3 1.4 201) 
7,07AL 3,148 79.9 1 472 1 12.0 1 159 4.0 161 1 4.1 1 3,940 

Source: Cabinet Office data 

The table above, which comprises staff data for one of the departments 

involved in this study, and covering the relevant period of the study, supports 

this perception. It is worth noting that, of those who participated in the 

interview element of the survey, when asked, only one individual was able to 

provide a rough estimate of the ethnic minority composition of their 

department, in percentage terms. 

At 12%, ethnic minorities were wefl represented in percentage terms in 

Department A and far in excess of the 7.9% Minority ethnic population 

reported in the 2001 Census. just over a quarter (25.9%) of AC)s were from 

ethnic minorities and 14.2% were in the EO grade. However, the picture 

changed dramatically at the middle management grade of HEO immediately 

abovc that. The trend continued as the grading structure ascended, where 

within the SCS, there were only two employees In that gorade, rePrescntincy 
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1.1% of the ethnic minorities within the workforce, against 93.1% of SCSs 

who were white. 

The 1999 Schneider Ross study found 80% of white men who regarded the 

Civil Service as taking equal opportunities seriously, with 70% of white 

women agreeing, against 50% of all ethruc mýinonty staff - only 10% of 

ethnic minority staff in that study believed that promotion took place on the 

basis of ment. 

Although this could be seen as an individual (or even group) perception, the 

data under consideration also show that 37.5% of Afro-Caribbean employees 

entered the Service with a degree and 21.9% with a diploma. 

Table 7.12 
Skills Acquired During Service: All Respondents 

Percent Cumulative Percent 
0 6.3 6.3 

general management and admin 3.1 9.4 
financial management 6.3 

, 
15.6 

supervision 6.1 21.9 
Public relations 3.1 25.0 

Policy 6.3 31.3 

combination 62.5 93.8 
None 6.3 100.0 
Total 100.1 

In respect of the 62.5% who gained additional skills during the course of their 

employment (Table 7.12), it is interesting that such a high degree of internal 

training appears to have had a very firnited impact on staff progression, since 

the barrier of quallfications was used in the past as an excuse for inequahties 

(Ben-Tovim et al, 1986: 56). A large element of equality training policies ()f 
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the 1980s was given over to addressing on-the-)ob training, not least because 

there was acknowledgement of this long ignored provision of the Race 

Relations Act 1976. It would be fair to say recruitment is based on ment (see 

Table 7.5) but would appear to chal-lenge stated promotion poficy as being 

based on meritocracy. 

The qualitative evidence suggests that, in certain circumstances, training could 

be requested to meet the needs of individual employees, but some 

respondents believed that there were managers who approved certain training 

on a selective, preferential basis, depending on who made the request. For 

example, preference could be made purely on the basis of a manager's 

subjective Judgment, whýich took account of race to the exclusion of ethruc 

minorities, although only anecdotal evidence was offered to support this, it is 

an indication that official departmental policy was probably not being applied. 

Some people chose not to attend certain courses simply because they were on 

offer, which suggests that employees would have preferred to have a say in 

choosing the training they undertook, rather than have their training needs 

decided entirely by others and 6.3% did not acqwre any additional skil-Is than 

those they had when they entered the service. 

Table 7.13 
". -. -A --A A ~-ýdA 

E hnic ou Ic 0u Total 

Black Caribix-an African Black 31a Black Black 

British Lw) m bom V"hite Carribbbbeann African other Asian Other 

YCS 2 1.9" 1). 4 'I/o 3.1 % 6.3"o 1 9.4", 9.4" 6.3% 3.1% 68.8'/ýo 

No 9.4" 3.1% 3.1% 6.3"ý'o 6.3", 3.1% 31.3, - 

Total 31.3"46 9.4""0 3.1 9.4"o 12.5% 15.6% 6.3% 6.3% 
I-I 

6.3" 100-(Y' 
__j 
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However, 68.8% of the respondents discussed and agreed their training needs 

before undertaking training but a sigruficant minority of 31.3% did not 

discuss training. 

There was an obvious confusion among some respondents in distinguishing 

between positive action and positive discrimination. Some commented that: 

I don't tbink it sbould be used as a matter of course but in exceptional 
circumstances " (E 0, Male, Wbite [qged 25-347). 

'The term smacks of tokenism and anyone emplqyed bT sucl) means maj 
e, %pefience seff-doubt" (EO, Female, Black Btifish [qged 25-34]). 

However, there were some measured views: 

I am not sure as to the effectiveness that positive action will bave to redress tbe 
balance. People may be eVlqyedfor the sake of stafisfics instead of meiit" (EO, 
Female, Black Brilisb [qrged 25-34]). 

'7 believe tbatgiviq evegbody a cbance is positive but it sbould not be done if a 
person isgenuineyl not capable" (A 0, Female, Indian [q 

, ged 25-34]). 

While others were more strident: 

Tosilive 'aclion' is not equal - it is disaiminatog " (E 0, Male, Wlbite fiýged 25- 
34]). 

If posifive acfion means posifive discrimination then by definilion is not equal" 
ýEO, Male, 11"bite [25-34]). 

Although this was not a prevalent tone, it is difficult to establish to \vhat 

extent those views had a bearing on the fi ures. Some respondents stated that Z-1 9 
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they did not understand the question, which suggests some degree of 

unawareness that such a policy exists anywhere, even within the organisation 

for which they work. 

Table 7.14 
lob Related Oualification: All Resvondents 

Percent Valid 
Percent 

Cumulative 
Percent 

No response 53.1, 53.1 53.1 
Yes 28.1 28.1 81.3 
No 18. ý 18. ý 100 

Total 100.1 100.1 

Only a minority of respondents had quafification(s) that was Job or role 

specific (28.1'/o), 18.8% did not have any and a majority (53.1%) did not 

respond to the question. 

A Joseph Rowntree Foundation Report, which exan-ýined the experience of 

Positive Action Training in Housing (PATH), concluded that the programme 

succeeded in its aim of training future black housing managers. The research 

looked at the appl-ication of Sections 37 and 38 of the Race Relations Act 

1976 where 10 schemes trained people full time between one and three years 

through placements, supplemented by day release. Eighty per cent of the 

trainees got jobs they were trained for (Louis, 2001). 

The principle contained in the PATH programme is applicable in most fields 

and can be tailored to any particular employment pool. 
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'Widely trained but mucb of it informal, ie non-tranýferable to other enplq, er 
(HEO, Female, Caribbean Born [aged 3549]). 

The above view on the quality of training correlates with personal experiences 

from the one-to-one interviews, specifically the informal nature of the 

training provided. 

Traditionally, individuals were given set training, in accordance with a 

particular grade, whether or not that training suits the indiVidual. However, 

since 2000 a civil service-wide policy has been introduced to put people's 

career -in their own hands", although it is down to individual departments to 

implement this as they see fit. This consists of one of the following or a 

combination thereof. employees determirung the training they consider theý, 

might need to take their career in a particular direction or for self- 

development. At an interim or end of year assessment the jobholder requests 

or seeks the manager's approval to be transferred to an area of work that 

would take that individual down their chosen career path, say, for example, 

policy, legal or technical. However, much of this plan has been constrained 

by budgetary considerations. 

Table 7.15 
Race relations/eoual otmortunitv unit 

Percent Cumulative 
Percent 

3.1 3.1 
yes 81.3 84.4 

don't knoxx 15. 100. 1 

Tot. 100. 
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As far as race relations/equal opportunity units were concerned, there 

appears to be a contradiction With the figures stated immediately above. 

There is a natural assumption that there ought to be a direct correlation 

between the pol-icy of positive action and the processes that should be 

involved and the way they are directed throughout an organýisation. 81.3% 

said their employer had a section dedicated to equal opportunities, while 

15.6% did not know whether or not such a section was in place. If such a 

high proportion, although a minority, of the workforce were unaware of the 

existence of a departmental provision, which should have (potentially) been 

to their benefit, it would suggest that this policy did not carry a high profile 

nor was it mainstrearned, to the extent that it begs the question of its 

effectiveness. 

Personal views on the effectiveness of equal opportunity in terms of 

employment within the department was positive among a minority (21.9%) 

and attracted a negative rating from a majority (53.1%) (Table 7.9). There 
Zý 

were comments such as: 

'If"orks veg well if one is in the lowergrades (admin) (EO, Male, Caribbean 

Born [, qged 3549]). 

'Non-existent" - (AO, Male, Black Britisb [qged 3549]). 

ýg operates deqyiq piqression to SCS (Grade I glass (or is it concrete) ceilin 

7, A lale, Baiý, olade. f hi [qged 34 -4 91, 
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This indicates that some views were based on personal experiences. 

However, when asked if they had personafly experienced racism in their 

current department 56.3% gave a negative response. 

Table 7.16 
Personal Exnerience of Racial Discrimination 

Ethnic group 
- 

Total 
Black Caribbean African Black Black I F Black ý 

British born born White an Caribbe cI African other Asian Other 
0 3.1% 3.1% 3.1% 9.4", ý 

Yes 9.4% 6.3% 9.4% 6.3% 3,1% 34.4", 

18.8% 6.3% 3.1% 9.4% 6.3% 3.1% 6.3% 3.1% 56.3% 
No 
Total 31.3% 9.4% 3.1% 9.4% 12.5% 15.6% 6.3'o 

ý 
6.3% 63% 

Nevertheless, a significant minority (34.4/o) said they were personafly 

discnrMnated against and it is quite possible that it is those experiences that 

were manifested in the commentaries. 

Table 7.17 
Know otherq who Exnerienced Racial Discrimination 

Frequency Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 
0 4 12.5 12.5 
Yes 8 25.0 37.5 

No 20 62.5 100.0 

Total 32 100.0 11 

On the other hand, 25% of respondents knew of others who had experienced 

racial discrimination in their department. Given the high negative rating 

(53.1 %- Table 7.9) on the question of the effectiveness of departmental 

equal opportunity policies, and an even higher percentage of those who had 

not experienced discrimination, it is quite possible that the that are 
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reflected in these figures take account of instances, other than those based 

purely on the basis of personal experience. 

Table 7.18 
Reasons for Working in the Civil Service: All Respondents 

Ethruc group Total 
Black 
British 

Caribbean 
born 

African 
born )XIiite 

Black 
Caribbean 

Black 
African 

Black 
other Asian Other 

Salary 3.1% 3.1% 6.3" 

Benefits 6.3% 6.3% 6.3% 3.1% 3.1% 25.0"o 

3.1 '/o 3.1% 3.1% 3.1 "/o 12.50,, 
Career prospects 3.1% 3.1% 

Equal opportunity 
poficies 

Other 

18.8% 6.3% 3.1% 
I 

3.1% 12.5% 6.3"/, o 3.1 53.1% 

Total 31.3% 9.4% 3.1% 1 9.4% 12.5% 15.6% 6.3"/, ) 6.3"ý'- 6.3"/,, 100. ()"., 

Only a minonty of respondents entered the Civi-I Service for reasons that 

would normally be considered by an ambitious job seeker in the course of 

choosing an employer, even taking those reasons as a combination. 

Important aspects such as "career prospects" attracted 12.5%, while for 

c4salary" it was 6.3%. However, the qualitative data showed that although 

employees felt that the government as an employer would have greater regard 

in implementing equal opportunity pol-icies than the private sector , job 

security was the foremost reason for remaining in the Civil Service. 

This would partly explain the information in Table 7.4 where the majoritý, of 

ethnic minority respondents )o1ned the Civil Service under the age of 25, but 

at the time of my sun-cy a ma*oritNr were in the age group 35-49, despite 

negative experiences in terms of career stagnation and indirect racism, as 

illustrated in the qualitative data. 
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Conclusion 

Civil Service Departments follow guidelines laid down by the Cabinet Office 

but there is flexibibty in the appEcation of that guidance. Although 

participating departments, in common with all Civil Service Departments, 

collected statistical data on ethnic minorities, this was restricted to ethnýicitN' 

and grade. There was no consistent statistical data on discipl-inary action 

taken against ethnic minority staff or racial discrimination cases referred to 

tribunals against their employer or the outcome of those cases. Neither was 

there any record to show the length of time employees spend in a particular 

grade. 

The qualitative evidence showed that 10% of ethnic minority participants had 

taken their employer to ET over the past five years. Some were settled 

successfully at Tribunal, while others were settled at departmental level. Most 

related to "unfair" treatment connected to annual reports and assessments. 

There are a few important conclusions that can be drawn from this chapter 

and the first is that across A groups in the participating departments there 

were overwhelming negative perceptions of the way equal opporturutý' 

policies were operated and implemented. Where semblance of policies 

existed, these xx-cre not conducted in a re imented or concerted way to 91 

fundamentally affect the position of ethnic minority staff. Both the 
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quantitative and quafitative data have shown that ethnic minonties' overafl 

place within their organisations was not reflective of their skills and abilities. 

Secondly, the reporting and appraisal systems were flawed in that they can be 
I 

skewed by subjectivity and the appeals channels were linuted. The evidence 

presented here is that none of the training that was offered to ethnic 

minorities feH within the provisions of Sections 37 and 38 of the Race 

Relations Act 1976. Additionally, improved skills and qualifications attained 

while on the job were not recognised for promotion and advancement 

purposes in the Civil Service. 

job security is the reason most Afro-Caribbean employees remain in the Civil 

Service and this is summed up best in the comments of one respondent who 

said that black people put up With ill-treatment just to hold on to their jobs. 
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CHAPTER8 

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY POLICIES AND PRACTICES IN LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT 

In the previous chapter, a detailed analysis of data drawn from a sample of 

two Government Departments was presented. A general pattern emerged 

which indicated that ethnic minonties do not consider the Civil Service as a 

practitioner of equal opporturýities within a broad interpretation of Section 

38(b) of the Race Relations Act 1976, which provides that an employer in: 

"(q) affordiiýg only, those of bis emplojees working at tbat establisbment wbo are of 
g W. 1 w it a particular racialgroup access tofacilifiesfor trainin licb ouldbe tof them 

for that work; or 

,g ,g only persons of a padicular ratial group to take advanta e of (b) encouragin 
oppodunifiesfor donq that work at that establisbment. 

As mentioned in Chapter 7, external examinations of Civil Service practices 

do not occur on a regular basis but in contrast to the Civil Service, the 

processes, practices and policies of Local Government have been extensively 

examined in the area of equal opportunities by writers such as Saggar, Young, 

Mason, Edwards and Solomos. 

This is because Local Government, and in particular those within the inner 

cities, have been at the forefront of dealing With the consequences of 

discrimination in employment and have, accordingly, pioneered policies and 

programmes to. at the very least, amehorate the effects of the social 
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conditions that discrin-ýnation creates and, at best to try to eradicate 

discrimination and the inequalities that result. 

Social provisions have been the domain of Local Government since the 

beginning of the modern state but social provisions that took account of race, 

were not assumed responsibilities but were backed by legislation such as the 

Race Relations Act 1976, which imposes a statutory duty on LAs to make 

appropriate arrangements to promote equafity and good relations between 

different racial groups (Section 71). The Local Government Act 1988 also 

places a duty on LAs to secure that their functions are carried out with due 

regard to the need to eliminate unlawful race discrimination and to promote 

equality of opportunity (Part 11(18)(1)). As Saggar notes, race related issues 

were placed into a manageable poficy environment by way of "localism" as 

wefl as being removed from the "high pobtics" of the centre (Saggar, 

1991: 120). 

However, Local Government involvement in promoting race relations 

predates the above legislative provisions and other local pofitical. initiatives 

that were introduced in the 1980s. Section 11 of the Local Government Act 

1966 provided that help be given to LAs to meet the special needs of 

Commonwealth immigrants. This enabled the government to make grants to 

LAs with two per cent or more Commonwealth immigrant children on the 

school roll (Select Committee Report, 1979). Nevertheless, it was deemed as 
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too restrictive and was amended by the Local Government (Amendment Act) 

1993 to provide flexibility in its application: 

'An Act to amend section 11 of the Local Government Act 1966 to permit 
grants to be made to local autbotifies making . 95edalprovisions in exertisinrg tl eir 
functions, in consequence of the presence witbin their areas of-Persons belonging to 
etbntc minorities; andfor connededpuOoses "(Section (1)(1)), 

by providing for a 75% subsidy for approved funding schemes, the 

programme went a long way towards targeting national resources to local 

authorities (Saggar, 1992: 85-86). 

The comprehensive Race Relations Act 1976 placed responsibility upon LAs 

to eliminate racial discrimination and promote equality of opportunity. This 

was the basis on which, for example, the GLC argued that it carried out its 

race relations pol-icles during the 1980s. The pofitical directorate and poficy 

officials at the GLC were keen to point out to their critics at the time that 

elements of the social pohcies that they pursued, such as giving due 

consideration to racial equahty were in fine with the provisions of the Race 

Relations Act 1976 and therefore they were essentiaRy striving to meet their 

legal obligation. 

I-As thus were seen as (and stifl are to some extent) the progressive arm of 

the public services as far as equality of opportunity is concerned, particularly 

in the recruitment of ethnic minonties. Nevertheless, the recruitment of 
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ethnic minorities is not a sufficiently reliable indicator of racial equality in the 

true sense of its meaning. 

Lynette Harris in looking at equality of opportunity in Local Government 

recruitment practices, observed that greater diversity in the workforce would 

move the agenda from equal opportunities in selection, to one of barriers to 

promotion (2001: 31-46), which essentiafly is the purpose of my study. 

Table 8.1 
Structures to Combat Institutional Racism 

Sector % Adopting Defin-Ition of 
Institutional Racism 

% with Corporate Stratep7 

Health Authorities 31 28 
Further and Higher Education 26 28 
Utilities 50 0 
Local Authorities 52 39 
Police 89 84 
Fire Authorities 61 39 

[-A-LL 40 34 
Source: UNISON 2001 

In UNISON's survey of public sector employers to assess their response to 

the McPherson Inquiry Report into the death of Stephen Lawrence, 98% said 

the), had equal opportunities policies in place and 87% of those employers 

said these policies were reviewed regularly. However, only a nunoritY of 

employers (14%) said that they had already put in place systems to address 

the promotion of under-represented groups. The UNISON study involved 

not only LA employers but other public service organisations, specifical-ly: the 

Fire Semcc, Police Service, Health, Utilities, Further and Higher Education 

emplovers (2001: 12-13). 
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The purpose of that survey was to deterrmne the extent to which public 

bodies were reviewing their equal opportunities poficies to meet McPherson's 

definition of "institutional racism". 

The police had an adoption rate of 89% for McPherson's definition of 

institutional racism, which is not surprising, given the fact that it was their 

performance (or non-performance), attitude and approach within that 

organisation in investigating the murder of the Black teenager, Stephen 

Lawrence, that gave rise to the McPherson 1nquiry. Overal-I a sizeable 

minority of employers (40%) adopted the definition of institutional racism; 

nevertheless, this includes a majority of LAs at 52%. 

Table 8.2 
Review of Policies 

Employer Had Reviewed Pohcjes 
Yes No No Response 

Fire Authorities 87% 9% 4% 
Poke Authorities 84% 11% 5% 
Local Authorities 76% 16% 8% 
Health Authorities 61% 27% 12% 
Further and Higher Education 50% 43% 7% 
UtIlItICS 50% 50% - 
ALL 65% 26% 9% 
Source: UNISON 2001 

In the UNISON survey 65% of all employers reviewed their equality policies 

and 76% of LAs did the same. However, a significant minority of local 

authorities (16%) had not undertaken any policy review. On the issue of 

promot-lon, the wider survey showed only 14% of employers had systems in 

place to address the promotion of under-represented groups and such 

systems were slightly more likely to exist in LAs than the others but evcn herc 
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the proportion reporting that such systems were in place was only 1 ýO 

ýUNISON, 2001). 

The survey reported above featured employers with sizeable ethnic minority I 

employees, since staff complement will detern-une the extent to which efforts 

would be made to take those issues forward. Where ethnic minoritv staff 

figures are insignificant, there would be less need to priontising those issues. 

Table 8.3 
Ethnicitv: All Resnondents 

Ethnic Group Frequency Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 
0 2 4.2 4.2 
Black British 13 27.1 31.3 
Caribbean 3 6.3 37.5 
Born 
African Born 4 8.3 45.8 
White 3 6.3 52.1 
Black- 14 29.2 81.3 
Caribbean 
Black 5 10.4 91.7 
African 
Black Other 1 2.1 93.8 
Other 3 6.3 100.0 
Total 48 100.0 

Ethnic minorities naturally constitute a minority of the workforce in LAs, but 

in mN, study, only 6.3% of questionnaire respondents were white; however, a 

combined total of 15% of white employees took part in the survey as a 

whole. 
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Table 8.4 
Ape at Recruitment: AH Resnondents 

Frequency Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

1 

Valid 0 2 4.2 4.2 
Under 25 15 31.3 35.4 
25-34 20 41.7 77.1 
35-49 9 18.8 95.8 
49-59 2 4.2 100.0 
Total 48 100.0 

Most of the Local Government respondents were not recruited as young as 

those in the Civil Service where a majority was under age 25. 

Table 8.5 
A-ae Last birthdav: All Resnondents 

Frequency Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 
Valid Under 25 1 2.1 2.1 

25-34 16 33.3 35.4 
35-49 22 45.8 81.3 
50-59 8 16.7 97.9 
Over 60 1 2.1 100.0 
Total 48 100.0 

At the time of my survey one out of every three respondent was aged 

between 25-34 but the majority (45.8/o) was aged 35-49, the same as the Civil 

Service but with a smaller margoin. 

However, at the time of taking up their employment within Local 

Government, just under a third were under 25 years of age, with one in four 

aged between 25-34 (41.7%) and 18.8% between 35-49. 

These figures would suggest that there might be an overwhelming constant in 

0 personnel up to age 34, -where those wlio 'joined under the age of 2 
terms f ý5 

(313, o) have become the 25-34 age group (33.3"o). B), xcver, there is a 
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significant difference between those who joined at age 35-49 (18.8%) and 

those currently in that age group (45.8%). 

Educadon and Quabfication 

As shown in Chapter 4, there is a wealth of evidence showing that Afro- 

Caribbeans are more likely to remain in fuU-time education post-16 than their 

white counterparts, and this has been consistent since the 1980s) first most 

notably in the Third PS1 survey (Brown, 1984). 

Table 8.6 
Local Government: Entrance Qualification: All Respondents 

Percent Cumulative 
Percent 

Valid 0 4.2 4.2 
CSE 4.2 8.3 
RSA 2.1 10.4 

GCSE 14.6 25.0 
O'level 8.3 33.3 
Mevel 8.3 41.7 

Diploma 16.7 58.3 
Degree 37.5 95.8 
Other 4.2 100.0 
Totaq 100.0 

. 

As can be seen from Table 8.6,37.5% started theirjobs in Local Government 

with a degree and 16.7% with a diploma. Additionally, 14.6% of Local 

Authority employees joined their respective organisations with GCSEs, 8.3% 

with O'levels and an equal percentage with A'Ievels. 
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Table 8.7 
Present oualification 

Percent Cumulative 
Percent 

Vabd 0 4.2 4.2 
CSE 4.2 8.3 

GCSE 4.2 12.5 
O'level 6.3 18.8 
A'Ievel 2.1 20.8 

Diploma 18.8 39.6 
Degree 47.9 87.5 

Other 12.5 100.0 
Total 100.0 

At the time of the survey, 47.9% of respondents possessed a degree with 

18.8% holding a diploma. The Local Government employees improved their 

academic qualifications by a larger margin than the central government 

employees. 

Here there is a slight difference with the Civil Service data in favour of that 

sector, where 3.1% joined the Civil Service with GCSE, 15.6% with O'levels, 

18.8% with A'levels and a higher percentage with diplomas (21.9%) 

(Chapter 7: Table 7.5). 

Having said that, the difference at degree level was insignificant. The 

percentage of LA employees who did not have a degree stood at 52.3% 

compared to 50% of civil servants. In line with civil servants, the view was 

that academic qualifications are unrecognised by the employer: 

"I bekeve more i's lo be done on equal opps. Polities need to be more transpareni 

and Black people's qua4ificafions sbould lead to promotion and belterproiPecls ---" 
(V02,11 ei Ie, B la ck A frica n)a Ped 34 -4 9]). 
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Development Poficies 

Table 8.8 
Positive Action: AH Respondents 

Percent Cumulative 
Percent 

Vabd 0 27.1 27.1 
Yes 50.0 77.1 
No 20.8 97.9 

Don't know 2.1 100.0 
Total 100.0 

In my study, when asked "Is positive action part of equal opportunity 

policies? " a majority (50%) answered positively, against 20.8% who provided 

a negative response. However, a substantial minontN, 27.1% did not offer a 

view, while 2.1 % did not know. 

From amongst the majonity: 

". . Tosifive action sbould be promoted and people sbould be made aware of the 
issues that adversely affect Black and Asianpeople. It is only tbroqb education 
and awareness that sucb issues can be addressed" (SO1, Male, Black Aftican 
[qrged 3549]). 

" ... increased access to secondment and acting opportunifiesfor adequately qualified 
Black staff. ... sbould retiew its recruitment procedures to align its Posifive 
Achon(? ) progurammes sucb as secondments in order to make them more 
meaniýeul especiallyfor Black staf' (PO2, Male, Black African [, ý, ued 3549ý). 

d be introduced in order to redress Me 
..., Quota gstem andposi&e action sboul 

in g ks Until real cbange is I. mbalance in Me number of Black people * the hi her ran 
I. ntmduced, Black people's cliances in securing betterjobs ;;, ill remainjust anotber 

, ged 25-34]). dream " (S02, Male, Black Aftican [a 
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While a dissenting View stated that: 

". -J do not personally agree with positive action. Prq! gressi . on should be on the 
basis of merit alone, however the rario iVAes ratism. The upper echelons of local 
government I*S veg closed and incestuous shop (sic) therefore it will need a veq, rough 
shake upfor thiqs to change" (SO 1, Female, Black British [qed 25-34j). 

Table 8.9 
Practicine Equal Ot)t)ortunitv: All Resvondent 

Percent Cumulative 
Percent 

Vabd 0 8.3 8.3 

Yes 41J 50. ( 
No 47.9 97. c. 

Don't know 2.1 1 oo. C 
Total 100.0 

However, when their views were sought on the Council as practicing equal 

opportunity policles, 47.9% gave a negative response to the question, against 

41.7% who agreed and iflustrated in the foHowing comments: 

'Management will often bave cedain people lined up for certain posts and make 
ged 25 na sure tbgget the posts" (Male, a -34, Assistant Lýbra * n). 

'Proven record of discriminalion tbrougb number of cases brougbt bj TU and IT" 
(Female, arged 25-34, Scale 3). 

'Tbere is a mantra preached at vg workplace ... of 'soa*al inclusion' wbich is only 
I. npraclice a bu! ýZ word usedforjundiq" (Female, aged 3549, Scale 4). 

, ged 3549, Scale 3). 'Bias in ManqTenjent" (Male, a 

"IFe bavepolities but inplementafion bas to buck institutionalprocesses as well as 
atfitudes that are resistant" (Female, aged 3549, P061 7). 
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Table 8.10 
Practicine Eaual Onnortunitv: Gender 

Sex Total 
0 Male Female 

0 25.0% 25.0% 50.0% 100.0% 
100.0% 5.9% 6.7 11/, ý 8.3% 

Yes 45.0% 55.0% 100.0% 
52.9% 36.7% 41.7% 

No 30.4% 69.6% 100.0% 
41.2% 53.3% 4-1.9% 

Don't Know 100.0% 100.0% 
3.3% 2.1% 

Total 2.1% 35.4% 62.5% 
- -100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Opinions and experience here differ. Most of those who agreed were male 

(52.9%) against 41.2% who disagreed, while a majoritý, of female disagreed 

(53.3%), with only 36.7% in agreement and a small minority did not offer a 

view. Some positive views were that: 

Plication acks. Black "Details of Black and Asian Sioport Group placed in ap p 
and ethnic groups able to meet once monthly to discuss issues directly related to 
them" (Male, aged 3549, Sheltered Housing Officer). 

'Emplging staff toltbat reflects Me communiýy, recruitment panels are made up of 

,g people frvm different groupsl categories selectinT stock - ensurin tbe needs of 
different categories are met ie IaTe print books as well as normal print, talkig 
books for those wbo can't or don't read" (Female, aued 3549, Librag 
Assistant). 

, ge EO is empbasised/Coundl bas an EO polig and '7n the recruitment sta 

, ged" (Male, qged 3549, SOIIHAY8). statelEO course attendance encourq 

\X"hile some were reflective of the diversity environment, seeing the issue 

wider than from a racial equahty perspective: 

'Translationl interprrtiq semice available, access lo senices for people mitb 
disabiliiies " (Female, aged 25-34, Grade 7). 

"Hilin, ý WOMen, the disabled and etbnic app, ýcants " (A tale, qýed 50- 59, A d17'ser 

ýIratquic Sen ices). 
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There are significant differences of opinion between LA employees and the 

following may help to explain these. 

If it is assumed that the 27.1% of respondents in Table 8.8 who declined to 

commit either way were reluctant to be negative, then that would be a 

positive indicator of the policies that were being pursued by LAs. On the 

other hand, such an inclination could also Indicate a retreat) when the 

qualitative data are taken into account. Many longer serving employees found 

positive action initiatives to enable equality of opportunity that were 

previously in place had been graduafly revised or "run down" in a way that 

suggested a weakening of the provisions to the extent that they were serving 

no useful purpose. 

Where some respondents felt that their employers were making an effort in 

an), particular aspect of equal opportunity, the tendency was to take a positive 

view of the policy as a whole. One participant, for example, while being 

ambivalent about the effectiveness of the CouncWs equal opportunity 

employment policies high1ighted the positive aspects, as he saw them: 

117 e tg bard but like many, could do better. Wl'e bapeperformance targe s in all 
statutory areas " (A fale, P03 arged 50-59). 

It must be noted that included in the 27.1% are people who felt unable to 

giN-e a worthwhile -,, -ie\N- because of fimited service with the employer. 
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Table 8.11 
Provortional Renresentation: All Resnondent 

Percent Valid 
Percent 

Cumulative 
Percent 

Vahd 0 20.8 20.8 20.8 
Yes 12.5 12.5 33.3 
No 62.5 62.5 95.8 

' Don't know 4.2 4.2 100.0 
Total 100.0. 100.0 

This might account for the fact that there was also a ma)onty of Local 

Government employees who believed that Afro-Caribbean employees were 

unfairly represented in the grading structure (62.5%), although this was 

significantly lower in percentage terms than those in the Civil Service. Some 

participants summed this up thus: 

'Y know of many Black officers who bave trained staff wbo are now tbeir 
manqWers. This is Peg common place; this is wbat I would like to see tackled" 
(Female, Scale 6, Black Cafibhean [qrged 25--34]). 

'Not enougb Blackpeople in Manqrgement" (FeRiale, Scale 4, Black Brifisb [qrged 
3549]). 

'No Black Directors. Veg bottom heaty. Further up the structure you go, the 
lower the level of representation " (Female, SO, Black British [, ýrged 24-35]). 

A significant minority of 20.8% did not give a view but 12.5% thought that 

dicy were proportionally represented. A number of interpretations could be 

placed on this. 

Local Government generafly and specificafly inner city LAs experienced 

extensive restructuring during the 1990s. Many, no doubt, took the 

opporturuty presented by these programmes of reorgarusation restructuring 

to rid themscIves of negative images and labels, "loony left" being one of the 



more prominent example (Gordon, 1990: 17-53-188). These restructuring 

exercises saw the emasculation of equality policies and their supporting 

systems within these organisations (Fbe Guardian, 20 June 1995). One 

that could be taken is that although there had been a negative change in 

approach in dealing with equal opportunity issues, the ori inal. programmes 91 

and policies of addressing these issues were weU developed and embedded. 

These were sufficiently entrenched that they created a culture within Local 

Government to such an extent that it was difficult for that culture to be 

totafly deconstructed. 

For example, the increase in qualification at degree level in Table 8.6 and 

Table 8.7 was largely financed by Local Government as an employer. The 

minimal difference in views on positive action practice (Table 8.8) between 

Local government and the Civil Service is also a case in point. 

On the other hand, it is quite possible that some equilibrium is returning to 

equality programmes in local government, after the upheaval by way of 

reorganisation of the late 1980s and early 1990s, since the survev also found 

81.3% of LA employees confirming their organisation had a race 

relations/equal opportunity un=it. Nevertheless, one relatively semor employee 

(P06) who worked in local government for more than 20 vears told me 
I 

dunng our intemew that, although there was an Equal Opportun-ity Urut in 

her present Council "I am not sure what their role is and I don't know 

anyone , x-ho does". 
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Table 8.12 
Race Relations/Equal Otmortunitv Unit: All Resvondents 

Percent Valid 
Percent 

Cumulative 
Percent 

Valid 0 6.3 6.3 6.3 
Yes 81.1 81. ý 87.5 
No 8. 8.1 95.8 

Don't know 4. 4.1 100.0 
Total 100. 1 00. ý 

ln his 1990 study of some LAs John Edwards found instances where race 

relations apparatus had been dismantled (Edwards, 1995: 48). Nevertheless, 

the presence of Race Relations Units does not by themselves mean that 

enabling structures are in place to foster positive equafity of opportunity. 1n 

terms of Edwards' analysis and that of others (Haynes, 1997 and Gordon, 

1990) the consensus that had emerged in the early 1990s was that a retreat 

from progressive race relations policies had taken place in locations all over 

the country. 

When set against a similar percentage of civil servants who said their 

department had a Race Relations/Equal Opportunity Unit as local 

crovernment employees, it may not appear impressive for the latter, but 15.6% 

of civil servants (Chapter 7: Table 7.5) did not know whether or not their 

Department had a unit or section dedicated to equatity issues. However, the 

Civil Service does not have the long-standing practice of equal opportumt, % 

units and the kind of progressive policies that were dominant in LAs during 

most of the 1980s. That is not to say equal opportunity was not part of CA-11 

Service poficy, in fact the opposite is true. However, it is not the same as the 

ci-cation of the culture that , vas attempted in Local Government, a process 
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described by Solomos and Back as "institutionalised anti-racism" (1996: 116), 

though arguably controversial. Dedicated units or sections did not exist in 

individual departments and what are currently in place in most Ciý-Il Service 

departments are Diversity Units and these are more recent than the diversitv 

concept itself. Furthermore, the concept of diversity is different from that of 

equal opportunity (Kandola & Fullerton, 1994: 11). The policy of equality of 

opportunity is largely a political reaction to institutional racism (Solomos 

Ball, 1986: 215) therefore the pioneering policies in the workplace necessarily 

took account of race. Diversity on the other hand was devised to counter 

race-based equality programmes and is a business initiative (Yakura, 1996: 35), 

rather than a component of social policy. 

Training 

It is an accepted view within the public sector that an important component 

in operating equal opportunity policies is the provision of appropriate and 

consistent training. Where this is effective it will have a bearing on career 

progression. 

Table 8.13 
Internal Training Provided: AU Resoondents 

Percent Cumulative 
Percent 

18.8 18.8 
Yes -f -. I 95. E 

None 2.1 97.1, 
Non-respons 2.1 1 oo. C 

Total 100.0 
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Over three-quarters (77.1%) of respondents were provided with internal 

training and 2.1% were not - 18.8% did not respond to the question. 

Table 8.14 
Internal TraininLy: All Resnondents - Gender 

Internal training Sex 

provided 0 male female Total 
0 

11.1% 55.6% 33.3% 100.0% 

Total 2.1% 10.4% 6.3% 18.8% 
Yes % within 29.7% 70.3% 100.0% sex 

Total 22.9% 54.2% 77.1% 
None % within 100.0% 100.0% sex 

Total 2.1% 2.1% 
Not Sure % within 100.0% 100.0% 

sex 
Total 2.1% 2.1% 

Total 
2.1% 35.4% 62.5% 100.0% 

Of those who had training, 70.3% were female and 29.7% male. 10.4% of 

men did not respond, neither did 6.3% of women, while 2.1% of women did 

not receive any training. 
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Table 8.15 
Internal Trainine: Ethnic Groups 

Black 
Caribbean/ 

Black Caribbean Black Black 
0 British WHte Born African Other Other Total 

0 Count 1 3 3 1 1 9 
%,, vithm 
Internal traj rung 11.1% 33.3% 33.3% 11.1% 11.1% 100.0% 
provided 
% within 50.0% 23.1% 21.4% 20.0% 33.3% 18.8",, 
Ethnic group 
% of Total 2.1% 6.3% 6.3% 2.1% 2.1% 18.84) 
Count 1 10 3 13 7 1 2 37 Yes 
% within 
Internal training 2.7% 27.0% 8.1% 35.1% 18.9% 2.7 ", 'o 5.4"'o 100.0"", 

proVided I 
% within 50 0% 76 9% 100.0 71.4% 80.0% 100.0 66.70,,, 77.1",,, 
Ethnic group . . % % 
% of Total 2.1% 20.8% 6.3% 27.1% 14.6% 2.1% 4.2% 7 7.1 0, '() 

Count 
None % within 

Internal training 100.0% 
proVided 
% within 7.1% 2.1% 
Ethnic group 
% of Total 2.1% 

1 

Total Count 2 13 3 17 9 3 48 

% within 
Internal trairung 4.2% 27.1% 6.3% 35.5% 18.7% 2.1% 6.3% 100.0% 

proVided 
% within 100.0 0% 100 100.0 100.0% 100.0% 100.0 100.0% 1 00.00/o 
Ethnic group % . % % 

% of Total 4.2% 27.1% 6.3% 35.5% 18.7% 2.1% 6.3% 1 100.0% 

All the ethnic groups were offered internal training, with the Black Caribbean 

and Caribbean born scoring the highest vrith 35.1%. 
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Table 8.16 
Benefit of trainina 

Percent Cumulative 
Percent 

Valid 0 16.7 16.7 
Personal 

growth 

4.2 20.8 

Job related 10.4 31.3 

combination 56.3 87.5 
No training 

offered 
10.4 97.9 

Refuse 
trairuný 

2.1 100.0 

Totaq I 00. q 

Those who benefited overaH from the training offered to them was 56.3%. 

10.4% said their training was job related, but 4.2% found that it helped their 

personal growth. However, 10.4% were offered no training and 2.1% refused 

the training that was offered - one of those who did not take up the training 

on offer said: 

,g to sit in on some so-called tra rg in order Mat thg can lick a '7 am not goiý inin 
box for management pur / not bene it me in any way 

_poses, 
wben I know it wil f 

, ged 3549]) whatsoever" (Fenvale, SO I, Black Caribbean [a 
Chart C 

Benefit of training: Gender 

100.00% 

90.001. 

80.00% 

70.00',, 

60.00', 

50.0011, 

IL 40.001, 

30,00, ý 

20.00" 

MOW', 

0.00% 

c 

zo 

Ix 

B*n*flt of Training 

Unknown 

Male 

D Female 
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More women (63.6%) than men (36.4%) found A aspects of their training 

beneficial. However, none of the women denved any degree of personal 

growth from their training and the benefit was almost entirely job related. 

Chart D 

Benefit of training: Ethnic group 
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cu 
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co 

Ethnicity 

" No Response 

" Personal growth 
D Job related 
D combination 
" No training offered 
" Refuse training 

The largest beneficiaries were the Black British at 40.9% for both men and 

women, whilst the group benefiting the least were the Caribbean born at 

4.5"/i). For those who appear not to have derived much benefit: 
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'My career development as a whole has been at a standstill, apart from 4, 
attendance courses which does notprepare meforpromotion to a hi her vel i ,g 

le 11), 
career has been stunted. Even when tging to accomplish courses which would 
enhance my chances I still come up with (sic) obstacles" (Female, Scalle 5, Black 
Ca? ibbean [aged 3549]). 

Taken together, there is a contradiction in the information contained in 

Tables 8.15 and 8.16 above. However, the qualitative data suggests that 

respondents regarded internal training as "routine" whereby external training 

such as secondments are coveted as they are seen as the training from which 

they were more Rely to derive benefits that could possibly enhance career 

progression. 

Ninety per cent of interviewees said that their training and development 

needs would be best facilitated either by gaining experience shadowing semor 

colleagues, transfers within the Council to learn the work of other 

directorates or arrange their own trairung,, with the costs met by their 

employer. The first two options were possible but not widely used but the 

third is not an available option. A female participant said that: 

,g wben in courses and none '71 is sofnistrafin you arepresented with a list of train' T 
meets a developmental need, since tlig all require attendance by eveg member of 
staf' (Female, Black Btifish, figed 3549] SO 1). 
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Table 8.17 
Present crrade: Local Anthnritv 

Percent Cumulative 
Percent 

Valid 0 6.3 6.3 
Scalel-2 10.4 16.7 
Scale 3-4 31.3 47.9 
Scale5-6 8.3 56.3 

S01-S02 12.5 68. q 
POI-PO2 12.5 81.1 
P03-PO5 6.3 87.5 

P06-7 2.1 89.6 
Other ] - 10. 0 10090 
Tota 10 0. 

One half of ethnic minority staff were located in the Scale 1-5 grades, with 

only 12.5% who were graded S01-S02 and a similar percentage who were 

P01-P02. However, a significant minority (18.8%) were in grades P03 and 

above. 

One LA attributes the concentration of ethnic minorities in the lower grades 

to the age of its employees. According to this explanation, ethnic rYUnonties 

constitute the younger group, set against white employees, and they have 

fewer years' service than their white coReagues and climbing the promotion 

ladder takes time. Therefore white employees positions have been achieved 

over longer period of service that ethnic minorities do not have. However, 

they recognise that this does not by itself account for the situation and accept 

that there could be other reasons, which they hoped to establ-ish through their 

own investigation in the future. 

Nevertheless, the Councils' own statistics, which are more recent than the 

data collected for my study, sho-\N- progress being made, particulark- since the 
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introduction of the Race Relations (Amendment) Act 2000. The Act, which 

essentially closes what many regarded as "loopholes" in the Race Relations 

Act 1976, places a duty on all public bodies as follows: 

'2. - (1) For section 71 of the 1976 Act (local autborifies: general statutog duý) 
there is substituted- 

71. - (1) Eveg body or otberperson spe(ified in Scbedule IA or of a desc7ipfion 
falliq witbin that Scbedule sball, in canying out itsfunclions, bave due regard to 
the need- 

(a) to eliminate unlayý'ul ratial disorimination; and 

(b) to promote equalio of oppodunio and good relations between persons of 
different rmialgroups ". 

(Schedule 1A). ] 

This legal imperative has resulted in the monitoring of A staff in these 

organisations, which has been quite extensive in some cases, particularly in 

comparison to the Civil Service. 

Having said that, the Civil Service, through the Cabinet Office, has an 

established practice of ethnic monitoring since 1989. However, this is not the 

same as tracking the record of ethnic minority civil servants, which the 

Cabinet Office did not begin to keep until 1998 and it could be suggested that 

effective use of that information would have produced better formulation of 

equal opportunity policies than are currently in place. 
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Despite the relative superior position of the LA employee to that of the cIN-11 

servant, which has been attained by way of entrenchment, the systems that 

presently govern their respective equality policies are whol-ly or partiafly under w 

the banner of Diversity. This is a worthwhile concept and has its place in 

encouraging understanding in a multicultural society but its effectiveness in 

achieving equality of opportunity is debatable. 

All the participating LAs regard themselves as equal opportunity employers, 

which is undeniable, when the staff complements are looked at, but none had 

a regimented and structured policy in place to substantiate that claim beyond 

the number of ethnic minority staff employed. 

Conclusion 

The conclusions to be drawn from the data presented in this chapter are 

similar to those reached on the Civil Service in Chapter 7, except in a few 

respects. The evidence presented here shows more than adequate provision 

and accessing of training. Most of the training provided enabled the 

respondents to carry out their duties in their current role, but did not provide 

them with the skills to perform at the higher level. This is demonstrated by 

the quantitative data which shows that no female employee denved any 

degree of personal growth from their training and that any benefit was almost 

entirely 'ob related. Where opportunities arose for "acting up", say, people ) Z7ý 

,, N, crc chosen on the basis that thcy have had to possess the necessary training, 
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while on the other hand, the required training would not have been provided 

if requested, on the basis that it was not essential for the employee to carry 

out his/her existing job. Apart from being a catch-22, situation, this was 

discriminatory as weH as, since candidates for "acting-up" were nominated, 

rather than the post opened up to suitable candidates by way of competition. 

There is evidence here of positive action legacies of the 1980s, from which 

LA employees are still benefiting, for instance, the enduring educational 

improvement achieved at their employer's expense. In terms of grade and, 

consequently, income a higher percentage of the LA ethnic minority 

employees, including Afro-Caribbeans were in a better position than civil 

servants. 

The evidence further suggests that the introduction of the Race Relations 

Amendment Act 2000 is bringing about some necessary changes, in particular 

the coflection and monitoring of data on ethnic minonty staff. However, the 

Equal Opportunity Action/ Diversity Plans for all the LAs involved are quite 

nebulous and unspecific about the type of development training that the 

proposal would offer ethnic minority staff that would fall within Section 38 

of the Race Reladons Act 1976. Therefore, the possibility exists that both 

employer and employee wifl find that the issue of under-representation wIN 

not be taken forlX7ard, as is the intention of the Act, since in order to 

adequateh, address an issue of this magn-itude a lot more than basic train-ing 
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will be necessary. Indeed, Sections 37 and 38 of the Race Relations Act 1976 

will need to be interpreted and applied widely. 

In the next Chapter, a cntical &scussion of the &versity concept wlfl be 

undertaken. 
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CHAPTER 9 

DIVERSITY AND RACIAL EQUALITY IN ACTION 

In the two preceding chapters 1 have presented and analysed data obtained 

from two central government departments and three LAs, respectiveh% Some 

of the findings from those data will be further analysed here and will include 

published Cabinet Office and departmental data, which corroborate certain 

aspects of my findings. There wifl foHow a discussion of one important fact 

that has emerged from those data and it is the extent of the development of 

the diversity concept to the exclusion of the implementation of Sections 37 

and 38 of the Race Relations Act 1976. 

Local Authorities 

Other investigations and studies have produced similar findings as those 

shown in this study, most notably Crawford (1997) in the case of local 

government and Schneider-Ross (1999) for the Civil Service. 

Having said that, it is difficult for a complete picture to be presented here 

since none of the participating LAs had a consistent poticy of ethnic 

monitoring prior to the Race Relations Amendment Act 2000. Thus there 

\x, as no record of the kind that was available to Crawford (1997). This author 

, \\, as informed in an interview with the "Head of Equalities" in one of the 

participa i 'is that all the Emited records that were kept on thcjr I tint', counci ký- 
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ethnic minority staff and early equal opportunity policies had been destroyed 

when there was a policy revision throughout the Borough in 2001 to prepare 

for the introduction of the Race Relations (Amendment) Act 2000. 

Lincoln Crawford's Inquiry in Hackney found that: 

cc... altbougb the workforceprofile sbowed agood spread of visible minoriýy staff in 
lowergrades and in some of the seniorgrades, Wbat the data did not sbm was Me 
rate and level ofpromotion of these staff. Many of them told me that tbg were in 
the otirginalbost into wbicb tby were recruited and bad never been Prozvoted. .. (Crawford Report, 1997: 36-37), 

a similar finding was made in my study, specificafly in the case of Local 

Authority B. 

Diversity as a policy is not clearly set out as a strategy In local government as 

it is in the Civil Service, nonetheless, it operates to a lesser extent in that area 

of the public service, with direction from the centre (ODPM, 2003). 

Although structural remnants of equal opporturIM, can be found in local 

government, the diversity concept is slowly replacing them. The most 

recently available staff complements are as follows: 
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Table 9.1 
Local Authoritv A 
Representation of Black and Minority Ethnic Staff at Senior Level P04 and above (excluding 

Schools - 2001/2002) 
Grade White Black and ME Total 

Number % Number % 
Chief Officer 29 94 2 6 31 
Special Range (or equivalent) 38 90 4 10 42 
P07-PO8 87 89 11 11 98 
P04-PO6 195 84 37 16 232 
TOTAL 349 87 54 13 403 
, --, ource: i ne k-ouncii s uara 

Precise data for the lower grade staff in Local Authority A were not avAable; 

however, the borough has an ethnic minority population of 29.83%, the 

largest minority group being of African/ Caribbean extraction at 13.32%, 

including mixed heritage from this group (Census 2001). 

Table 9.2 
LQcal Authoritv B 

Ethnic Origin and Grade 
Asian Black Mixed Not Stated Other )Mte 

Building 
Workers 

0 23 0 0 2 113 

17% - - 1% 82% 
Grades 1-5 57 672 28 83 46 768 

3% 41% 2% 5% 3% 46% 
Grades 6-8 46 531 17 16 49 624 

4% 41% 1% 1% 4% 49% 
Residential 
Care Staff 

1 60 1 - 5 33 

1% 60% 1% - 5% 33% 
Grades 11-13 17 131 5 2 13 416 

3% 22% 1% - 2% 71% 
JNC 6 19 1 8 145 

3% 11% 1% - 4% 81% 
TOTAL 168 1907 62 107 178 2 46 

3% 37% 1% 2% 3% 53', "o 
Source: Council's Data 

Over one-quarter of the population in Borough B are of African Caribbean 

origin (25.90%) and a combined ethruc minority population of 36.99% 

(Census 2001). 
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Chart E 
Local Authority C 

ALL MINORITY EMPLOYEES AS % OF TOTAL EMPLOYEES 2002-200314 
(excluding Schools) 

70r% 

Co. / 
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30%- 

20%- 

I(m 

0%-- 

1-- 

Manual Craft Sc 1, - sce-so- p S- P: --', N, -- C, TAL 

2002 35% 19%, 52% 40% 40% 33% 16% 13% W14 ýM 

200 34% 14% 58% 40% 38% 30% 17% 11% 34% 

Source: Cound Data 

In Borough C the ethnic minority population amounts to 34.07%, with 

23.41% of the population being from the African/ Caribbean and mýixed 

African/Caribbean group (Census, 2001). 
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Employment P. ool 

Local authorities tend to draw a significant proportion of their emPlovees 

from the local population pool and this is borne out by the tables above, both 

in terms of where staff resides and the percentage of ethnic minorities 

employed by the Council. For example, 56% of staff in Local Authority C 

live within the borough, 39% in adjacent boroughs and only 5% five outside 

London (Council data, 2003) and this is reflected in numerical terms, as far as 

the Council's staff are concerned. 34% of the Borough's population is from 

an ethn-ic minority background (Council data, 2003) and more than one- 

quarter of the Council's employees are from an ethnic minority background. 

However, in terms of ethnic minorities, representation in the grading 

structure, Local Authority A appears quite progressive. The Borough has an 

ethnic minority population of just under 30% (Census 2001) and the 

Council's total ethnic minority staff stands at 23%. Sixteen per cent of the 

top grades from P04 to Chief Officer comprise black groups, that is, 

Africans and Afro-Caribbeans (Council data). This is not to suggest that this 

is ideal 
, if proportionality is taken into account, since the vast majoritý of the 

council's ethnic minority employees are concentrated in the lower grades 

(Council data). 
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Table 9.3 
I. nrnl Authoritv B 

Ethnic Group Percentage 
Asian/Asian Bntish/Asian Other 4 
African 11 
Afro Caribbean 10 
Black Bn6sh/Black Other 17 
Other 8 
White Insh 3 
White United Mngdom 47 
Source: The Council's data 

While in Local Authority B the Borough's ethnic minority population is 33% 

(inclusive of all Asian groups but excluding Irish, Greek, Turkish, etc) 

(Census 2001) yet the percentage of ethnic minorities in the top grades is 

6.5% from a workforce constituting 42% ethnic minority staff (Council data) 

far in excess of their representation within the population of the Borough. In 

Local authority C the Borough's ethnic minority population amounts to just 

over 34% (Census 2001), and have 30.3% of their staff from ethruc minontv 

backgrounds, but here the percentage of A ethnic minorities in the PO 

grades and above amount to 26.5% (Chart B above). For Council employees 

of A ethnicity, the percentage for those grades is 33% (Council Data). 

Of the Civil Service ethnic rt-ýinority participants 43.8% (excluding Asians) 

were at the bottom of the grading structure, 3.1% being AA and 25% at AO 

grade. The total at HEO to Grade 7 level amounts to 6.3% (Chapter 7: 

Table 7.8). 
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Where LA employees showed a difference in respect of grade it is at the 

management level. LA employees at all levels of PO grade stood at 20.9%, 

while Civil Service employees at equivalent grade - roughly SEO - \vas 6.30/'(). 

Appraisal, Reportiný,, and Promotion 

The reporting and assessment system is where the ethnic minority is most 

vulnerable and in my study employees from all participating organisations 

were asked about the reporting and promotion processes in their individual 

organisation and their views and perceptions of the operation of equal 

opportututy poficies. 

Crawford's lnquýiry found that there was no appraisal system in place until 

1992 and that what existed thereafter was not carried out consistently or 

effectively, thus ethnic MInorities had no management guidance by which 

the), could improve their performance (Crawford Report, 1997: 93). In my 

study there is some semblance of an appraisal system in the LAs under 

consideration, but the evidence is that it was not structured or consistent. 

The 1999 Schneider-Ross study exanuned similar issues in the Civil Sen-ice 

but focused on the position of those in the top 4 grades of the service rather 

than the entire grading structure and were concerned not onIN, with the 

position of ethnic minorities but women and the disabled. However, the 

issue of promotion and development processes seems to have produced 
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similar views along racial fines where white employees appear to usuaHN, have 

a positive perception when the reverse is the case with ethnic minorities. 

Table 9.4 

OveraH Percemions of Eciual Otmortunities 
Question White Men Women (%) Ethnic People .,. ith 

Minorities (%) Disabilities 
On the whole, 
the civil service is 79.4 83.3 68.5 75.0 
a good employer 
I consider the 
Civil Service to 
be an equal 84.6 69.8 55.9 67.4 
opportunities 
employer 
Overall I think 
the Civil Service 
is an organisation 79.2 67.1 48.8 66.7 
which takes equal 
opportunides 
seriously 
Source: Succeeding in the Civil Service -a question of culture: Research into the under- 
representation of women, ethnic minorities and people with disabibdes in the Senior Civil Service, 
Schneider-Ross, 1999 

When asked in that study about their perception of equal opportunities in the 

Civil Service, of those surveyed 84.6% of white male gave a favourable 

response against 69.8% for females, 67.4% of those with disabilities and 

55.9% of ethnic minorities said they considered the Civil Semce to be an 

equal opporturUties employer. 

Chart F 

Civil Service: Is the department practitioner of equal 
opportunity: Ethnic group 
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In my study more than half gave a negative response, with 33% seeing it 

positively; however, ethnically it is the reverse of the 1999 study. Here 66.7% 

for whites and 25.1% for A ethruc n-ýinonty groups when responding to a 

similar,, though different question - "Is the department a practitioner of equal 

opportunities? " - See Chart A, Chapter 7. 

Although the questions are similar they are not identical or do they 

necessarily carry the same meaning for everyone and could therefore be 

subject to different interpretations. It could be argued that when answering 

such a question without defiberation it would not be unreasonable to view it 

from a recruitment perspective. However, it is not the case that because an 

()rganisation is said to be an "equal opportunity employer" that such an 

organisation practices equality in its policies and procedures. 

That is not to suggest that the respondents in this study were particularly 

sophisticated in answering the questions posed. But it is a fact that people 

instinctively respond to certain type of questions from their own position 

before viewing it from others' perspective, except possibly when asked 

direcdy to consider it in a specified way. Given that the majonty of 

respondents in the 1999 study were white male and the majority of that 

group, that is, the top 4 grades of the Civý Senrice, was also Nx-hite male, the 

high satisfaction rating from that group should not be wholly surprising. 

Similarly, since the majority of participants in this stu& are from ethnic 

minorities and the majority being of Afro-Caribbean origin, it is reasonable to 
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assume that their responses could have been a reflection of what they would I 

regard as their disadvantageous position in the workplace. The tables below 

show the Civil Service staff composition at the time during which the 

Schneider-Ross study was carried out and published. 

Table 9.5 
ST AFF BY RESPONSIBILITY LEVEL 1998 (NON-INDUSTRLAL STAFF) 

Men Women Total Men Women I Total Men Women Total 
(Number) (% of level) (% of sex) 

SCS level 3,139 617 3,756 83.6 16.41 100.0 1.4 0.3 0.8 
Of wbicb SCý 
only 

2,445 528 2,973 82.2 17.8 100.0 1.1 0.2 0.7 

Grade 6 4,065 822 4,887 83.2 16.8 100.0 1.8 0.4 1.1 
Grade 7 12,713 

_3,963 
16,676 76.2 23.8 100.0 5.8 1.7 3. - 

SEO 17,683 4,279 21,962 80.5 19.5 100.0 8.0 1.9 4.9 
HEO 34,230 14,970 49,200 69.6 30.4 100.0 15.5 6.5 10.9 
EO 56,906 52,241 109,147 52.1 47.9 100.0 25.8 22.7 24.2 
AO 65,9 30 1 108,029 1 173,959 37.9 62.1 100.0 29.9 46.9 38.6 
AA _ - 25,754 1 45,597 L 1,351 36.1 63.9 100.0 11.7 19.8 15.8 
Total 1 220,420 1 230,518 1 450,938 48.9 51.1 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Source: Civil Service Data Summary 1998 

Table 9.6 
Ethnic Oriein of Staff bv Resvonsibilitv -1 Avril 1999 
Non-Industrial 
staff 

Ethnic 
minority 
staff 

White 
staff 

Others* Total Ethnic Minority as 
% of known ethnic 
origin 

SCS level 55 3,176 371 3,602 1.7 
Grade 6/7 529 19,071 2,516 22,116 2.7 
SEO/HEO 1,718 59,890 12,607 74,215 2.8 
E0 4,147 80,938 22,374 107,459 4.9 
AO/AA 13,884 181,781 46,373 242,038 7.1 
Unknown 31 339 13 383 8.4 
All Non- 
industrial Staff 

20,364 345,195 84,254 449,813 5.6 

AN Industnal staff 20,9 20,997 9,974 31,180 1.0 
All staff 20,573 366,192 94,228 380,993 5.3 
Source: Cabinet Office Mandate and Departmental Returns 
* Those staff who have not completed a survey 

The Schneider-Ross study attributes under- repre s entation to the Civil Semce 

culture - 

". .. tbe niat .n bam*er is perceived to be deeply embedded culture, which has the 
i. wpact qf excludiq those who are diffeirnt. In the main, Ibis i's not a question oj 
oved disM'Allination; it is an aligetherniore subtle... pmcess. - (1999) 
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My study found that although an exclusionary atmosphere exists because of 

difference, it is not pervasive to the extent that it could be described as a 

culture. One of the main barriers found here to the proportional 

representation of ethnic minorities is the subtle manipulation of the processes 

that are meant to work towards addressing under-representation, through the 

reporting and appraisal systems and positive action measures. 

Pubtished statistics from another government department during the period 

of the study under consideration show that ethnic minorities were being 

disadvantaged in the area of career progression, through their appraisal 

system. There were significant differences between the markings of ethnic 

minority staff compared to that of white staff, with white staff generallý, 

doing better. Yet the government minister responsible for one department at 

the time did not regard it as an issue that warranted investigation, stating that 

'Tbe department retiewed its ýystems wben similar effects were seen lastyear and 
tbe gstem was considered by independent consultants to befair. " (Fhe Independent, 
21 December 1999). 

,g 
in Peý(omance Rietiew in the ChW Senice", there was httle In "Equaliýi Proofin 

eN, idence that the reporting system was at fault. However, one explanation 

offered for the lower distributions of box markings for ethnic minorities is 

the perceptions by managers of the performance of ethruc minority staff. It 

urther suggests that observed differences may be due to a number of other 

factors such as access to training and development opportunities and the 
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possibility that minority groups may perceive themselves to be less valued bN- 

the organisation and that this may affect their performance (2000). 

Employers are urged to adopt equal opportunitý- policies for a variety of 

reasons but usually for legal ones. However, government departments as 

employers have a greater responsibility to adhere to the provisions of 

Sections 37 and 38 of the Race Relations Act 1976, since politicians, who 

inhabit the le islative branch of the state are the originators of laws. They 91 1 

therefore have an obligation not only to operate to the letter of the law they 

created but also act within the spirit of the law. Although it is not iflegral to Z--) 

have an appraisal system in place that works to the disadvantage of ethnic 

minority employees, a skewed system frustrates the aims of the legislation in 

pursuing equality of opportunity thus it should be incumbent upon publ1c 

sector employers to work towards eliminating obstacles to those goals. 

Trainin, c, ), & Dcyclopment 

Trairung enables development, development improves performance, 

performance determines promotabibty, promotion impacts the grading 

structure and the employee's place within it. The higher ones position within 

the grading structure the greater the financial rewards, which in turn impacts 

economic well being and socid strata. Positive action is a determinant of all 

of the above and should be central to an), equal opportunity policy that aims 

to achieve upward social mobility, as discussed in Chapter 4. 
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Local Authority A said that they had taken positive action measures to 

increase the representation of ethnic minority staff but their published 

documents do not show what these measures entaded (Race Equafitý 

Scheme, 2002). 

Local Authority B's Equabties Action Plan aimed to ensure compliance with 

various equality legislation by implementing initiatives to improve the 

Council's record on gender and race. This would include secondment 

postings for ethnic minority staff, but there was no indication of how this 

would be operated or explicitly set out (Equalities Action Plan, 2003). 

Indeed, none of the data correlated that aspiration. 

During the same period, Local Authority C's Equal-ity and Diversity Plan 

stated aim was to review employees' work and performance, with the object 

of development where needed (Equal-ity and Diversity Plan, 2003). Whether 

or not development was to ensure that employees operated effectively in their 

existing roles, was equally vague as that of Local Authority B, whose 

reference to 'an equitable oppodunio of undedakinT learning and development acliviýy " 

could be interpreted as a positive action in=itiative; however, this is an 

assumption as it did not clearly state that to be the case (Equalities Action 

Plan, 2003). 

Nevertheless, the evidence here suggests that '%'k7here positive action policies 

were in place, thosewere not carried out in accordance with Section 38 of the 
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Race Relations Act 1976, particularly in the provision and allocation of 

training, the type of training that would be appropriate in meeting individual 

needs. The knock-on effects, therefore, are reflected in where ethruc 

minorities sit in terms of grade, regardless of their efforts at self- 

improvement. 

There was insufficient detail in these Action Plans for any to be treated, in 

whole or in part, as a strategic positive action programme. Taking the 

narrative, qualitative and numerical data, I am of the view that the 

development and implementation of the diversity concept is a contributing, 

restraining factor as diversity does not lend itself to addressing racial 

disadvantage on a group basis. 

DIVERSITY AND RACIAL EQUALITY 

Diversity adds another dimension to equal opportunities. The term 

encompasses all types of differences beyond those covered by legislation and 

t- ocuses mainly on the needs of the individual. Therefore, the diversin, 

concept, which has its origin in the United States in the late 1980s, brings a 

new set of assumptions that he uncomfortably on top of equal employment 

opportunIty and affirmative action/positive action debates. To most people, 

the word "diversity", when used in the context of the Nvorkplace in -western 

multýicultural societies, carries the subtext of race relations pol. icies (as xas 

discox-cred in m\- study). However, this is not necessanly the case since the 
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key assumption underlying diversity is that all individuals are unique, which 

contrasts starkly with equal employment policies (Yakura, 1996: 42) 

particularly with regard to race, when set against the fact that racial 

discrimination occurs on a group rather than individual basis. 

There seems to be two potentially competing solutions to the problem: one 

focuses on equal opportunities, the other on the management of diversity. 

Underpinning these are two different rationales: the need for social justice 

(the moral case) or the needs of the organisation (the business case) 

(Pilkington, 2001: 2). Traditionally, equal opportunity policies have been 

advocated on the moral case basis Within two strands: the "liberal tradition" 

and the "radical tradition". It could be argued that the fiberal approach is that 

which has operated in the UK, wHe the latter in the form of affirmative 

action is associated with the United States. Kaler (2001) argues that in 

arriving at a clear understanding of the diversity approach it is necessary to 

determine its relationship to the concept of equal opportunity. What is 

unclear is whether they are two entirely separate approaches to employee 

management or whether diversity is offering a new and potentiafly more 

successful way of achieving the moral objectives of equal opporturuty. Kaler 

sees diversity as having little to offer in the fulfilment of those specificafly 

moral ends which is definitive of equal opportunity (51-58). 

One perspective is that diversity has very fittle to do with race and much to 

do with capitalism (Kossek and Lobel: 1996) or the business imperativc 
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(Schneider-Ross, 2002). The business case for equal opportunities was 

promoted in response to the individualistic values and right-wing economic 

philosophies of the 1980s (Richards, 2001: 15). With its emphasis on valuing 

individuals, managing diversity does not seek to engineer employment 

outcomes in the way that affirmative action does and one view holds that it 

has been devised to co-opt White males (Yakura, 1996: 43). Within a free 

market philosophy, policies based on the neutral indiVidual are seen as the 

most efficient means of achieving a fair distribution of resources in the 

workplace. This has grounding in the theories of free market competition 

and thus refers back to neo-classical explanations of occupational seggreggation. 

Within this view discrimination is not an inherent or intrinsic feature of the 

capitalist labour market, but is a distortion of an otherwise rational market 

(Kirton and Green, 2000: 101). It is not unreasonable to argue that diversity, 

or the acceptance of its core principles, is a response in appeasement by 

progressives in the United States to the opponents of affirmative action, who 

have argued ceaselessly that affirmation action distorts the marketplace (see 

Belz: 1994). 

In the UX, the managing diversity approach emanates from the widespread 

perceived need to anchor equality objectives to broad business and 

orgamsation objectives (Mrton & Greene, 2000: 6). This is partly the official 

perspectn-c being advanced in the UK public services at least, with one 

government department having warned against the tendency to cquatc 

diversity , vith race, especially in rural areas with smal-ler numbers of people 
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from visible minority ethnic groups (Office of Deputy Prime Nfinister, 

2002: 5). 

Civil Service 

Like most equality initiatives born in the US, over time managing diversitý' 

arrived in the UK and have been embraced as a tool intrinsic to modern 

Human Resource policies. One of its most prominent homes is in the Home 

Civil Service (Modernising Government VVNte Paper: 1999). This embrace 

necessarily carries modification, since the public services in the UK operate 

within a strict legal framework. Unlike private organisations, which can do 

anything that the law does not proscribe, public ones can only do what the 

law permits. The legal rule of ultra vires means that pubhc officials must be 

able to demonstrate the legality of their actions and decisions to the 

community (Farnham and Horton, 1996: 9). 

The government-endorsed diversity agenda set targets for addressing the 

under-representation of women, ethnic minorities and the disabled in the 

senior civil service. This was to be driven by a change of culture in the 

service as a whole and the Home Office, Inland Revenue and Customs and 

Excise conducted pilot exercises into the best way of bringing this about 

(Cabinet Office, 1999). 
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Foflowing the pubbcation of the Modernising Government Whte Paper, 

which is seen as a social as well as a political agenda, the Civil Semce 

Management Committee (CSMC) set about its task by first creating a number 

of sub-committees to flesh out the details of the main aspirations of the 

document. This body is effectively the Civil Service Board, which comprises 

A heads of departments (usuaBy 24) and report to the Cabinet Secretary and, 

through him, to the Prime Nfirýister. 

In a message sent to A within the Civil Service, one of the CSMC's stated 

aim was for the Civil Service and all its organisations to "draw their talents 

from the whole of society, reflecting its diversity and skills" (4 October 1999). 

Seeing this as a political and ideological strategy, David Goodhart suggests 

that diversity is the "Left's" response to the end of socialism (The Guardian, 

19 Februag 2004), therefore the current programme of action on diversity has 

to be set in the context of the legacy of earlier policy initiatives. Such analysis 

needs to be understood in the context of broader political, ideological and 

social shifts. For example, there has been a distinctive change in the level of 

political leverage for diversity issues within the UK public sen-ice as 

envisaged by the Prime Nfinister's public support for diversity matters and the 

increase in aflocation of resources for diversity programmes. Despite the 

pofitical support, though, the diversitý, agenda is strugghng to get secure 

footing, NvIth its ambiguities and contradictions (Auluck, 2001: 59). 
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In discussing the Civil Service case for pursuing this policy, the then Chair of 

the Civil Service Management Committee's Group on Diversity, said that 

Our remit was to look at how best to create a Civi/Serlice which embraces 
fairness and diversio, with particular regard to the under-representation at more 
senior levels of ethnic minorities, women and disabledpeople. Wle had a clear n'ew 
of the strategic position we wanted the Service to be in in the long term. Look-iq 
bgond spedfic equal o pportunifies initiatives, we want a Senýce which genuinely, 
values and makes best use of diversio in the widest sense.... At one extreme 
people think it is no more than the modish late- 1990s terms of equal opportunifies: 
at another thg believe that it is somehow opposed to equal opportunities. IVeitber 
posi .h. on could befurtherfrom the truth... " (Nick Montýwu, 1999). 

There are obvious contradictions in that statement. Equal opportunities in 

the widely understood sense is synonymous with race and sex and address 

such issues on a group basis. Diversity focuses on the individual. Shifting 

the focus from groups to individuals might, in theory, produce the result both 

policies desire. However, the reality of ethnic nunonties' position in the 

grading structure of the Civil Service means that the way diversity operates, 

any proportional, or significantly increased, representation of ethruc 

minonfi, es in the SCS, would be a "long term marathon" (Depar-tment for 
Z7, 

Transport Guidelines, 2004) and on that basis could only be reafised within a 

generation, but this is incompatible vAth the aims of the 1999 White Paper, 

with its 55-year targets of 35% of women, 3% of people who are disabled and 

3.2% of ethnic minorities reaching the SCS by 2005. 

Taken together, the quantitative and quahtative data from my study suKgest 

that ethnic minority members of the Civil Sen-ice are promoted on average 
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every 7-10 years. How, therefore, in the normal run of this "promotional 

cycle" is the ethrýc minority target to be achieved? 

ln 1996 75% of ethnic minority staff in one government department were 

within the lowest Band in the grading structure, with only 1% at Grade 7 and 

above - Grade 7 being middle rank and one grade away from the SCS (The 

Department's Newsletter, 1996). 

There has been improvement in those figures since then, as can be seen from 

the tables immediately below. In 2000 the proportion of ethnic minority staff 

in the two lowest grades in that department was reduced to 70.7%, while the 

2002 figures show this has been reduced further to 67.1%. But it is 

questionable as to how much of this reduction owes anything - directly or 

indirectly to the implementation of diversity policies since it became 

departmental policy in 1999. 

'r. lkl- 0 '7- A "ý; l 11)(1t) 

Numbers and Percentages 
Grades White Ethnic Nfinority 
SCS 238 98.3% 4 1.7% 
Grade 7 2593 98.8% 35 1.2% 
Faststream 48 94.1% 3 5.9% 
SEO 1929 97.3% 54 
HEO 5650 95% 237 
F() 13338 94.6% 767 5.4", 

AO 21020 93.1% 1566 6.9% 
10800 0/1 90.7/( 1101 9.3% 

I. Tota]* 55616 93.7% 3 ý67/ 6.3% 
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Table 
-9.8: 

Februarv 2002 
Numbers and PercentaLes 

Grades White Ethnic Minonty 
scs 249 98.0% 5 2.0% 
Grade 7 2596 98.35% 42 1.650-, 
Faststream 40 87.0% 6 13.0% 
SEO 2156 96.9% 68 3.10/, ý 
HEO 6066 95.7% 2-12 4.3% 
EO 13453 94.4% 796 5.6% 
AO 21363 93.5% 1495 6.5" 
AA 10814 92.1% 924 7.9% 
Total* 56737 90.03% 3608 6.0% 

People who have not declared their ethnic origin are not recorded in the totals above 
In Table 9.7 that amounts to 14.6% of staff (10,312) 

Source: Internal data 

OfficiaHy, each government department should have an equal opportunity, 

policy in place, to run alongside diversity. Yet in the organisations that have 

taken part in this study, there was no positive action training for Black and 

Asian staff, specifically designed and tailored to meet the career development 

needs of those staff along the lines of, say, "Personal Development for 

Women", which was a programme specifically aimed at addressing the under- 

representation of women in senior grades in one Department. 

In 2000 such a programme was conceived in the department with the 

intention of focusing on ethnic minority staff, but once it moved beyond the 

design stage it became something far removed from the original objective. 

The HR Section decided that it should fall under diversity and as a 

consequence it was watered down to the extent that ethnic rrunonty career 

development issues were subsumed beneath aU others. It was devised as a 

Section 38 positive action policy, to be targeted at ethnic minorities, N'et it -was 

promoted as being open to everyone, and on close examination ethnic 
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minorities realised that the programme was stretched to cater for everyone in 

the hope that it wifl catch a few of them. 

This particular initiative did not five up to promise and during discussions 

between the HR, ethnic minority representatives and TUS regarding the 

extensive changes in its content and potential participants, they frankly 

admitted that the decision to widen the participation base was to avoid a 

backlash from white staff. Bringing diverse groups together affords many 

opportunities and benefits in terms of the people they would meet, who they 

might not otherwise encounter in the normal working contexts. People Will 

learn about perspectives and difficulties and concerns they might not 

otherwise appreciate or be aware of through these relationships. 

However, that is not a reason to pursue equality policies which do not include 

positive action initiatives or take account of race. Positive action is a legal 

requirement to aid the personal and career development of under-represented 

employees, but the preoccupation with diversity means that this has been 

sidelined and a number of programmes are being devised which, on the one 

hand lack depth and do not benefit or meet the needs of anyone, while on the 

other the substantial beneficiaries turn out to be the majority, who do not 

need this particular tool. 

One department introduced a new reporting system in the mid-1990s and a 

new system of advancement put in place In 1998. For advancement, although 
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managers had to consider the overall suitability of staff under their 

supervision for promotion, in strictness, they had no "veto" on the 

application process. Therefore it was much more difficult for people to be 

turned down when they put themselves forward for promotion, as the new 

system was competence-based and not dependent on "performance 

markings", diminishing the influence and subjective input of the manager. 

Performance markings were actually abol-ished under the evaluation system of 

Performance Management. When an applicant put himself/herself up for 

advancement by submitting an application for an advertised post, they had to 

state what they had done with regard to each competence, how they did it 

and the outcome. 

This meant an application was based on facts - that is, specific tasks 

undertaken and successfay carried out. 1f managers could not challenge 

those facts and present evidence to the contrary, then they had no choice but 

to support the application since it was by and large a verification exercise, 

confirming that the applicant's evidence was truthful and that the manager 

was aware of these facts, thus the suitability test for promotion would have 

been met. 

There was an "Anonymous Sift" process involved in the selection process, 

where the personal details of the candidates were separated from the main 

appfication forms, before selecting the candidates for intervievv. Therefore, 

the slftcrs vvere unaware of the candidate's identity, such , is "foreign" names, 
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age or office location. This was a system that, on the face of it, was fairer 

than what had gone on before, since the applicant was being judged on the 

basis of capabibty as presented through the competencies required for a 

particular post. 

Although there has not been any departmental View on this, it is instructive 

that the significant part of the improvement in the position of ethnic 

minorities in the department occurred during the period when this system 

was in operation. Needless to say, there has been a roll-back of this systern 

and a new system was introduced in early 2003 to reinstate managerial 

judgment. 

Recent statistics do not show a very encouraging picture at the higher levels 

of the department for ethnic minorities. The most recent figures show only 1 

ethnic minority was recruited at Faststream and above in the year ending 

31 March 2003. One rcason for this could be that not all new recruits 

completed the relevant forms during the period in question. But since this is 

part of the diversity process of "bringing on talent" it would be almost 

compulsory for the entrants to provide these data, therefore non-completion 

can be discounted as a reason for those figures as that would be minimal, if at 

all. The other option is that this is a correct reflection of the present 

situation, which would put the set targets way out of fine when one looks at 

the feeder grades for the SCS, bearing in mind that at the SCS level at I April 
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2004 there were only 5 of the D-685 SCS members in this department who 

were ethnic minorities. 

Table 9.9 
Staff in Post: lAvril 2004 
Pay Band Total* White Ethnic Minoritv 
scs 187 182 97.3"/o 5 
Grade 7 1875 1818 96.9% 57 3.1 
Faststream 56 49 8 7.5 - 
SEO 1,542 1,490ý 96.6% 52 3.4" o 
HEO 4,434 41208 94.9/o 226 5.1 
E(-) 10,082 9,404 93.3% 678 6.7 0 
AO 16,759 15,451 92.2'Yo 1,308 7.80ý'o 
AA 8,225 7,462 90.7% 763 9.3" o 

, Total 1 43,1601 40,064 92.80/o 3,096 7.2" o 

*Only people who have declared their ethnic origin are recorded In the totals above. This is in line 
with Government-wide reporting to Cabinet Office. 

Here the ethnic minorities at SCS level amount to 2.7% of the published 

figures but given that it is overwhelMingly white people who do not declare t) 

their ethnicity, the figure in this instance is actuaBy 0.8%. 

NOVINDI ISTRIALAND INDUSTRIAL STAFF H1: \[) C( II \1' 
ETHNIC 

OTHER MINORITY AS 
ETHNIC NON ALL - PERCENTAGE 

1 APRII-2003 NVIIITE ASIAN BLACK CHINESE INIIXED I'MINORI 
RESPO STAFF OF KNOWN 

TY NSE ETHNIC 
ORIGIN 

X('11 111dusti-1,11 
staff 
SCS Level 3,160 40 10 20 20 1,020 4,260 2.8 

Grades 6/7 16,500 320 120 40 150 130 6,290 23,550 4.4 

SEO/HE0 level 58,880 1,440 1,040 100 540 450 24,480 86,930 5.7 

EO level 78,760 3,210 2,520 190 750 660 45,960 132,040 8.5 

AO/AA level 148,800 7,730 5,030 390 1,690 1,250 95,410 2601290 9.8 

Unknown 6,800 50 40 10 30 40 7ý220 14,200 2.5 

All non-Inclustri'al 312,880 12,790 8,760 730 3,180 2,540 180,380 521,260 8.2 

, 
All industrial staff 1 

11,900 50, 901 10 80 80 9,300 21,510 .6 
lAll staff 

1 324,770 1 8401 8,8501 T(7 74) 
ý 

3,1770 
- 

2,6307 189,680 542,770 8.0 

Source: Cabinet Office Mandate and Departmental Keturns 

5 568 is the unpublished number where all ethnic backgrounds are known 
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If the same principle is applied to the "Non-response" figure in Table 9.10 

then the overall Civil Service representation of ethnic rmnonties in the SCS 

would be significantly less than 2.8%. 

Prior to the publication of the Modernising Government VA-ýite Paper in 

1999, one department's equal opportunities policies referred to positive 

action programmes that were within equal opportunity legislation. These 

were inclusive of Cabinet Office-led programmes, as stated in the Civil 

Service Unions/Cabinet Office Charter for Action to Redress Under- 

Representation of ethnic minorities in the Senior Civil Service, but there were 

others that were departmental initiatives. The programme was intended as a 

way of achieving the objective of increasing ethnic minority representation in 

the higher grades, and consisted of elements of shadowing, mentoring and 

specific developmental training but it did not take account of the majority of 

ethnic minorities in the department. 

Although the aim was to increase the department's ethnic rMnorities at senior 

levels, it was also open to women as an "under-represented" group, in 

accordance with Section 47 of the Sex Discrimination Act 1975 and Section 

38 of the Race Relations Act 1976. To qualiýv for participation an officer had 

to be in the EO grade or above. But the position of most ethnic minority 

employees, located as they did (and stifl do) in the bottom grades, meant that 

they Nvere cxcluded from a programme that was meant to md their 

representation into the higher grades. 
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The explanation for ebglbibty was that ethnic MInorities were more than 

represented in the bottom grades therefore the focus was on the grades 

above. However, the exclusion of people in the two bottom grades 

effectively meant that there were not many candidates from ethruc minorities 

eligible for taking part in the initiative and thus the beneficiaries were white 

women. Similarly, the eligibility criteria for the Pathway programme was such 

that it benefited few -ethnic minority civil servants. Most departments had no 

ethnic minority staff that participated in that programme. 

Diversitv Initiatives 

My study has shown that diversity means different things to different people. 

In the department where people were surveyed on the single issue of 

diversity, A participants were ethnic minorities - the majoritýy being Afro- 

Caribbean - all have heard of diversity and have been on compulsory 

diversity training but only 30% could list more than one diversitý, initiative 

and 5% said they have benefited. 

Therefore, it could be argued that, from an operational and delivery 

viewpoint, diversitý,, as it is espoused in the Civil Service, is in opposition to 

racial equal opportunities. If one takes the view that it is complementary to 

racial equafity, then that could only be the case if racial equal-ity \vere deemed 

to have been a success and sened as a precursor to diversity. 
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In addition to the contradictions and ambiguities mentioned above, it could 

be further argued that the diversity concept when used as the only equal 

opportunity tool, conflicts with UK law, a point that needs critical 

examination. The argument often put forward in support of posi is itive action i 

that it helps disadvantaged groups by enabling them to compete effectively 

with others in an organisation. But accorcling to Kandola & FuRerton, if 

managing diversity is truly about creating an environment where everyone 

feels valued and their talents are being fully utilised, then action ought to be 

targeted on an individual who has a particular developmental need and not 

restricted to individuals who are members of particular groups (131: 1994). 

Government departments' guidelines on diversity are in fine with this view - 

y differs from equal opportunities because diversi_o is about lndilýiduals "Diversit 
whereas equal oppolunifies is more aboutgrOups ofpeople " (Inland Revenue); 

'Equal Opporeunifies focuses on spedfic minorio groups i. e. wowen, Piz . non .0 
etbnic, groups andpeople witb disabilities... Its aim i's to remove barriers that exist 

" up jorpeople in the above garo s. By contrast, diversio startsfrom the assu, 7, P/ion 
that thefocus sbould be on the workforce as a Wbole and what it can conttibute, 
rather than on the removal of obstacles for . 5pecific sections of the workforce 
(Departmentfor Transport). 

Therefore, if diversity is focused on the individual, then there Is no place 

within diversity for a key aspect of UK legislation - Sections 37 and 38 of the 

Race Relations Act 1976 - although this view depends on the interpretation 

placed upon the Act. This is not to , -, aN- that failure to formulate or operate 

positive action policies is illegal; however, the question thus arises as to 
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whether or not the neglect of positive action on a group basis is Nvithin the 

spirit of the legislation. 

This point was discussed with some of the Civil Service Diversity Champions 

(SCSs) during the course of this study and one readily conceded "tbal tbis is tl)e 

problem u4tb diversio; it bas come too earjl"; however, the argument has been 

advanced that diversity is meant to complement equal opportunity and 

therefore forms a twin-track approach to achieving equafitýy of opportunity. 

However, there does not exist anywhere in policy documents, plans or 

policies to show how this two-pronged strategy is supposed to operate in 

practice. 

In terms of achieving the 35% target for female representation in the SCS, 

that should be achievable, since the feeder grades, that is, middle and sernor 

management, already have an adequate pool of female employees to tap into. 

For the disabled, the majority of whom are white male, there might be some 

difficulty in meeting the set target mainly because most disabled people work 

part time and part timers are less fikely to be as ambitious as full time 

employees and therefore insufficient in the feeder grades. On the face of it, 

for ethnic minorities the attainment should prove most challenging when the 

composition of the middle and seruor management grades are looked at. 

They are almost devold of potential candidates but paradoXicafly, this absence 

makes it easier for the target to be reached in percentage terms. Where, for 

example, a department has, say, two of its ethruc minonties employees at SCS 
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level and if there should be an increase of one additional ethruc minority 

person to that rank the department would register a 50% increase. 

The strategy therefore is external recruitment, usually on secondment, 

coincidentally from LAs, who had nurtured ethnic minority talents during the 

1980s, directly into the SCS for the purpose of meeting this particular target. 

In these circumstances, success is highly likely since, as already pointed out, a 

minimal number will translate into a significant percentage figure, due to the 

absence of ethnic minorities in the top grade in the first place. 

The net result of this are disenchanted, talented ethnic minority civil servants 

who view this policy as an arbitrarily set target for political purposes, rather 

than a policy to seriously address the underlying causes of indirect 

discrimination within the Service. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter I have elaborated on some of the key findings set out in 

Chapters 7 and 8 such as the position of ethn-ic rrunorities in the grading 

structures of the respective organisations, their reporting and appraisal 

systems and training and development pol. icies. These inter-related issues 

\verc discussed, highlighting flaws in the reporting and appraisal systems and 

the lack of comprehensive positive action programmes and initiatives. 
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I have shown that diversity as an equal opportunity tool, has disguised what is 

in effect the absence of equal opportunity policies operated under Sections 37 

and 38 of the Race Relations Act 1976. 

This is because at its core diversity was conceived and is meant to operate as 

a business imperative that is market-orientated and it is therefore targeted at 

the individual and his/her developmental needs, without regard to race. Since 

racial discrimination takes place on a group basis, and the legislative 

provisions for positive action is on a group basis, it is unsuited for operation 

in a pubfic sector that has a legal obfigation to uphold Section 38 of the Race 

Relations Act 1976. 

This is not to suggest that there is no validity in the diversity concept; 

diversity plays a part in advancing interpersonal relationships and equality 

generally in the workplace but as the only equal opportunity tool, as is 

presently the case in the Civil Service, and increasingly local government, it is 

acting as a restraint on improving the job position of racial minorities. 

Chapter 10 will present the conclusions of this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 10 

CONCLUSIONS 

This final chapter wil-I summarise the theoretical and empirical discussions 

presented in the previous chapters. It wiU also consider the evidence that has 

emerged in relation to the specific research questions that were outlined in 

Chapter 1 and look at the implications of this evidence for future policy 

development. 

The central concern of this study was set out in Chapter 1. My principal aim 

is first to show that policies to encourage the career advancement of ethnic 

minority employees within the public sector have been in retreat, when set 

against the equal opportunity initiatives of the 1980s, mainly due to the 

absence of positive action policies as provided for in Sections 37 and 38 of 

the Race Relations Act 1976. Secondly, the inherent defects in processes and 

procedures of the reporting and appraisal systems in the pubfic sector 

produce discriminatory results. Thirdly, the negative effects of the first and Z: ) 

second theoretical arguments are compounded by the introduction of the 

diversity concept as an equal opportunity tool. When used as the only equal 

opportunity tool, diversity acts as barrier to the appfication of Sections 37 and 

38 of the Race Relations Act 1976. 

In Chapter 11 discussed different concepts of race, and for comparative 

purposes, highlighted the difference in the European and American 
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perspectivcs. One distinctive feature of American race relations is that up 

until the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 it was governed by the 

philosophies of slavery and I suggested that although racism in the US might 

have been conducted through the prism of biology throughout slaven,, in 

order to justify the practice, it was based on the maintenance of power and 

privilege, which was manifested forcefufly in the labour market. The 

operation of the labour market and the position of blacks within it, excluded 

them from the possibility of upward social mobility. In the UK and Europe, 

biological considerations might have been of less significance than in the US, 

since the resentment towards black people here was primarily based on 

competition in the Job market, triggered by immigoTation. Nonetheless, power 

and privilege played their part in institutionah sing racism. 

An understanding of how racism is constructed to suit the contours of social 

environments, provided the base from which to examine the resentment to 

the immigrants' presence in Chapter 2, where I compared the difference in 

discriminatory patterns between the US and UK and showed that raciafly 

exclusionary policies were s tate- sanctioned, in the case of the US, by way of 

enshrinement in the Constitutions of several Southern States in the Union, 

NN,, hjle in the UK sociafly constructed raciabsed practices gained official 

acqwescence. 

Chapter 3 continued the theme on racial chscrimination, where I advanced 

some of the related theoretical issues on the acquisition of human capital and 
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equality, exploring ways in which race and racism in the job market have been 

addressed in western democratic countries With sizeable ethnic rt-ýinonty 

citizens. Scholars, social theorists and social practitioners hold a variety of 

views on these issues, yet there have been convergence in these schools of 

thought and together with Chapter 4, where rights and freedom have been 

explored as fundamental values to be considered when formulating social 

policies, I have shown that governments have a moral responsibibty for 

historical racial discrimination in the public realm and later illustrated that 

pobtical ideology and constitutional provisions can and do act as constraints 

in the advancement of racial equality. 

In Chapter 51 have highlighted the fact that although amended Article 13 of 

the Treaty of Amsterdam (1997) resulted in the provision of minimum 

standard of legal protection against racism at a supranational. level, 

enforcement rests with national governments. In view of the debate on how 

co-ordinated policies could emerge across the EU, Chapter 3 also looked at 

France's adherence to their constitution which has restricted the granting of 

o1roup rights; EU recommendations and directives on racial equafity are meant 
. 11 

to apply on a group basis, given that racial discrimination is usuafly carried 

out on a group rather than individual basis. But political ideologies also sen-e 

as an inhibitor: there is an unmistakable trend across Europe, including 

several EU member states, with mainstream centnst parties espousing 

essentialk, racist ideologies, to counter the rise of Far Right populist 

movements. 
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The discussion in Chapter 5 charted the development of equal opporturunr 

policies through a series of legislative provisions and accompanying political 

debates and looked at progress that has been made through those processes. 

However, in seeking to explore current equal opportunity policies and 

practices in the public sector, the discussion in Chapter 4 showed that, taken 

together with the analyses of Labour Force Survey data, there are existing 

researches, which support the theoretical arguments put forward in Chapter 

1. This helped to establish the design of the methodology of the study and 

informed the selection of Quantitative and Qualitative methods in Chapter 6, 

which aHowed for qualitative accounts to flesh-out descriptions proVided by 

the questionnaires. 

Chapters 7,8 and 9, presented the empirical data that explored the research 

questions posed in Chapter 1, to show whether the disproportionate 

representation of Afro-Caribbean employees at the bottom of the grading 

structure in the public sector is due to indirect chscrinunation, which is 

brought about by a combination of inter-related issues. 

Policy Outcomes and Constraints 

The results of this study have shown that the operation of equal opportunity 

in the sphere of employment should not be based solely on recruitment 
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pobcy but rather be a multi -dimen si onal, end to end process. 1n terms of the 

career progression of Afro Caribbean employees, this studv confirms the 

findings in other public sector studies (see Crawford, 1998; Denman, 2001 

and Schneider-Ross, 2000) that they are overwhelnungly represented at the 

lower end of the grading structure. Here it has been found that half of A 

respondents were at Grade AO level, one grade above the first rung of the 

grading structure. There is evidence in the study to support the conclusion 

that implementation of positive action policies, where it does occur, is not 

within the strict interpretation of the proVisions of the Race Relations Act 

1976. However, compared with the Civil Service, Local Authority employees 

have a higher regard for their employer as a practitioner of equal opportunity. 

In looking at the reporting and appraisal systems, the stud), finds that there is 

no uniformity or consistency in either Central or Local Government; all 

systems rely heavily on the subjectivity of reporting officials, and there is 

evidence that this contributes to the position of ethnic minorities in the 

grading structure, which has been noted elsewhere (Tbe Independent, 21 

December 1999). However, the evidence does not point to direct 

discrimination as a cause and, based on the findings on personal experience 

of racism, this is expected. 

The findings have also shown that most participants in this study are 

acadcmically over-qualified for their current job roles and this be, an 

obvious question; the answer would chaflenge Wilson's, (1996: 234) argument 
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that targeted training policies which take account of race tend to benefit those 

who are already educated and need it less. Based on the empirical evidence, 

the lack of developmental opportunities and the subjectivity of the reporting 

and appraisal systems are determinants in where employees are located witl-ýn 

the grading structure and this study provides a better appreciation of the 

interplay between the quality of training that is proVided to enable an 

employee to carry out their immediate duties and those that are necessary to 

enable that employee to progress in their career. This study finds that in 

most instances where training was provided it was informal and job-related, 

particularly in the Civil Service. The nature of the modern British Civil 

Service, with its customer focused, service dehvery and technological driven 

operations, means that continuous hiph level staff trainIng Is essential for the 

defivery of the government's - and ultimately the state's - overall poficy 

objectives. The caliber of training that more capable staff members receive is 

a determining factor in their career progression; in Local Government 

coveted development opportunities to facilitate advancement, such as 

secondment, are within the gift of managers, rather than anchored within the 

existing legal framework. 

Turning to the operation of current race relations policies, my study has 

shown that there is no regimented policy in place that addresses the career 

development of ethrýc minorities specifically, in accordance with Sections 37 

and 38 of the Race Relations Act 1976, by way of positive action measures. 

In Local Government , vhere positive action vvas once used as an essential 
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tool of equal opportunity, that has ceased and replaced by the policy of 

diversity. 

The theoretical analysis points to the need of the state to protect the policy 

framework, therefore its operational fluidity will necessarily inhibit 

permanence. Regardless of these weaknesses, there are positives from Local 

Government, which provide grounds for guarded optimlsm, as far as the 

legacy of positive action poficies are concerned, demonstrated by the data in 

Chapter 8. These show a significant number of employees gaining academic 

quahfications with the costs borne by their employer and more than half of 

staff offered training found it beneficial. An important background to the 

Race Relations Act 1976 was the argument that organisations have a whole 

range of policies and practices that are unfair to racial minorities and that only 

a part of such unfairness is captured by the concept of direct discrinUnation. 

The strategy of the 1976 Act was to tackle this wider field of institutional 

discrimination by extending the law to cover wider discrimination, hence 

organisations were encouraged to adopt positive action policies. It has been 

demonstrated in this study that this strategy is not being applied as fuUy as the 

law provides, unlike the Fair Employment (Northern Ireland) Act 1989, as 

discussed in Chapter 3, whose provisions are compulsory rather than 

voluntary and departs significand), from British equal-ity legislation. 

I "or example, pubhc sector and some private sector employers are reqwred to 

revicw many aspects of their employment practices periodically and , x-here 
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imbalances are evident, employers are required to provide targeted training to 

help under-represented groups. Government contracts and grants may be 

withdrawn in cases of persistent recalcitrant behavior, thus placing contract 

compliance on statutory footing (McCrudden et al, 31: 1991). This legalises 

affirmative action in one area of the UK and moves it from an essentiaHN, 

voluntary position to one where it is virtually mandatory on employers, where 

mechanism are in place to police compliance and where there are 

enforcement arrangements of some power (Osborne & Cormack, 1991). 

In Northern Ireland the issue of equal opportunity impacts more 

fundamental matters than race, such as civil strife, security expenditure and 

national boundaries 3 therefore in some respects it is necessarily treated 

differently from the mainland, particularly as race was not the driver for its 

introduction. John Edwards has been consistent in putting forward the 

strategy of affirmative action or positive discrimination and variants of it as a 

means of addressing racial discrimination, and this is evident in some of his 

work, such as The Politics of Positive Discrimination (Edxar; ds&Bat1g, 1978), 

Posilive Discrintinalion, Sodaljusfice and Sodal Po, 6g (1986); Positive Discrimination 

as a Strategy Against Exclusion: The Case of the Inner Cilies (1989). 

However, this study provides some support for a stricter interpretation of 

Sections 37 and 38 of the Race Relations Act 1976, since the potential exists 

in the pubfic sector for maximising the benefits that can be derived from 

these provisions. As sho,, Nn in Chapter 8, despite the wholesale restructuring 
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and reorganisation that have occurred in Local Government, earlier positive 

action policles that were pursued in that sector are deep-seated and have 

proved to be enduring. Staff gained transferable skills and improved their 

educational qualifications, financed and supported by employers; this was 

possible because of the way in which the existing legislation was interpreted 

and applied to tackle widespread indirect discnnUnation that existed (see 

Chapter 5). The evidence here is that the provisions of the legislation is still 

relevant and sufficient but needs renewed political Will. 

Given the present under-utilisation of those legislative provisions, there are 

potential failures and political impact in this strategy and, in particular, the 

possibility of Wider social polarisation needs to be considered. The 

calculations behind many poficies adopted by governments, particularly those 

originating from the centre, carry electoral considerations and related 

constraints as stated in the policy framework discussion in Chapter 3. Policy 

changes are usually carried out on a priority basis and it is reasonable to 

assume that neither the electorate nor civil service advisors in the Home 

Office, say, would consider race relations poficies to be a priority for further 

legislation, when it could be reasonably argued that there are sufficient 

legislative provisions in place to address the issue presented in this Thesis. 

Positive action measures might be misinterpreted as positive cliscrinunation as 

I indicated in the discussion in Chapter 9. That is not to say that some 

people are not genuinely confused bet-ween the provisions of positive action 
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and that of positive discnmination as iflustrated by some of the qualitative 

data in Chapter 8, implying that positive action is not based on merit. 

Although the need criteria Edwards advocates might be justifiable in theon-, 

the practical apphcation and consequent perception would be significant. If a 

negative definition were to be placed on such a policy (preferential treatment, 

for instance), it is that definition that will be the focus for those who Wlfl see 

it as a threat to their own positions. Therefore, social sensitivity will be 

paramount in any political consideration given to this topic in view of 

traditional hostility; nevertheless, it is not an insurmountable issue, and 

rejection could be overcome by educating the workforce. However, more 

than anything else, it is the indirect political relinquishing of civil functions to 

the ideas of market forces that serves as an inhibitor. There is one strand yet 

to be recogmsed and directly addressed at a political level and it is Edwards' 

main point of the double (or multiple) disadvantage of well-trained, qualified 

blacks snared in an exclusion net. 

There are totems that will lend it non-political. appeal and they lay in the 

current political climate, where the social ideologies of the main political 

parties are far from theoretically "pure" and more socially inclusive pol-icies 

are being espoused, as opposed to the environment that prevailed throughout 

the 1980s and early 1990s (see Chapter Tony Blair had accepted that there 

\vas much "negative discrimination" (see Chapter 5) and he acknowledged the 

problem of the absence of ethnic minorities at the top of the services. 

Cabinet Office figures at the time showed two Black or Asian people in the 
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top four grades of the Civil Semce (Tbe Guardian, 23 Februag 1999). The 

result was the official introduction of Diversity as civil service pohcNT, set out 

in the Modernising Government White Paper (03.99), and f6flowed by 

Diverse Civil Service (09.99). 

Despite the overwhelming evidence elsewhere on the educational under- 

achievement of Afro Caribbeans, the findings here are that there is no 

correlation between that fact and their position in the public sector and this 

thesis therefore rejects some of those arguments explored in Chapter 3, 

primarily because in educational terms the employees in my study are 

"achievers". Most staff were educated to diploma and degree level when they 

started their job (59.4% of civil servants and 54.2% in local authority) and 

had improved on those qualifications at the time of the study. Their low 

position in the grading structure is therefore due to other inter-connected 

issues, some of which are dealt with below. 

It is the case that the word "diversity" within the context of equality in the 

workplace is used and interpreted in many instances as an acronym for equal 

opportunitýT but should this be the case? Cultural diversity and ethnic diversi 

are different, in the same way diversity does not necessarily take account of 

either. 

The current treatment of diversin, vvithin the realms of human resources 

ignores many things - chief amonor them is the Inherent nature of racism. 
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Hugo Young reflected that not because the UK have a Race Relations Act 

superior in its reach to any similar continental law, we should suppose that 

racial discrimination is being steadily eliminated from British life. Race riots 

are rare occurrences, despite discordant political approach to race relations) It 

is therefore easy for a white man to overlook the racial prejudice - the soft, 

silent, secretive unexpressed but nonetheless decisive prejudice, othemise 

known as indirect discrimination - that permeates the daily life of certain 

sections of society (rhe Guardian, 23 Februag 1999). 

Table 9.5 showed that in 1999 when diversity became official policy in the 

Civil Service 1.5% of those at SCS level were from ethnic minorities from a 

total of 3,602. 

Table 10.1 
Ethnic Oriein of Staff bv Resnonsibilitv -1 Anril 2004 

Other ethnic 
minority 

Ethnic 
minority 
as % of 
known 
ethnic 
origin 

Non-industrial 
staff 

White' Asian Black Chinese Mixed Non- 
response 

All staff 

SCS level 3,550 50 20 10 30 20 840 4,510 3.3 
Grades 6/7 19,790 440 190 40 200 170 6,020 26,830 4.9 
SEO/HEO level 66,730 1,710 1,220 130 600 480 20,700 91,580 5. S 
EO level 95,040 4,180 3,100 220 950 800 32,870. 137,160 8.9. 
AO/AA level 170,500 9,030 5,600 430 1,930 1,390 71,450 2607330 9.71 
Uiiktiowti 8,410 70 40 20 30 50 4,690 13,3101 2. ý 
All non-industrial 
staff 

364,010 15,470 10,170 840 3,730 2,910 136,580 533,710 8. 

All industrial staff 11,0801 50 110 10 70 80 97010 20,400 2.7 
All staff 375,0901 15,520 10,280 850 3,800 2,9901 145,590, 554,110 8.2 

Source: Cabinet Office Mandate and departmental returns 
1 All staff figure for staff from a White background has been revised from previously published 
figure. 

Table 10.1 shows that in five years the ethnic minority representation in the 

, SCS has rjscn to 3.3().. ý'(), less "non-responses" in 2004. Ho%N-c,,, cr, the 
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workforce has increased during that period by 1.15.7%, therefore the rise is not 

as dramatic as it may first appear and the main beneficiaries of diversity are, 

so far, the dominant racial group as would probably be the case under anv 

system. 

Having said that, the genesis of the retreat from positive action policies that 

encouraged the career progression of ethnic minorities, predates the 

introduction of diversity as official policy. There was no radical recox-en- 

folloWing the decline of such policies in Local Government as detailed by 

Gordon et al (1990) and they were never implemented in the Civil Service to 

the same extent as they were in Local Government, but the percentage of 

racial discrimination cases taken before Industrial Tribunals, ranging from 

5%-21% between 1999 and 2005, as set out in Chapter 4, served as an 

indicator that employment practices could not revert to pre-Scarman. Yet, 

there was no desire to return to the immediate post-Scarman period either, 

for fear of possible media backlash. 

Racial equal. ity pol-icies cannot be ftamed within the wider diversity concept, 

which does not take account of race. This policy can only deliver success if 

racial equal-ity in the workplace had first debvered success - in other words, 

everyone is not starting from a level plaving field, with ethnic minorities, 

disproportionately on the lower rungs of the grading structure. One aim of 

di'versity is "Brin ing on Talent" (Montagu, 1999). The process chosen by 91 

, xhich to achieve this objective takes no account of the talented pool of 
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ethnic minority staff in the Civil Service, but seeks those talents ftom outside 

to the exclusion of long-serving civil servants in the grades below, rather than 

offer them the necessary development and training. 

The current policies that are meant to facilitate career progression, within the 

diversity framework, are faulty in design and implementation from the ethnic 

minority perspective. The relevant provisions of the Race Relations Act 1976 

cease to feature in the development of employment policies. The natural 

coroUary is not only that the spirit of the Act is being set aside, but by 

implication a retreat in aiding the progression of ethnic minority employees, is 

taking place by default. 

The official diversity target was set in 1999 for 35% of women, 3.2% of 

ethnic minorities and 3% of disabled staff to reach the SCS by 2005. At 

October 2006 there were 31.2% women, 3.2% ethnic minonties and 2.8% 

disabled (Cabinet Office Report, 2006). This target has not been attained by 

organic growth; there is evidence that senior people have been recruited 

externally and placed within departments at the appropriate grades in order to 

ensure defivery. The effectiveness of this pobcy is debatable - one participant 

in this stud), described it as "a pobtical numbers game"', and long-serving 

ethnic minority staff xvill question the nature of its equahty from their 

perspective. 
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Institutional racism is about the combination of embedded attitudes and a 

variety of processes that prevent ethnic minority employees being treated the 

same way as their white counterparts. The evidence here is that such a 

combination is at play, as have been shown in Chapter 7, where academic 

qualifications are often not given due recognition nor is appropriate training- 

provided. This has created a form of inequality where ethnic minorities' skiUs 

and potential go unrecognised and under-developed, to which diversity is 

unsuitable as a solution. 

Policy Direction and Contribution 

As 1 have indicated in Chapter 9, there is growing recognition among senior 

HR officials in the Civil Service that although diversity targets set by the 

government for ethnic minorities, women and the disabled reaching the SCS 

by 2005 have been met, it will be a short term achievement, as far as ethnic 

minorities are concerned. Based on the qualitative evidence (: fiscussed in 

Chapter 9, the numerical levels attained cannot be sustained in the longer 

term. The majority of ethnic minority staff that will have ensured that the 

diversity target for that group is reached have either been seconded or 

recrwted directly into the SCS and there is no indication currently that 

secondment wifl be a permanent feature in order to maintain those target 

figures. Furthennore, the feeder grade-, (Grade 6/7) are lacking the ethruc 

minority staff that 'would be able to make natural progress to the SCS the 

foreseeabic future. At this level, 4.5% ethruc minorities are represented, of 
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which 0.9% are Afro Caribbeans - less non-responses (Cabinet Office data, 

September 2006). 

The prevailing view among participants in this study is that equality aims exist 

but none that is race-specific and this view has been supported in discussions 

I had with senior HR officials. Currently it does not appear that there will be 

any change to existing policies. However, there are some changes that can be 

made within existing legislative provisions to adjust current policies in order 

to tackle indirect discrimination more effectively and also to lay the 

foundation for a continuous pool of potential SCS candidates among ethnic 

minority employees in the Civil Service. The following are suggestive and 

provide a basis for further discussion. 

One approach would be for race equality objectives to be separated and made 

distinguishable from other forms of equality issues - specifically, gender, 

disability and sexual orientation. This will not diminish the overall objective 

of the diversity concept to take account of the aspiration of all staff but 

would acknowledge the distinctiveness of racial discrinunation. I have stated 

earlier that discrimination usually takes place on a group basis, but in the UK 

women as a group is not a minority either in numbers or ethnicity and an), 

disadvantage they may face in the public sector surrounds work/fife balance 

issues, and is not of the same nature as the other groups mentioned. Sexual 

oriented discrimination is usual1v individuabsed and although the disabled 

constitute a minonty group in terms of percentage of the -workforce, 
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ethnicafly, they are among the racial majonity. Ethnic minorities, on the other 

hand, face what are cumulative, stereotypical ideas based on racial concepts as 

discussed in Chapter 1. There has never been any substantive discussion of 

whether remed-ial compensation is owed to ethnic minority groups in the UK 

and the idea of remedial compensation is not in fact entertained in this 

country either legislatively or politically (Edwards, 1995: 25). Nonetheless, 

careful-ly considered objectives to remove different types of barriers could 

produce the same result. 

The Parekh Report (2000) regards the elimination of glass ceilings and ethruc 

penalities as one of a number of substantial tasks to be addressed in removing MI 4- 

discriminatory practices by employers (Parekh, 2000: 193) and developing and 

retaining staff with potential should be a long term objective, commencing 

with recruitment, tailored training and development programmes, in addition 

to applying a fair appraisal system. For this to be of value, recognition should 

be iven to skills and qualifications that an employee possesses, through 91 t: ) 

nurturing and the marshalling those skills with appropriate training and 

mentoring. 

Where, for example, a staff member demonstrates exceptional competence in 

undertaking his/her duties and yet denied adequate recogmtion or 

promotion, -when that employee seeks advancement, then procedures should 

be in place where the reporting officer concerned would have to provide an 

explanation to a senior responsible official (at least 2 grades above the 
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reporting official) outside that business stream, as to the reason(s) why. 

Ultimately, this would be best achieved through a system of ethnic minontv 

career tracking, built into the appraisal and reporting system. 

This suggestion is already provided for in the Race Relations (Amendment) 

Act 2000 on data collection. However, this would take that one step further 

as it would be an individualised system, where there would be an automatic 

review of the employee's career at set intervals or on the request of the 

jobholder to ensure that any perceived victimisation is not due to any form of 

indirect discrimination. 

Performance Agreements/job Descriptions already contain nebulous, 

generabsed, anti-discrimination alms to adhere to the organisation's equal 

opportunity commitment. Tl-ýs is based on the assumption that everyone 

knows the details of that commitment. The nature of these aims means that 

they cannot be measured in terms of success or failure and even if they could 

be so measured, they are not regarded as "core" objectives and therefore staff 

are not assessed against them. It should therefore be a requirement that 

managers must demonstrate, as part of their End-of-Year assessment, what 

the), have done to advance equality of opportunity. This is of particular 

importance for senior managers since they have considerable subjective 

influence and power in shaping an employee's career, for example, in 

approving or rejecting training requests and making recommendations, for 
Z7-1 Z71 

promotion. This would have an impact on the practice in somc CiVil Ser\-jce 
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departments to automaticafly transfer fine management responsibilities, as a 

solution, when an aflegation of racism (or bul. 1png) has been made against a 

manager as it would allow, and at the very least, any allegation to be looked at 

to determine if it merits further examination. 

My overall conclusion is that all the organisations which took part in this 

study employ a greater number of ethnic rninonty people than those active in 

the country as a whole, according to the 2001 Census figures, and therefore 

operate a more than adequate equal opportunity recruitment policy. 

However, in the area of career progression of racial minorities and 

particularly the group that is the focus of this study, the reach of equal 

opportunity policies is limited in terms of the provision of developmental and 

training opportunities, as provided for under Sections 37 and 38 of the Race 

Relations Act 197,6. The nature of racial discrimination means that in 

pursuing that goal due regard must be given to race, since racial 

discrimination, uniquely, takes place on a group basis. 

If the objective of ethnic nunorides having representation at A levels in 

public sector organisations is to be reabsed, the government, has a clear 

responsibility, by xvay of delegation, to ensure that existing le islation is 91 

applied to the ful. lest in order to achieve that croal and the above analyses bI 

support this approach. Positive action is recogrused in legislative provisions 

and practical appfication as a substantive equal opportunity too] suited to 

develop and narroN-, - the skiHs go-ap 
between the bottom and top of the pubhc 
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services. The analyses do not suggest that positive action programmes 

invariably succeed regardless of circumstances; success will be dependent on 

the available pool of talent, aptitude and competence. Similarly, chversitA, 

should be embraced for what it brings to a multi-dimensional societv but 

solutions to the problems of under-utilisation of the full complement of an 

organisation's human resources cannot ignore race and race must be taken 

into consideration. This was summed up by Angela Davis that when people 

cafl for diversity and link it to )ustice and equality that is fine. But there has 

emerged a model of diversity as the difference that makes no difference, the 

change that brings no change (Angela DaviS)6. 

This thesis has made a contribution to the debates as to whether or not there 

exists a fink between education, qualifications, trairung and the position of 

Afro-Caribbean employees in the public services. What the debates highlight 

less are the part diversity as an equal opportunity tool plays in the non- 

implementation of Sections 37 and 38 of the Race Relations Act. This thesis 

has provided an explanation of the operation of the diversitý, concept and 

how this does not take account of the intangible nature of indirect 

discrimination, and the cumulative outcomes on Afro-Canbbean employees. 

In that respect it has contributed both theoreticaHy and empiricaUy to those 

debates and therefore made an important contribution to knowledge. 

"An Audience with Angela Davis", Amenican Civil Rights Activist at Mayor of London Capital 

Woman Conference on 8 March')008. 
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As have been stated at the end of Chapter 1,1 am aware that the issues that I 

have focused on in this study are not the only view that could be taken and 

social scientists, policy-makers or other interested parties may feel that an 

alternative emphasis should be placed on this topic and may be inchned to 

examine this further and this study could provide such a framework. 

Whether Afro Caribbean employees would be further advanced in their 

careers without the policy of Diversity and whether the benefits to other 

ethnic groups are greater than those of Afro Caribbean are questions for 

further study. Therefore the account provided here should be regarded only 

as a contribution to a continuous debate on the complexity of indirect 

discrimination and how fairness and equality can be attained in a multi- 

cultural, multiracial society. 
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APPENDIX A 

TO: EMPLOYEES LONDON BOROUGH OF [X] 

14A: HEAD OF TRALUNG AND DEALOPMENT 

RESEARCH INTO EMPLOYMENT POLICIES OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE 
SECTOR BODIES 

I am currently undertaking a PhD at the University of Warwick (Centre for Research 
in Ethnic Relations), which is a comparative study of employment policy in inner 
city local authorities, central government and the private sector. This is specifically 
with regard to the operation of affirmative action/positive action initiatives. 

In brief, the aim of the research is to establish the effectiveness of equal opportunity 
policies over the past 15 years - not only in terms of direct employment by these 
organisations but, in the case of local government, through tendering and the 
operation of contract compliance. The project is based around issues of "social 
exclusion" and I particularly want to address how these policies impact the 
employment prospects and progress of the Afro-Caribbean community. 

I am seeking volunteers to talk to me in strict confidence, where anonymity is 
assured. The greater the number of participants, the worthier the findings. I would 
be most grateful if you could contact me by detaching and returning the slip below. 

Please note that this survey has been agreed by [X] Council through the Head of 
Training and Development. 

Thank you. 

VIVIENNE CONNELL-HALL 

TO: Ms Vivienne Connell-Hall 
c/o University of Warwick 
Centre for Research in Ethnic Relations (CRER) 
Coventry 
CV47AL 

Telephone: 0171 438 6489 (Day) 
0 181 406 4088 (Evening) 

F-Mall: vI vc on Cy"cab le inet. co. uý 

NA NIF: ................................................. 
GRADE: I ........................................ 
GENDFR: ................................................ 
L 'Tli OF SERVICE: ..................................... ENI(T 
CONTACT Tl-ýL. N()- ........................................ 

L Týl 

\J'ý 



PENDIX B 
University of Warwick 
Centre for Race and Ethnic Relations 
Coventry 
CV47AL 

JIDENTIAL 

ESTIONNAI RE - 
ýTUDY OF ETHNIC MINORITY CAREER PROGRESSION IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR 

s questionnaire is part of my PhD studies and your help in completing it would be greatly appreciated. The 
onation required is crucial to this study and it would therefore be helpful if you could return it by 29 
, ruary 2000. 

information provided will be treated in strict confidence and usedfor statistical analysis only, in 
xdance with academic standards andpractices. 

. 
out Your Job 

s questionnaire relates to your work within the civil service generally and your present department in 
licular. 

ou have left the service of one or more Department since I January 1983, please complete all of Question I- 
i)-(c). If your current department is your only government employer, complete Question I (a) only. Place a 
(q) in the appropriate box. 

(a)-(c) to be completed by those who have changed jobs between departments since I January 1983 - (a) 
only for others. 

a. Are you male or female? Male 11 1 Female 

b. Are you currently working: C) 

in an equivalent grade as when originally entered the civil service? 
in the same area of service (eg secretarial, clerical)? 

C. Briefly state reason(s) for leaving previous Departments(s) 
Promotion FI 
Reorganisation F2 
Transfer F3 
Other E4 

Yes EI No F2 

Yes EI No F2 
Yes EI No F2 

Id eVeryone please now complete the rest of the questionnaire as comprehensive as possible. 

Plcýlse give your current Department, Section and job title 
......................................................................................................................................................... 

"' HEO 4 HEO(D)/SEO 5 and your grade/equivalciit: AA FI AO E2 EO LI 
Grade 7 .-6 Above Grade 7 L- 7 



Other (please specify) E8.................................................................. 

Have you ever been placed in a higher/lower grade as a result of inter-organisational restructuring. re- deployment, assimilation or transfer? Yes EI No E' 2 

How long have you worked within this Section/Directorate? 
Under 12 months 1-2 years 2-5 years 5-10 years Over 10 years 

FIE2E3E4F5 

Have you held different post(s) in other Sections of the Department? Yes EI No E2 
If "Yes", what grade(s)/post(s) were they? F3 

Do you currently have staff management responsibility? 
If "Yes", how many? 
1-3 4-6 Over 7 
EIE2F3 

If "No", have you had any in previous post(s)? 

How long have you held your current post? 
Under 12 months 1-2 years 3-5 years 

F1 112 F3 

Yes EI No F2 

Yes E, I No E2 

6-10 years Over 10 years 
E4F5 

iur Personal and Professional Background 

How would you describe yourself.? 
Black British 01 Caribbean Born E2 
White E4 Black-Caribbean E5 
Indian E8 Pakistani 171 9 
Other Groups - Asian E, 12 

Other E 13 

What was your age at your last birthday? 
Under 25 E, 1 25-34 E2 35-49 El 3 

At what age did you join the civil service? 
Undcr 25 E1 25-34 E2 35-49 03 

African Born F3 
Black African 11 6 Black -Other F7 
Bangladeshi E 10 Chinese E 11 

50-59 E. 4 60+ F5 

50-59 E4 60+ F5 

Please give details of your educational qualifications when you joined the civil serivce 
BE EI RSA Er 2 GCSE E3 O'level E4 A'level E5 Diploma E6 Degree L7 
Other (please specify) E8......................................................... 

If you have a degree or diploma please say what it is/they are: 

What are your existing qualifications if different from those listed immediately above 
CSE EI RSA E2 GCSE E3 O'level E4 A'Ievel E5 Diploma F- 6 Degree C7 
Other (please specify) E, 8 ......................................................... 
If you have a degree or diploma please say what it is/they are: 
Bachelor ýI PGDip F2 Masters E3 PhD E4 BAe'PGDip -5 BA/\-lasters E6 



b if you hold any other certificate(s) or qualifications outside academic learning, eg job-oriented, please 
say what it is/they are 
Qualification EI None F2 

, ur Working Life 

How were you recruited into the Civil Service? 

Job Centre EI Newspaper Advert E2 College/University Career Adviser 3 
Direct Entrant D4 Fast Stream E5 Recommendation by Friend/Relative 6 
Other (specify) F7................................ 

What attracted you to a career in the Civil Service? (You may tick more than one box) 
Salary El I Employment Benefits E2 Career prospects E3 Flexible entry qualifications 
Equal opportunity policies 05 Other (please specify) 06............................................... 

Have you ever worked outside the Civil Service? Yes E, I 

If "Yes", is it before or after first working in the service? Before EI 

b If "After", why have you retumed to the Civil Service? 

Do you see yourself as having a long-term career in the Civil Service? 
Yes FI No E2 Don't Know E3 

If "Yes", how do you see your career developing? F4 

If "No" or "Don't Know", what other career(s) have you got in mind? 05 

No F-I 2 

After E2 

Do you see yourself ending your career in the Civil Service (for longer serving employees)? 
Yes FI No E2 Don't Know E3 

"Yes", how do you view your career prospects? F4 

If "No" or "Don't Know", what other career moves have you got in mind? E5 

Have you cver been offered redundancy? Yes FI No -- 2 

ining 

Is training a cxercise where it is initiated by you and/or line manager? Yes ý- I No '- 2 L- 



if "Yes have you found this training to be beneficial to your personal growth or is it Job related only? 
personal growth Very useful EI Quite useful E2 Not very useful 3 
job related Very useful E4 Quite useful 'L-- 5 Not very useful 6 
otherwise Very useful E7 Quiteuseful E8 Not very useful 9 
if "No" please say why: El 10 

20. Please give brief details of any in-service training you have received, c,, iving courses and institutions as 
appropriate. 
Training EI None F2 

fiave you developed skills and knowledge in one or more of the following areas during your time in your 
present department? Please tick all that apply. 

II general management and administration 
L2 financial management 

3 supervision 
4 negotiation 
5 personnel management/industrial relations 
6 public relations 
7 casework 
8 policy 

F9 technical 
10 research and IT 
II Other (specify) ......................................................................................................................... 

From a personal perspective, what are the most appropriate ways of facilitating your training and 
development needs? Please tick all that apply. 

gaining experience by shadowing senior colleagues - "mentoring" 
in-service training, organised and carried out within the Department 

3 transfers within the department to learn the work of otber sections/directorates 
4 short courses undertaken by outside providers, arranged by the department 
5 arrange your own training, with costs met by your employer 
6 seconded to other government departments 
7 Other (specify) ......................................................................................................................... 

Opportunity 

Is there a Race Relations/Equal Opps Unit in your department? Yes FI No 02 

Do you regard your department as a practitioner of equal opportunity in all/most respects? 
Yes LI No F- 2 

If "Yes", list areas of good practice EI 

lf"No-, please say 



What are your personal views on the effectiveness of equal opportunity in terms of employment within 
the department? 
positive E1 Negative r- 2 

What 
, 
are your personal views on the effectiveness of service delivery on an equal basis? 

Positive FI Negative E2 

From a personal perspective, do you believe that positive action should be a necessary component of 
equal opportunity? Yes EI No '1- 2 

if "Yes", please say why and what from it should take 01 

ý If "No", please say why: 112 

Have you personally experienced racial discrimination within your current place of work? 
Yes EI No F2 

If "Yes": 01 
a. In what form? 
b. How was it dealt with? 

Do you know anyone who has experienced racial discrimination within your current place of work? 
Yes EI No 02 

If "Yes": 
a. In what form? ......................................................................................................... b. How was it dealt with? ........................................................................................... 
Generally, what are your views on the operation of equal opportunity policies? 

Motion/Progression - Complete this section ifyou answered "yes " to ani, questi . on at 23-30 

Is positive action an element of equal opportunity policies? Yes 

If "Yes", does it have a bearing on promotion/training/recruitment? 

EI No I 

Delete as appropriate 

If "No", explain: .................................................................................................................................. 

Do you think positive action policies have been beneficial to you in any way? Yes I No 
If "Yes", at which level/stage of your career 



if "No", please say why: 

Do you think Afro-Caribbean people have been proportionally represented throughout the grading 
structure in your department, in terms of the composition of the relevant employment pool? 
Yes EI No F, 2 

if "Yes", do you think it is proportionality with regard to merit - eg qualification and hard work? 
Yes EI No E2 

if "No", please say wby: 

Have you at any time felt negatively affected by positive action policies? Yes El I No 

If "Yes", at wbicb level/stage of your career 

Do you think employment policy and procedures have changed in your department over the past 5 years, 
in terins of qualifications and other entry requirements, as well as method of recruitment? 
Yes FI No 02 Don't Know E3 

If "Yes", please specify: 

ioking Ahead 

Use the space below to give a brief, overall assessment of your career within the Civil Service, from the 
recruitment stage to present. Your views on the way forward in addressing the issue of racial 
discrimination and race relations as a whole in this country are particularly welcome. Write overleaf if 
necessary. 

ni)ýoufor. iýourt-o-t)peratit)ii. Couldyou please use the addressed, prepaid envelope to return the 
Neted Questionnaire. 

10vould be prepared to be intenliewed as part of this study, could you please give your name and contact 
ber(first names only will suffice): Name ................................ 

Telephone ........................ 


